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Abstract
Over the past 25 years, search engines have become one of the most important, if not the entry
point of the World Wide Web. This development has been primarily due to the continuously
increasing amount of available documents, which are highly unstructured. Moreover, the
general trend is towards classifying search results into categories and presenting them
in terms of semantic information that answer users’ queries without having to leave the
search engine. With the growing amount of documents and technological enhancements,
the needs of users as well as search engines are continuously evolving. Users want to be
presented with increasingly sophisticated results and interfaces while companies have to
place advertisements and make revenue to be able to offer their services for free. To address
the above needs, it is more and more important to provide highly usable and optimized
search engine results pages (SERPs). Yet, existing approaches to usability evaluation are often
costly or time-consuming and mostly rely on explicit feedback. They are either not efficient
or not effective while SERP interfaces are commonly optimized primarily from a company’s
point of view. Moreover, existing approaches to predicting search result relevance, which are
mostly based on clicks, are not tailored to the evolving kinds of SERPs. For instance, they
fail if queries are answered directly on a SERP and no clicks need to happen.
Applying Human-Centered Design principles, we propose a solution to the above in terms of
a holistic approach that intends to satisfy both, searchers and developers. It provides novel
means to counteract exclusively company-centric design and to make use of implicit user
feedback for efficient and effective evaluation and optimization of usability and, in particular,
relevance. We define personas and scenarios from which we infer unsolved problems and
a set of well-defined requirements. Based on these requirements, we design and develop
the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit. Using a bottom-up approach, we moreover
define an eponymous, higher-level methodology. The Search Interaction Optimization toolkit
comprises a total of six components.
We start with I NUIT ⃝,
1 which is a novel minimal usability instrument specifically aiming
at meaningful correlations with implicit user feedback in terms of client-side interactions.
Hence, it serves as a basis for deriving usability scores directly from user behavior. I NUIT has
been designed based on reviews of established usability standards and guidelines as well as
interviews with nine dedicated usability experts. Its feasibility and effectiveness have been
investigated in a user study. Also, a confirmatory factor analysis shows that the instrument
can reasonably well describe real-world perceptions of usability.
Subsequently, we introduce WaPPU ⃝,
2 which is a context-aware A/B testing tool based on
I NUIT. WaPPU implements the novel concept of Usability-based Split Testing and enables
automatic usability evaluation of arbitrary SERP interfaces based on a quantitative score that
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is derived directly from user interactions. For this, usability models are automatically trained
and applied based on machine learning techniques. In particular, the tool is not restricted to
evaluating SERPs, but can be used with any web interface.
Building on the above, we introduce S.O.S., the SERP Optimization Suite ⃝,
3 which comprises
WaPPU as well as a catalog of best practices ⃝.
4 Once it has been detected that an investigated SERP’s usability is suboptimal based on scores delivered by WaPPU, corresponding
optimizations are automatically proposed based on the catalog of best practices. This catalog
has been compiled in a three-step process involving reviews of existing SERP interfaces and
contributions by 20 dedicated usability experts.
While the above focus on the general usability of SERPs, presenting the most relevant results
is specifically important for search engines. Hence, our toolkit contains TellMyRelevance!
(TMR) ⃝—the
first end-to-end pipeline for predicting search result relevance based on
5
users’ interactions beyond clicks. TMR is a fully automatic approach that collects necessary
information on the client, processes it on the server side and trains corresponding relevance
models based on machine learning techniques. Predictions made by these models can then
be fed back into the ranking process of the search engine, which improves result quality and
hence also usability. StreamMyRelevance! (SMR) ⃝
6 takes the concept of TMR one step further
by providing a streaming-based version. That is, SMR collects and processes interaction data
and trains relevance models in near real-time.
Based on a user study and large-scale log analysis involving real-world search engines,
we have evaluated the components of the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit as a
whole—also to demonstrate the interplay of the different components. S.O.S., WaPPU
and I NUIT have been engaged in the evaluation and optimization of a real-world SERP
interface. Results show that our tools are able to correctly identify even subtle differences in
usability. Moreover, optimizations proposed by S.O.S. significantly improved the usability of
the investigated and redesigned SERP. TMR and SMR have been evaluated in a GB-scale
interaction log analysis as well using data from real-world search engines. Our findings
indicate that they are able to yield predictions that are better than those of competing stateof-the-art systems considering clicks only. Also, a comparison of SMR to existing solutions
shows its superiority in terms of efficiency, robustness and scalability.
The thesis concludes with a discussion of the potential and limitations of the above contributions and provides an overview of potential future work.

Abstract (Deutsch)
Im Laufe der vergangenen 25 Jahre haben sich Suchmaschinen zu einem der wichtigsten,
wenn nicht gar dem wichtigsten Zugangspunkt zum World Wide Web (WWW) entwickelt.
Diese Entwicklung resultiert vor allem aus der kontinuierlich steigenden Zahl an Doku-
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menten, welche im WWW verfügbar, jedoch sehr unstrukturiert organisiert sind. Überdies
werden Suchergebnisse immer häufiger in Kategorien klassifiziert und in Form semantischer
Informationen bereitgestellt, die direkt in der Suchmaschine konsumiert werden können.
Dies spiegelt einen allgemeinen Trend wider. Durch die wachsende Zahl an Dokumenten
und technologischen Neuerungen wandeln sich die Bedürfnisse von sowohl Nutzern als
auch Suchmaschinen ständig. Nutzer wollen mit immer besseren Suchergebnissen und
Interfaces versorgt werden, während Suchmaschinen-Unternehmen Werbung platzieren und
Gewinn machen müssen, um ihre Dienste kostenlos anbieten zu können. Damit geht die
Notwendigkeit einher, in hohem Maße benutzbare und optimierte Suchergebnisseiten – sogenannte SERPs (search engine results pages) – für Nutzer bereitzustellen. Gängige Methoden
zur Evaluierung und Optimierung von Usability sind jedoch größtenteils kostspielig oder
zeitaufwändig und basieren meist auf explizitem Feedback. Sie sind somit entweder nicht
effizient oder nicht effektiv, weshalb Optimierungen an Suchmaschinen-Schnittstellen häufig
primär aus dem Unternehmensblickwinkel heraus durchgeführt werden. Des Weiteren sind
bestehende Methoden zur Vorhersage der Relevanz von Suchergebnissen, welche größtenteils auf der Auswertung von Klicks basieren, nicht auf neuartige SERPs zugeschnitten. Zum
Beispiel versagen diese, wenn Suchanfragen direkt auf der Suchergebnisseite beantwortet
werden und der Nutzer nicht klicken muss.
Basierend auf den Prinzipien des nutzerzentrierten Designs entwickeln wir eine Lösung in
Form eines ganzheitlichen Ansatzes für die oben beschriebenen Probleme. Dieser Ansatz
orientiert sich sowohl an Nutzern als auch an Entwicklern. Unsere Lösung stellt automatische
Methoden bereit, um unternehmenszentriertem Design entgegenzuwirken und implizites
Nutzerfeedback für die effiziente und effektive Evaluierung und Optimierung von Usability
und insbesondere Ergebnisrelevanz nutzen zu können. Wir definieren Personas und Szenarien, aus denen wir ungelöste Probleme und konkrete Anforderungen ableiten. Basierend auf
diesen Anforderungen entwickeln wir einen entsprechenden Werkzeugkasten, das Search
Interaction Optimization Toolkit. Mittels eines Bottom-up-Ansatzes definieren wir zudem
eine gleichnamige Methodik auf einem höheren Abstraktionsniveau. Das Search Interaction
Optimization Toolkit besteht aus insgesamt sechs Komponenten.
Zunächst präsentieren wir I NUIT ⃝,
1 ein neuartiges, minimales Instrument zur Bestimmung
von Usability, welches speziell auf sinnvolle Korrelationen mit implizitem Nutzerfeedback
in Form Client-seitiger Interaktionen abzielt. Aus diesem Grund dient es als Basis für die
direkte Herleitung quantitativer Usability-Bewertungen aus dem Verhalten von Nutzern.
Das Instrument wurde basierend auf Untersuchungen etablierter Usability-Standards und
-Richtlinien sowie Experteninterviews entworfen. Die Machbarkeit und Effektivität der
Benutzung von I NUIT wurden in einer Nutzerstudie untersucht und darüber hinaus durch
eine konfirmatorische Faktorenanalyse bestätigt.
Im Anschluss beschreiben wir WaPPU ⃝,
2 welches ein kontextsensitives, auf I NUIT basierendes Tool zur Durchführung von A/B-Tests ist. Es implementiert das neuartige Konzept
des Usability-based Split Testing und ermöglicht die automatische Evaluierung der Usability
beliebiger SERPs basierend auf den bereits zuvor angesprochenen quantitativen Bewertungen, welche direkt aus Nutzerinteraktionen abgeleitet werden. Hierzu werden Techniken
des maschinellen Lernens angewendet, um automatisch entsprechende Usability-Modelle
generieren und anwenden zu können. WaPPU ist insbesondere nicht auf die Evaluierung
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von Suchergebnisseiten beschränkt, sondern kann auf jede beliebige Web-Schnittstelle in
Form einer Webseite angewendet werden.
Darauf aufbauend beschreiben wir S.O.S., die SERP Optimization Suite ⃝,
3 welche das Tool
WaPPU sowie einen neuartigen Katalog von „Best Practices“ ⃝
4 umfasst. Sobald eine durch
WaPPU gemessene, suboptimale Usability-Bewertung festgestellt wird, werden – basierend
auf dem Katalog von „Best Practices“ – automatisch entsprechende Gegenmaßnahmen
und Optimierungen für die untersuchte Suchergebnisseite vorgeschlagen. Der Katalog
wurde in einem dreistufigen Prozess erarbeitet, welcher die Untersuchung bestehender
Suchergebnisseiten sowie eine Anpassung und Verifikation durch 20 Usability-Experten
beinhaltete.
Die bisher angesprochenen Tools fokussieren auf die generelle Usability von SERPs, jedoch
ist insbesondere die Darstellung der für den Nutzer relevantesten Ergebnisse eminent wichtig
für eine Suchmaschine. Da Relevanz eine Untermenge von Usability ist, beinhaltet unser
Werkzeugkasten daher das Tool TellMyRelevance! (TMR) ⃝,
5 die erste End-to-End-Lösung
zur Vorhersage von Suchergebnisrelevanz basierend auf Client-seitigen Nutzerinteraktionen.
TMR ist ein vollautomatischer Ansatz, welcher die benötigten Daten auf dem Client abgreift,
sie auf dem Server verarbeitet und entsprechende Relevanzmodelle bereitstellt. Die von
diesen Modellen getroffenen Vorhersagen können wiederum in den Ranking-Prozess der
Suchmaschine eingepflegt werden, was schlussendlich zu einer Verbesserung der Usability
führt. StreamMyRelevance! (SMR) ⃝
6 erweitert das Konzept von TMR, indem es einen
Streaming-basierten Ansatz bereitstellt. Hierbei geschieht die Sammlung und Verarbeitung
der Daten sowie die Bereitstellung der Relevanzmodelle in Nahe-Echtzeit.
Basierend auf umfangreichen Nutzerstudien mit echten Suchmaschinen haben wir den
entwickelten Werkzeugkasten als Ganzes evaluiert, auch, um das Zusammenspiel der einzelnen Komponenten zu demonstrieren. S.O.S., WaPPU und I NUIT wurden zur Evaluierung
und Optimierung einer realen Suchergebnisseite herangezogen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen,
dass unsere Tools in der Lage sind, auch kleine Abweichungen in der Usability korrekt
zu identifizieren. Zudem haben die von S.O.S. vorgeschlagenen Optimierungen zu einer
signifikanten Verbesserung der Usability der untersuchten und überarbeiteten Suchergebnisseite geführt. TMR und SMR wurden mit Datenmengen im zweistelligen Gigabyte-Bereich
evaluiert, welche von zwei realen Hotelbuchungsportalen stammen. Beide zeigen das Potential, bessere Vorhersagen zu liefern als konkurrierende Systeme, welche lediglich Klicks auf
Ergebnissen betrachten. SMR zeigt gegenüber allen anderen untersuchten Systemen zudem
deutliche Vorteile bei Effizienz, Robustheit und Skalierbarkeit.
Die Dissertation schließt mit einer Diskussion des Potentials und der Limitierungen der
erarbeiteten Forschungsbeiträge und gibt einen Überblick über potentielle weiterführende
und zukünftige Forschungsarbeiten.
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Introduction

„

Basically, our goal is to organize the world’s
information and to make it universally accessible and
useful.
— Larry Page
(Co-Founder of Google)

In 1990, Tim Berners-Lee started his “WorldWideWeb project” while working at C.E.R.N.
in Geneva.1 One year later, he published a short summary of the project’s current state
on the newsgroup alt.hypertext, describing its structure and pointing users to a prototype
browser and documentation.2 Since then, the World Wide Web (WWW) has grown to an
enormous size of at least 4.48 billion pages.3 In its early days, the WWW was relatively
overseeable and manually curated directories such as DMOZ4 were popular among users.
Also, Yahoo originally served as an index of selected websites (Clark, 2008). Yet, with the
growing amount of available hypertext documents, search engines started to gain popularity
and superseded directories as the prime mean for looking up websites and documents.
Particularly, since it had been created in the late 1990s, Google has grown bigger and bigger—
with a market value of $160 billion in 2008 (Clark, 2008)—and today is the de facto standard
for web search in the Western world. For instance, in a large-scale survey carried out by
Purcell et al. (2012), 83% of users stated they use Google as their primary search engine.
With the proliferation of home PCs, a significantly higher number of non-professional users
are surfing the web than 25 years ago. For the majority of users, search engines have
become the entry point of the WWW. As nowadays the default home pages of all major
browsers feature a search input field, it is not necessary to remember exact URLs anymore.
Instead, users can just type where they want to go into the provided search box. Moreover,
today’s browsers’ address bars interpret non-URL input as queries to a predefined search
engine, which makes it even less necessary to remember the addresses of websites. As
a result, users more and more “use web search engines as a replacement for web page
bookmarking” (Weber and Jaimes, 2011). In an analysis of 2.3 million search engine users,
Weber and Jaimes (2011) have found that “the most frequent queries are navigational where
the user might just as well type the query in the browser’s address bar to re-find a URL
from his browsing history”. This means that users perceive URLs rather as some kind of
proxy standing in between their search query and desired website. Because that proxy
is just a “mere” intermediate step, the user does not require detailed knowledge about it.
1

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html (Nov. 03, 2014).
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/alt.hypertext/eCTkkOoWTAY/bJGhZyooXzkJ
(Nov. 03, 2014).
3
http://worldwidewebsize.com/ (Oct. 02, 2014).
4
http://www.dmoz.org/ (Nov. 03, 2014).
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Resulting from this is a strong need for highly usable search engines, as—to some degree—also
the usability of the whole WWW depends on its entry points.
Archie (W. Li, 2002), which is considered to be the first search engine, went online in 1990.
Its functionality was rather limited since at that time, the WWW was not yet established.
Thus, Archie provided a simple search for files in remote FTP directories via their file names.
In analogy, early web search engines as well yielded limited functionality in terms of full-text
search on an index of HTML documents. A popular example for an early search engine is
AltaVista, which was founded in 1995 and provided users with means for searching the web
or Usenet.5 Ever since, the appearance of and functionalities provided by search engines have
evolved constantly. Also, users nowadays impose different requirements on search engines,
as they are no longer satisfied with simple full-text search, but also wish for searching more
specific types of content—such as news, images or products. Furthermore, today’s major
search engines intend to answer queries directly on a search engine results page (SERP) if
possible. Google address themselves to that task by engaging their Knowledge Graph6 . That
is, an info box containing semantic information about a search query is displayed next to the
usual search results (Figure 1.1), e.g., his date and place of birth when searching for “Albert
Einstein”. DuckDuckGo7 provides the same functionality for a variety of entities through
their Instant Answer API8 (Figure 1.1).
Following the new kinds of information that have to be presented to the user, SERPs are
continuously evolving and are in the process of diverging from being mere lists of hyperlinks
and text snippets. Ultimately, search engines also have to integrate advertisements into their
interfaces in a way that does not disturb the user too much but allows them to make revenue.
Only in this way, they are able to offer their services for free. All of this calls for the continuous
evaluation of a SERP’s usability to ensure innovation capacity and competitive edge with
respect to the users’ demands and presented kinds of information. This is underpinned
by the fact that today’s popular and trending search engines indeed feature considerably
different approaches to presenting information on a SERP (Figure 1.1). To give just one
example, Google and Bing use tabs to display different SERPs for different result types while
Qwant9 displays them using different columns on one page, which is a drastic difference.
This thesis investigates automatic approaches to evaluating and optimizing the usability
of any kind of SERP, with a particular focus on real-world industry settings. We argue
that traditional solutions—e.g., user studies or cognitive walkthroughs10 —are perceived
as costly and time-consuming and often not properly applied. Moreover, they are mostly
focused on qualitative statements, which complicates communication with non-designers,
which are, however, often in the stakeholder position. Engaging the principle of HumanCentered Design (IDEO.org, 2011), we have developed a general toolkit that facilitates the
continuous evaluation and optimization of SERPs through automatic methods, best practices
5

See https://web.archive.org/web/19961022174810/http://www.altavista.com/ (Nov. 4,
2014) for an Internet Archive snapshot of AltaVista from October 22, 1996.
6
http://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html (Nov. 4, 2014).
7
https://duckduckgo.com/ (Nov. 4, 2014).
8
https://duckduckgo.com/api (Nov. 4, 2014).
9
https://www.qwant.com/ (Nov. 5, 2014).
10
See Insfran and Fernandez (2008), Matera et al. (2006), Nielsen (1994), and Nielsen (1995) for an
overview.
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Fig. 1.1.: Comparison of current exemplary SERPs: Google (top left), Qwant.com (top
right), DuckDuckGo (bottom left) and Bing (bottom right).
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and quantitative metrics that focus on a human-centered rather than company-centered
perspective. The feasibility, efficiency and effectiveness of our tools is underpinned by a
large-scale evaluation presented in the course of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation
Popular existing approaches to evaluating and optimizing the usability of web interfaces
include expert inspection methods—such as cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic evaluations (Nielsen, 1994; Nielsen, 1995)—and different forms of user studies (Insfran and
Fernandez, 2008), e.g., either in a lab or remote setting. These methods seem costly and
time-consuming from a company’s point of view, as particularly user testing is “heavily constrained by available time, money and human resources” (Nebeling et al., 2013b). However,
the usability of an e-commerce product is a prime factor for ensuring customer satisfaction
and loyalty (Sauro, 2010). Specifically, Sauro (2010)—who compared System Usability
Scale scores (abbreviated “SUS”; Brooke, 1996) of promoters and detractors of e-commerce
products—states that “[p]erceptions of usability explain around 1⁄3 of the changes in customer loyalty”. Moreover, Kuan et al. (2005) found a relation between system quality and
conversions, i.e., they identified three dimensions of usability that “explain over 70% of
variance of intentions for planned purchase as well as future purchase.” Thus, it is highly
necessary for e-commerce companies to continuously evaluate their products with respect to
good usability, in particular to remain competitive.
Yet, in industry contexts, the maximization of conversions (e.g., Tonkin et al., 2010) is often
preferred over traditional usability testing. That is, based on more efficient tools such as
Google Analytics11 (Google, 2014a) and Visual Website Optimizer12 (Wingify, 2014), the goal
is to maximize a given target metric, mostly clicks on advertisements or completed checkout
processes. For instance, The Complete Guide to A/B Testing13 by Visual Website Optimizer
states: “All websites on the web have a goal - a reason for them to exist
— eCommerce websites want visitors buying products
— SaaS web apps want visitors signing up for a trial and converting to paid visitors
— News and media websites want readers to click on ads or sign up for paid subscriptions
Every business website wants visitors converting from just visitors to something else.”
(Wingify, 2014) This is an understandable course of action from a company’s point of view,
as the foremost intention of an e-commerce product is the generation of revenue. Conversion
maximization is often achieved through split testing (or A/B testing) set ups. This means
that two slightly different variations of the same web interface are deployed simultaneously.
Then, a pre-defined fraction of the users are sent to the one variation while the rest is sent to
the other. Based on this, company analysts try to infer which interface has generated more
conversions. A realistic example scenario for this would be a dating agency who display a
11

http://www.google.com/analytics/ (Nov. 10, 2014).
https://vwo.com/ (Nov. 10, 2014).
13
https://vwo.com/ab-testing/ (Dec. 19, 2014).
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person on their website and via split testing investigate how many users register depending
on whether that person is blond or brunet. Split testing set ups have two main advantages:
1. They are cheap, i.e., deployment is simple and no usability experts are required to
interpret the collected data (Nielsen, 2005), which makes split testing more efficient
and cost-effective than traditional usability evaluation.
2. They can be applied to live websites, i.e., actual user behavior under real-world
conditions is measured (Nielsen, 2005). This stands in particular contrast to user
testing, which in today’s IT industry is mostly applied in lab settings before a new
website or major redesign goes live.
While these advantages are undeniably attractive for e-commerce companies and explain
the popularity of the method in real-world scenarios, split testing also has considerable
drawbacks—or, as Nielsen (2005) puts it: “the downsides usually outweigh the upsides”.
1. Although it investigates real users’ actual behavior, the method cannot give insights
into the reasons for that behavior (Nielsen, 2005). For instance, the completed
checkout processes of an online shop might increase due to an incorrectly labeled
button—“continue” instead of “buy now”. Therefore, conversion maximization might
be even contradictory to usability (Nielsen, 2005) and thus also to customer satisfaction and loyalty (Sauro, 2010).
2. Split testing cannot propose optimizations to an interface. This is because both variations have to be present before the test is carried out (Nielsen, 2005). Particularly, the
potentially optimized version must be readily designed before quantitative evidence is
available.
Because the combination of split testing and conversion maximization is generally used with
any revenue-oriented website, it is in particular also applied to advertisement-displaying
SERPs. As already described above, SERPs of different providers are evolving in terms of their
look & feel and the presented information. Also, competitors with new concepts are entering
the search engine market. To give just two examples, DuckDuckGo builds on the principle of
tracking-free search (“The search engine that doesn’t track you.”) while Ecosia14 is a green
search engine (“Search the web, save the environment”15 ). The continuous evaluation of
SERP usability is particularly important for such new competitors engaging a novel look &
feel. But also well-established providers need to engage methods for usability evaluation
due to evolving needs in terms of provided information and their presentation.
To summarize the above, in today’s IT industry, existing means for usability evaluation are not
sufficiently applied in e-commerce settings. Yet, they are highly important, particularly in the
context of SERPs. Besides this, existing methods for usability evaluation (e.g., Insfran and
Fernandez, 2008; Matera et al., 2006; Nielsen, 1994; Nielsen, 1995) as well as split testing
(Nielsen, 2005) and conversion maximization (e.g., Google, 2014a; Tonkin et al., 2010;
Wingify, 2014) are general approaches.
14
15

https://www.ecosia.org/ (Nov. 12, 2014).
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That is, there exists no holistic approach that is specifically tailored to the evaluation and optimization of SERPs. To give just
one example, usability consulting agency Userfocus provide
a checklist that is aimed at search usability. However, their
approach is a rather limited, 20-item set of best practices for
a general search setting on arbitrary websites.16 In the following, we illustrate the shortcomings described above using
two real-world examples.

Example #1 Figure 1.2 shows web search results by a new
real-world search engine (that as of November 13, 2014, is
in a closed beta state) for the query “Neues iPhone” (German
for “new iPhone”). In total, the interface displays ten search
results and nine advertisements (of which six are grouped,
i.e., they contain several hyperlinks). Of these nine advertisements, four are displayed above and five are displayed below
the actual results. That is, nine out of nineteen “result-like
entities” are advertisements, which corresponds to 47.4%.
Moreover, 37 out of 47 hyperlinks (78.7%) belong to advertisements due to the presence of grouped advertisements.
When looking at the occupied space, we have a total of
900,015 pixels (435 × 2,069 px), of which 504,165 px are
occupied by advertisements. This corresponds to 56% of the
total area. Regarding the advertisements displayed above
the actual results, we have an occupied area of 231,420 px,
which corresponds to 25.7% in total and 45.9% of the space
occupied by advertisements. These metrics are summarized
in Table 1.1.
The dashed line in Figure 1.2 indicates the lower bound of the
initial viewport when the SERP is accessed with the author’s
PC—featuring a standard 15.6′′ display with a resolution of
1366 × 768 px and a browser viewport of 1349 × 705 px.
That is, in this setting, 0% of the web search results are visible
when accessing the page without scrolling, which is a clear
shortcoming from the usability perspective.
Moreover, we applied jQMetrics (Nebeling, 2012, Ch. 7) to
the corresponding SERP interface. jQMetrics are a set of
static metrics that detect potential problems of an interface
with respect to the efficient usage of screen real-estate, the
Fig. 1.2.: Real-world search
ratio between document and viewport size, font size etc. In
results.
this way, we can get a first impression of the SERP’s overall
usability. The metrics were applied using the author’s PC already described above as well
as a second computer featuring a 22′′ screen with a resolution of 1680 × 1050 px and a
16
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Tab. 1.1.: Analysis of real-world web search results presented in Figure 1.2 concerning the
distribution of advertisements and actual results.

actual results
advertisements
— above
— below
total

#
10
9
4
5
19

%
52.6
47.4
21.1
26.3
100.0

px
395,850
504,165
231,420
272,745
900,015

%
44.0
56.0
25.7
30.3
100.0

Tab. 1.2.: jQMetrics (Nebeling, 2012, Ch. 7) for the SERP featuring the web search results
presented in Figure 1.2 (** indicates critical values, * indicates borderline values).

document–window ratio
vertical scroll factor
horizontal scroll factor
content–window ratio
wide text ratio
small text ratio
visible text ratio
visible link ratio
media–content ratio

15.6′′ screen
2.98**
2.98*
1.00
2.80**
0.00
0.00
0.40**
0.42*
0.16**

22′′ screen
2.76**
2.76**
1.00
2.69**
0.00
0.00
0.29**
0.44*
0.12**

browser viewport of 1665 × 913 px. Results are summarized in Table 1.2. In fact, half of the
metrics have critical values on both machines.
At the company developing the said search engine, we conducted interviews with the
personnel in charge of interface testing. From these interviews, we learned that in its
current state, the search engine is solely evaluated based on split tests, all of which define
conversions (in terms of clickthroughs on advertisements and certain results) as their target
metric. This underpins that the SERP interface featuring the results illustrated in Figure 1.2
is in its current state clearly company-centered rather than human-centered. This stresses
the need for tailored methods to evaluate and optimize the SERP, so that a reasonable trade-off
between revenue and usability can be found.

Example #2 As of November 13, 2014, when accessing Google’s SERP for web results,
using the ↓ and ↑ keys on a regular keyboard scrolls the page. This is because the search
box is defocused upon submitting the search query. In contrast, DuckDuckGo follows a
different approach. They go through their list of search results when pushing ↓ or ↑, clearly
highlighting the currently focused result with a gray box. Finally, when trying the same on
Ecosia, using the ↓ or ↑ keys focuses the search box. That is, after submitting the search
query and clicking somewhere on the page to defocus the search box, pushing any of the
arrow keys focuses it again. This is counterintuitive from the user’s perspective, as in the
context of a SERP arrow keys communicate different functionality than focusing the search
box—i.e., either scrolling or sequentially going through the results. While the shortcomings
of example #1 might arise out of strategical considerations (e.g., revenue maximization),
this example represents a careless mistake. Although suchlike might not seem to be of top
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priority, they are annoying for the user and must be avoided by engaging appropriate means
for usability evaluation and optimization.
Besides the above examples, in a survey17 with 118 participants we asked users to rate
the appeal of different real-world SERP interfaces on a five-point scale (1 = not appealing
at all, 5 = very appealing). While Google stood at the top with an average rating of 4.32
(σ = 0.85), the remaining three interfaces clearly fell behind with average ratings of 3.04
(DuckDuckGo, σ = 1.07), 2.66 (Qwant, σ = 1.27) and 2.26 (a non-public interface provided
by the cooperating company, σ = 1.12).
All in all, there is a strong need for a novel holistic approach to evaluate and optimize SERP
usability, because:

1. existing methods are of a more general nature and do not consider SERPs as a specific
case that requires special attention;
2. existing approaches to effective usability evaluation do not seem efficient from an
e-commerce company’s point of view;
3. methods applied in industry are mostly not as effective in determining usability; and
4. even up-to-date search interfaces (particularly from novel competitors) show shortcomings with respect to their usability.

1.2 Context of this Thesis
The research this thesis is based on has been carried out in cooperation with Unister GmbH18 ,
Leipzig. That is, the author’s work was embedded into the Research & Development
department of the cooperating company and the milestones to be achieved were defined in
consultation with the head of R&D. In particular, the aims of this process were to ensure
that (1) the author’s contributions are relevant in an industrial context and (2) the achieved
milestones are feasible for integration into real-world products.
In detail, the research presented in this thesis was connected to the development of two novel
search engines. The first being a new approach based on a service-oriented architecture
to facilitate full-text, geo-spatial and semantic search (Both et al., 2014), while the second
orients more towards the functionality of a knowledge portal combining information from
a variety of domains. In both cases, outcomes of the author’s research have been applied
in the development and evaluation processes of Unister’s R&D department. Moreover,
contributions of this thesis have proven valuable in other research projects carried out in the
same department (e.g., Röder et al., 2013).

17
18

8
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Fig. 1.3.: The two dimensions and seven factors of usability.

1.3 Challenges
Based on the above, four main challenges can be derived. First, from the current state
of usability evaluations and split testing methods, it becomes evident that e-commerce
companies would benefit from a solution combining the efficiency of split testing with the
effectiveness of traditional evaluation methods.
Second—directly resulting from the first challenge—for a novel effective method, sufficient
user feedback is required. However, with existing approaches to usability evaluation,
feedback is usually obtained from dedicated experts or participants in user studies, which is
a considerable cost factor for companies. Thus, new ways must be explored in this respect.
Third—as the context of this thesis is an industry setting—it is crucial to deliver results of
an evaluation in a form that is easily understandable to decision makers, who are usually
not usability experts. There exist approaches that investigate new ways to obtain user
feedback, but still rely on analysis and interpretation by dedicated experts (e.g., Atterer
et al., 2006; Carta et al., 2011; Vasconcelos and Baldochi, 2012). Hence, the outcomes are
mostly qualitative statements that are difficult to communicate to stakeholders.
Fourth, there is the need for a holistic approach to evaluating and optimizing the specific
usability of SERPs. As a result of expert interviews from which we derived a novel usability
instrument (that we will report on later in this thesis), we found that usability comprises
seven factors from two dimensions (Figure 1.3). In the particular case of SERPs, their
informativeness and understandability is mainly determined by the relevance of the displayed
results. For instance, if a user is presented with theoretically relevant results in a language
they do not speak, they will not perceive them as relevant. Thus, the SERP interface has a
good informativeness but bad understandability. If they are presented with useless results in
a language they speak, the case is vice versa. Thus, when assessing the usability of SERPs,
particular attention must be paid to these two factors. Also, relevance functionalities are
located in the back end of a search-driven web application while the remaining usability
factors are mainly located in the front end. Hence, providing a holistic approach for
evaluating and optimizing all factors of SERP usability requires the combination of both,
back-end and front-end technology.
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To tackle the above challenges, this thesis investigates novel ways to evaluate and optimize
the usability of SERPs. That is, our core aim is to present (1) a novel methodology for Search
Interaction Optimization and (2) a corresponding toolkit comprising automatic methods,
instruments and best practices to evaluate and optimize all aspects of a SERP’s usability.
Specifically, this includes means for not only optimizing, but also informing the design of
general and future SERP interfaces.
One underlying idea of our research is to build on implicit user feedback rather than the
explicit feedback obtained from methods such as lab studies or expert inspections. Engaging
implicit user feedback—that is available in vast amounts to large-scale web applications—is
not a new idea per se. Such feedback in terms of, e.g., analyses of client logs, has long
been used and since then not lost any of its relevance (cf. Cooley et al., 1997; Srivastava
et al., 2000; Google, 2014a). However, only in recent years research has put a stronger
focus on page-level interactions that are tracked directly on the client. For instance, Huang
(2011) stresses the importance of client-side interactions to improve web search, while
Navalpakkam and Churchill (2012) aim at predicting user experience from mouse tracking
data. Such implicit feedback in terms of page-level interactions is particularly important
for inferring the usability of web interfaces. This is because usability often depends on
fine-grained details that are not properties of the web application as a whole (for which
server log analysis is more suitable), but of individual web pages as stand-alone entities.
There exist approaches that make use of client-side interactions for determining the usability
of a web interface (e.g., Atterer et al., 2006; Carta et al., 2011; Vasconcelos and Baldochi,
2012). Yet, these methods still involve developers or experts for analyzing qualitative data
and defining optimal tasks, which also means they are based on a priori assumptions.
Therefore, we argue that implicit user feedback must be interpreted in a way that results in
a quantitative measure of usability (i.e., a usability score) and does not rely on assumptions.
For this, we require an adequate usability instrument that provides such a score by combining
ratings of the contained items, e.g., usability = −(confusion + distraction). Moreover, it is
necessary to find factors of the latent variable usability that can be meaningfully inferred
from client-side interactions, e.g., faster and more unstructured cursor movements indicate user
confusion ⇒ confusion = 1. In this way, a quantitative measure of usability can be determined
from page-level user behavior. A prime advantage of such a score is the fact that it is a key
performance indicator of a web interface. Such figures can be more easily communicated
to stakeholders of e-commerce products compared to qualitative interpretations of user
feedback, which is a significant advantage in real-world industry contexts. In particular,
usability could then replace conversions as a target metric in split testing set-ups, which
would be a considerable step into the direction of combining the efficiency of split testing
with the effectiveness of established usability evaluation.
Current solutions have taken first steps into the direction of providing quantitative metrics
of certain aspects of usability (e.g., Nebeling, 2012, Ch. 7; Speicher, 2012; Zen, 2013). Yet,
these are based on static properties of an investigated web page rather than dynamic user
interactions. That is, they focus on internal and external metrics instead of usability in use
(cf. ISO, 2011; Lew et al., 2010). Also, numerous instruments for determining usability
or related concepts have been developed (e.g., Abdinnour-Helm et al., 2005; Fisher et al.,
2004; Green and Pearson, 2006; Lavie and Tractinsky, 2004; Palmer, 2002). Yet, none
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of these has been specifically designed for providing a single key performance indicator
for usability that can be directly inferred from user interactions. Thus, due to a lack of
existing approaches, this thesis investigates a novel concept that we call Usability-based
Split Testing. This includes the design of an adequate usability instrument and its integration
into a new split testing framework featuring usability as the target metric.
While the above focuses on the evaluation of usability as a whole, we also explicitly consider
the optimization of suboptimal SERP interfaces. That is, we investigate possibilities to
derive potential optimizations to an interface based on our new evaluation techniques. This
approach is similar to Grigera et al. (2014), who detect bad usability smells and propose
corresponding adjustments, however, on the web application level (e.g., long navigation
paths). Additionally, we argue that in the context of usability optimization, special attention
must be paid to the back end of a search-driven web application. This is because the relevance
of the displayed results has a major impact on the SERP interface’s informativeness and
understandability (Figure 1.3), which are prime aspects of search engine quality. Therefore,
we explore novel automatic methods that improve ranking quality as part of our toolkit.
Existing research in this respect has mostly focused on click models—i.e., models that try
to infer the relevance of a result (for a given query) based on the clicks it has received
and certain assumptions about user behavior (e.g., Chapelle and Zhang, 2009; Craswell
et al., 2008; F. Guo et al., 2009; Joachims, 2002). Yet, clicks are not a perfect indicator for
relevance, as, among other things, search engines more and more tend to answer queries
directly on the SERP. Thus, it is necessary to engage other client-side user interactions in this
respect as well, which deliver more valuable information (M. C. Chen et al., 2001; Huang,
White, and Dumais, 2011; Huang, 2011). Hence, we look at novel ways to make use of
additional user behavior beyond clicks to infer the relevance of search results in a reliable
and highly scalable manner.
To summarize, there are three prime research questions that are investigated in the remainder
of this thesis:

Research Question 1 How can we provide a holistic approach for evaluating and optimizing
search interaction through a human-centered view on SERPs?

Research Question 2 What is a feasible approach to effective usability evaluation that is also
efficient from a company’s point of view?

Research Question 3 How can we counteract exclusively company-centric design, i.e., in
which way can we facilitate communication with stakeholders when it comes to usability
evaluation and necessary optimizations to an interface?

1.4 Contributions
To develop the intended toolkit and underlying principle of Search Interaction Optimization,
we engaged a Human-Centered Design approach, which has been described by IDEO.org
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Fig. 1.4.: Matrix highlighting in gray the features (rows) of the components of the Search
Interaction Optimization toolkit (columns).

(2015) as “a process that starts with the people you’re designing for and ends with new
solutions that are tailor made to suit their needs”. That is, in the industry context of this
thesis, we have continuously reviewed the status quo of interface evaluation practices and
the situation of searchers as well as developers. From this, we identified a suitable process
for our novel methodology, as well as adequate components (and their properties) to be
included in the proposed toolkit. All prototypes of the components have gone through
several iterations and feedback cycles, from which improvements and/or additional tools
resulted. By using a Human-Centered Design approach, we ensure that our contributions
are relevant in a broader context, i.e., they are not exclusively intended for developers, but
shall also be of use for designers, stakeholders and company officials, and ultimately provide
better usable SERPs for searchers.
The Search Interaction Optimization principle enables a continuous cycle of evaluation and
optimization, whereas the steps taken for optimization are accounted for by the evidence
collected during evaluation (cf. Gaedke, 2013). Yet, we do not want to limit our new
principle to being applicable to existing solutions. Rather, following the principles of HumanCentered Design, we as well include means that shall facilitate the creation of new SERP
interfaces (from scratch) and thus provide entrance to the cycle described before.
The contributions of this thesis are depicted in Figure 1.4. In detail, these contributions are
(the circled numbers correspond to the numbers from Figure 1.4):
Search Interaction Optimization A novel human-centered methodology for evaluating and
optimizing the usability of SERPs that follows a holistic approach. The methodology is
implemented by an accompanying toolkit that comprises:
⃝
1 I NUIT, a new usability instrument that contains only seven items which have
been specifically chosen for meaningful correlation with client-side interactions.
Thus, I NUIT is a basis for deriving usability scores directly from user behavior.
The instrument has been designed based on reviews of existing standards and
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guidelines as well as interviews with dedicated usability experts. Its feasibility and effectiveness have been investigated in a user study and subsequent
confirmatory factor analysis.
⃝
2 S.O.S., the Search Optimization Suite for automatic usability evaluation of arbitrary SERP interfaces based on a quantitative score, and proposition of corresponding optimizations. S.O.S. consists of two parts:
⃝
3 WaPPU (“Was that Page Pleasant to Use?”), a context-aware tool that implements the novel concept of Usability-based Split Testing. WaPPU builds on
I NUIT to provide usability scores that can be derived from users’ interactions
with an interface alone. For this, usability models are automatically trained
and applied based on machine learning techniques. The tool is not restricted
to evaluating SERPs, but can be used with any web interface. The feasibility
and effectiveness of WaPPU has been investigated in a user study with a
real-world search engine.
⃝
4 A catalog of best practices that augments WaPPU to enable proposition
of adequate optimizations to a SERP interface. The proposed adjustments
thereby depend on which factors of usability (Figure 1.3) reach a suboptimal
score for the investigated SERP. The catalog has been compiled in a threestep process involving reviews of existing SERP interfaces and contributions
by 20 dedicated usability experts. Its effectiveness has been proven in a
case study involving a real-world SERP.
⃝
5 TellMyRelevance! (TMR), the first complete end-to-end pipeline for predicting
search result relevance based on users’ interactions with SERPs. TMR is a fully
automatic approach that collects necessary information on the client, processes it
on the server side and trains corresponding relevance models based on machine
learning techniques. Predictions made by these models can then be fed back into
the ranking process of the search engine, which improves the informativeness and
understandability of SERPs. TMR has been evaluated in a GB-scale interaction
log analysis involving two real-world hotel booking portals and has indicated its
potential to be superior to click-only approaches.
⃝
6 StreamMyRelevance! (SMR),19 which takes the approach of TMR one step
further by providing a streaming-based version of the pipeline. That is, based
on Storm (Apache Software Foundation, 2014a), SMR collects and processes
interaction data and trains relevance models in near real-time. This new pipeline
has as well been evaluated in a GB-scale interaction log analysis and proven to
yield predictions at least as good as those of competing state-of-the-art systems.
Yet, a comparison of SMR to existing solutions shows its superiority in terms of
efficiency, robustness and scalability.
19

While the underlying concept and idea are a contribution of the author of this thesis, the design
and implementation of SMR as well as parts of the evaluation are the work of Nuck (2013) in the
context of his Master’s thesis, which has been supervised by the author of this thesis.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
In the following we provide an overview of the structure of this thesis:
Chapter 2 The next chapter specifies the problems with the design, development and usage
of SERPs mentioned above in more detail. This happens by defining two personas—the
searcher and the developer—and a total of four sceanrios. From each scenario, we
derive an unsolved problem that is translated into a concrete requirement.
Chapter 3 describes the proposed solution in terms of the concept for the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit, which is based on the previously elicited requirements.
This concept serves as the blueprint for the design and implementation part of this thesis (Chapters 4–7). Moreover, we introduce the primary hypotheses to be investigated.
In a bottom-up approach, from the toolkit concept we derive the abstract process flow
of an eponymous methodology. Then, we infer the core principles that have to be met
by implementations of our novel concept. We also point out how Search Interaction
Optimization is linked to the principle of evidence-based computing (cf. Gaedke, 2013).
Chapter 4 presents I NUIT—the Interface Usability Instrument that serves as a basis for
deriving usability scores directly from user interactions. First, we describe related
work and report on the status quo of interface evaluation in a real-world e-commerce
company. After that, we introduce the instrument, which has been evaluated in a
user study that at the same time serves as the motivational or introductory study for
Usability-based Split Testing.
Chapter 5 introduces the concept of Usability-based Split Testing for efficently evaluating
web interfaces. We report on the current state of the art as well as the status quo of split
testing in a real-world industry context. Subsequently, the underlying concept of the
approach is presented before describing WaPPU—an A/B testing service implementing
this new method.
Chapter 6 Subsequently, we report on the creation of the catalog of best practices that augments WaPPU to form S.O.S., the SERP Optimization Suite. S.O.S. enables developers
to not only evaluate but also optimize SERP interfaces in an automatic manner based
on automatically detected suboptimal usability scores.
Chapter 7 reports on a new approach to predicting the relevance of search results from
user interactions. After describing related work and the status quo of relevance
prediction in today’s IT industry, we introduce TellMyRelevance! (TMR) by presenting
the concept and implementation of the system. Subsequently, we briefly report on
the results of a large-scale interaction log analysis in which TMR has been evaluated.
The chapter also describes how TMR has been extended with streaming capabilities
to form StreamMyRelevance! (SMR), which is a highly robust and scalable system for
relevance prediction in near real-time. Finally, the chapter concludes with presenting
an industrial case study in which a hybrid TMR/SMR solution has been integrated
into a real-world search engine.
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Chapter 8 presents a comprehensive evaluation of the complete toolkit. That is, we present
the results of a user study involving a real-world search engine, in which the feasibility
and effectiveness of I NUIT, WaPPU and S.O.S. have been evaluated. Moreover, SMR
has been evaluated in the context of a large-scale interaction log analysis.
Chapter 9 wraps up the above by summarizing our contributions and assessing the developed toolkit against the core principles of the Search Interaction Optimization
methodology. We explain how the toolkit implements the underlying principle and
how the novel methodology can be leveraged for the design and development of
human-centered SERPs. The thesis closes with an overview of potential future work
and further research directions.

1.5
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So far, we have provided an introduction to the general problem addressed in this thesis,
i.e., SERPs do not provide optimal usability from the user’s perspective due to evolving needs
and new kinds of information as well as a mostly company-centric view on SERP evaluation
and optimization. In the following we are going to provide deeper insights and specify the
problem in more detail. This will happen with the help of personas and scenarios, from which
we elicit concrete requirements.

2.1 Introduction
Figure 2.1 illustrates the high-level use cases that form the basis of this thesis. It includes
two actors—a searcher and a developer—, which are also represented by the two personas
described later in this chapter. Searchers and developers are the target audiences addressed
by the Search Interaction Optimization methodology and toolkit. That is, our contributions
(a) aim at ultimately providing more usable SERPs for searchers and (b) support developers
in providing these in an efficient and effective manner that is superior to existing solutions.
The two actors are involved in a total of five high-level use cases contained within the
system boundary of the search engine. The developer implements functionality for providing
SEARCH RESULTS and a corresponding USER INTERFACE for displaying these—i.e., a SERP.
The searcher ultimately uses the provided SEARCH ENGINE RESULTS PAGE, thereby giving
IMPLICIT FEEDBACK and probably submitting additional SEARCH QUERIES if they cannot
find what they are looking for. In turn, the developer makes use of the implicit feedback
provided by the searcher while interacting with the SERP. It can include, but is not limited
to, mouse cursor movements, scrolling data and the results that have been clicked. From
these information the developer can deduce potential problems with the SERP, e.g., through
heat map analyses, and perform appropriate optimizations of the user interface and/or the
functionality providing the search results. It has to be noted that Figure 2.1 illustrates the
scenario in which the searcher has already submitted an initial search query—e.g., on the
search engine’s front page—and interacts with a SERP displaying results for that initial
query.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will introduce the two personas in accordance with Figure 2.1 and derive more specific scenarios from the use cases. These scenarios will highlight
lower-level problems that lead to a set of requirements to be fulfilled by a comprehensive
solution tackling the described issues, i.e., the Search Interaction Optimization methodology
and toolkit.
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Fig. 2.1.: The high-level use cases the problem addressed in this thesis originates from.

2.2 Personas
The following section introduces the two main personas considered in the course of this
thesis. These are in accordance with Figure 2.1.

2.2.1 The Searcher
Finn is a 29-year-old trained retail salesman with a middle-class background. His annual
income amounts to approximately $26,000. Finn owns a laptop as well as an iPhone 5s1 ,
both of which he uses for accessing the Internet. On average, he surfs the WWW for about
four hours per day, mostly for social networking purposes (i.e., Twitter2 and Facebook3 ),
watching videos (YouTube4 ) and TV series (Netflix5 ) and researching information such as
news. For surfing the web, Finn relies more on his laptop since he has a limited mobile data
plan. Because he is concerned about data privacy, he mostly uses NoSpySearch for web search,
which is a novel search engine promising better privacy protection compared to competitors—
i.e., it is similar to DuckDuckGo. Yet, when he has the feeling that NoSpySearch does not
provide an acceptable result quality for his search query, he falls back on Google. Finn is
generally annoyed by online advertising. Particular, he finds personalized advertisements
1

http://www.apple.com/shop/buy-iphone/iphone5s (Dec. 21, 2015).
https://twitter.com/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
3
https://www.facebook.com/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
4
https://www.youtube.com/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
5
https://www.netflix.com/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
2
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suspicious and hence has the Adblock Plus6 add-on installed and activated in his Mozilla
Firefox7 browser. When browsing the WWW using his iPhone 5s, Finn relies on Safari
Mobile8 without add-ons.

2.2.2 The Developer
Rey is a 32-year-old back end and front end developer for search engine start-up NoSpySearch
with a middle-class background. She holds a Master’s degree in computer science with a
minor in business administration. Her annual income amounts to approximately $85,000.
Rey owns a desktop PC as well as an iPhone 5s and uses both devices for web browsing. On
her desktop PC she relies on Google Chrome9 while she uses Safari Mobile for browsing with
her smartphone. On average, Rey surfs the WWW for about six hours per day (including
her time at work). This happens mostly for work-related research (e.g., Stackoverflow10
and GitHub11 ), social networking (Twitter and Facebook), watching videos (YouTube) and
searching for information such as news; but also for staying up-to-date with the latest trends
in web technology and for private programming side projects.
The responsibilities of the five-person team she is part of at NoSpySearch are (a) the
implementation of the ranking function delivering the search results as well as (b) the
implementation of the embedding user interface that is ultimately presented to the searcher.
Hence, she has profound knowledge in both, machine learning and web development. Rey
collaborates with a team of designers for providing the user interface and reports directly to
C-level management.

2.3 Scenarios
Based on the personas above, the following section shall illustrate a number of scenarios
that shed light on typical problems with the design, development and usage of novel SERP
interfaces. From each scenario, we derive a specific problem that is converted into a concrete
requirement. Using the formulated problems as a starting point, the remainder of this thesis
consequently aims at the fulfillment of the corresponding requirements. The scenarios orient
at actual observations that have been made in the industry context of this thesis.

2.3.1 Scenario #1: Tracking Interactions
Rey tracks a number of client-side interaction features on NoSpySearch’s SERP interface that
she wants to interpret for inferring appropriate optimizations, because she knows that in
general, searchers are not keen on answering questionnaires (which is also reflected by the
fact that only very few searchers use NoSpySearch’s feedback function). The scenario she
6

https://adblockplus.org/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
8
http://www.apple.com/safari/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
9
https://www.google.com/chrome/browser/desktop/index.html (Dec. 21, 2015).
10
http://stackoverflow.com/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
11
https://github.com/ (Dec. 21, 2015).
7
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has in mind is that, e.g., more and faster cursor movements on certain parts of the interface
indicate that those parts are confusing the searcher und thus require adjustments. However,
all of this is only based on assumptions and educated guesses that are not backed by any data
so far. Hence, her plan is to collect a certain amount of training data for correlation to be able
to make well-founded statements about the tracked interactions (e.g., faster cursor speed
negatively correlates with searcher confusion). Rey decides to build on the System Usability
Scale (abbreviated “SUS”; Brooke, 1996), which is a de facto industry standard (usability.gov,
2013), for collecting interactions and statements about interface usability from a fraction of
her searchers. However, she notices that the instrument features a rather complex scoring
system (usability.gov, 2013), is not diagnostic (usability.gov, 2013) and does not have
the right level of abstraction for what she has in mind. That is, items such as “I felt very
confident using the system” (usability.gov, 2013) do not hint at specific issues with the SERP
interface.
Finn has set NoSpySearch as his default search engine. Yet, he frequently notices that
he falls back on Google because he has the feeling that he is confused by NoSpySearch’s
SERP interface and cannot discover what he is looking for quickly enough. One day, after
having submitted a search query, he is presented with an SUS questionnaire. Because Finn
is aware of the fact that NoSpySearch is still a start-up and wants to help, he answers the
questionnaire. However, he finds the questionnaire to be unnecessarily time-consuming and
ambiguous and decides to not answer the questionnaire again in the future.
From the above scenario, the following problem and corresponding requirement become
evident:

Problem 2.1 Searchers do not want to interact with suboptimal SERP interfaces. If they are
not able to find what they are looking for, they abandon their search. Hence, SERP interfaces
require constant improvement to create loyal searchers. However, corresponding questionnaires
for evaluation are usually perceived as time-consuming and cumbersome.

Requirement 2.1 SERP developers require an instrument for meaningful correlations with
client-side user interactions. These correlations can serve as the basis for inferring the usability
of a SERP interface directly from interactions.

2.3.2 Scenario #2: Split Testing
Rey—following the instructions of C-level management—has implemented and deployed
an split testing solution for evaluating NoSpySearch’s SERP interface. The applied split
testing system aims at maximizing conversions. In the case of NoSpySearch, this means
optimizing for clicks on sponsored search results, which is the business model of the novel
search engine. Yet, the results of the split tests are skewed due to the wide-spread use of ad
blockers12 . Also, from a few searchers, Rey has received answers to an SUS questionnaire,
which indicate that their SERP still has room for improvement. Hence, she would like to
additionally use the split testing setup for optimizing the usability of the SERP interface
12
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http://www.statista.com/statistics/435252/adblock-users-worldwide/ (Dec. 22, 2015).
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since conversion maximization does not focus on this matter. She is convinced that the
client-side user interactions she is already tracking can contribute to this once they can be
meaningfully correlated with aspects of usability. What Rey has in mind is a quantitative
measure of usability that can be directly inferred from the interaction data and used as a
target metric in addition to the number of conversions.
Finn has been using NoSpySearch for quite some time now. However, he keeps falling back
on Google regularly when he feels he cannot discover what he is looking for on NoSpySearch,
because he could not notice considerable improvements concerning the SERP interface
lately.
From the above scenario, the following problem and corresponding requirement become
evident:

Problem 2.2 Split testing is a highly efficient way of evaluating SERP interfaces that is commonly applied in industry. Yet, split tests mostly aim at conversion maximization, which does not
particularly focus on better usability. That is, the performed evaluations are company-centered
rather than human-centered and do not lead to noticeable improvements from the searcher
perspective.

Requirement 2.2 SERP developers must be able to also use split testing setups for effectively
optimizing usability in addition to conversion maximization.

2.3.3 Scenario #3: Analyzing Interactions
Rey has started to evaluate and interpret the client-side user interactions she is tracking on
NoSpySearch’s SERP interface. Due to the lack of an appropriate instrument for correlation
with aspects of usability and corresponding training data, this must happen mostly in
terms of heat maps. These heat maps illustrate the distribution of mouse cursor positions
as well as the clicks performed by the searcher. While the analysis of potential usability
problems requires a considerable amount of manual work, it can moreover only be based on
assumptions and educated guesses. For instance, Rey must assume that regions of the SERP
interface receiving more attention in terms of mouse cursor interaction are more relevant
to the user than regions receiving less attention. Hence, such regions are candidates for,
e.g., being specifically highlighted, either by means of positioning or layout. Rey regularly
discusses the evaluations and potential optimizations with NoSpySearch’s design team,
which is often time-consuming. Still, the outcomes of these discussions are not based on
hard evidence. Thus, Rey desires a more automatic approach to evaluation and proposing
adequate adjustments, which would improve communication and the process of SERP
optimization in terms of efficiency and objectivity.
Recently, Finn has noticed some slight improvements regarding the usability of the NoSpySearch SERP interface. For instance, the list of related search terms has been moved to a
more prominent place on the page, where it is more easily reachable. When consuming
textual and/or visual information on the SERP—such as the abstracts of search results or the
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info box presenting semantic information for the current search query—he usually moves
the mouse cursor to one of the corners of the browser window, where it does not obscure his
desired information.
From the above scenario, the following problem and corresponding requirement become
evident:

Problem 2.3 Manual analysis and inspection of user interactions is a time-consuming process
that is based on assumptions and educated guesses rather than hard evidence. In particular,
user behavior might be contradictory to the assumptions that these evaluations are based on
and hence, the resulting optimizations might not be what searchers need.

Requirement 2.3 For a more efficient and objective process, SERP developers require an
automatic approach to evaluating SERP interfaces that in particular also infers adequate
optimizations.

2.3.4 Scenario #4: Result Relevance
The ranking function delivering NoSpySearch’s results—which has been partly implemented
by Rey—makes use of implicit searcher feedback by applying a model that interprets clicks on
results (i.e., a clicked result is assumed to be relevant). However, the model also takes into
account the searcher’s dwell time on a landing page after clicking a result. That is, it assumes
that a dwell time of less than 30 seconds indicates an irrelevant result, although a click has
happened (cf. Q. Guo and Agichtein, 2012). Recently, NoSpySearch has introduced info
boxes displaying semantic information for the current search query, thus intending to answer
the query directly on the SERP interface. Yet, this also means that no clicks happen and no
dwell time can be measured on a landing page, which makes the aforementioned model
unapplicable for this new kind of search result. Rather, Rey assumes that the client-side
interactions she is tracking anyway can be used to determine relevance in this respect, e.g., as
a replacement for dwell time measurements. She furthermore believes that the additional
interactions can complement the clicks used for predicting the relevance of standard search
results.
Recently, using NoSpySearch, Finn searched for the release date of “The Ridiculous 6” on
Netflix. He clicked on the first result, which led him to the Wikipedia page for the movie13 .
Right away he found the information that it can be watched on Netflix since December 11,
2015. This means he returned to the SERP interface after approximately ten seconds and
already having found his desired information. Out of interest, Finn skimmed through the
remaining search results and found a link to an interview with the director of the movie,
Frank Coraci. He clicked the link and read the whole interview, hence returning to the SERP
interface after much more than 30 seconds. Based on the above behavior, the model applied
by NoSpySearch assumed the link to the interview to be more relevant for the query than
the Wikipedia page. Thus, the two results were considered for re-ranking.
13
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From the above scenario, the following problem and corresponding requirement become
evident:

Problem 2.4 Current click models for determining result relevance do not consider novel kinds
of search results. Moreover, they are limited in their interpretations due to the low number of
considered features (e.g., clicks + dwell time). Hence, searchers might be presented with less
relevant results due to wrong interpretations of their behavior in modern search engines.

Requirement 2.4 SERP developers require relevance models that leverage a broader range of
interactions beyond clicks, which leads to more accurate predictions and more satisfied searchers.

2.4 Summary
This chapter has specified the general problem this thesis is based on in more detail. In
particular, we have defined two personas—a searcher and a developer—and four representative scenarios. From these scenarios, we could deduce four specific unsolved problems and
elicit corresponding requirements. To be specific, we identified the need for (a) an adequate
instrument for meaningful correlations of user interactions with aspects of usability, (b) a
split testing solution that can optimize usability, (c) an automatic approach to evaluating and
optimizing the usability of SERP interfaces, and (d) an approach to result relevance prediction
that leverages the advantages of interactions beyond clicks. In the following chapter, we
describe the draft of a solution fulfilling these needs. The solution will then be designed,
implemented and evaluated in the remainder of the thesis.

2.4 Summary
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„

Users do not care about what is inside the box, as
long as the box does what they need done.
— Jef Raskin
about Human–Computer Interfaces

In the form of a toolkit—named the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit—the following
chapter proposes a solution to the problems identified earlier. It is specifically intended to
fulfill all of the requirements elicited in Chapter 2. To achieve this, we present a draft of the
toolkit and introduce the primary hypotheses that shall be investigated in the remainder of
this thesis. Moreover, from the proposed toolkit we derive a more abstract, general concept
and define the core principles that have to be met by any implementation thereof. Finally,
we elaborate on the connection between the Search Interaction Optimization methodology
and the principle of evidence-based computing (Gaedke, 2013).

3.1 Introduction
As has already been indicated in the introduction of this thesis and further specified in the
previous chapter, the SERPs of novel search engines tend to be not optimal from the user
perspective. This is due to the application of a plethora of company-centric design practices as
opposed to more effective methods of usability evaluation. The applied practices are mainly
based on efficient split testing set-ups and conversion maximization, which according to
Nielsen (2005) might even be contradictory to good usability. In the particular case of SERPs,
conversion maximization is often tightly coupled to the (potentially excessive) display of
advertisements. But also design/development decisions not concerned with commercial
matters can prevent the optimally usable display of search results. For instance, a huge
amount of relevant results that are tightly packed on very little space make for worse
usability than results presented with an adequate use of white space and visual separation.
Furthermore, it is not yet a common practice to leverage the advantages of user interactions
beyond clicks for predicting result relevance (Huang, 2011) and ultimately delivering better
results. This calls for the more frequent use of more effective methods to improve the
usability of SERPs and the relevance of the contained results.
The following chapter proposes a comprehensive solution to the problems introduced above.
Yet, in order to describe a theoretically well-founded concept, we first have to clearly define
what we understand as a web interface and usability in the context of this thesis.
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3.2 Web Interfaces
In the course of this thesis, we heavily focus on the inference of usability from users’
interactions with a web interface. Such low-level user interactions on the client-side can
be tracked on a per-webpage basis, i.e., for an HTML document delivered by a server and
displayed in a web browser. Such interactions are commonly collected using Ajax technology
and are valid only for the given document. Due to the stateless nature of HTTP1 , they are
difficult to track and put into context across multiple webpages. Contrary, user interactions
in the context of a whole website (i.e., a set of interconnected, related webpages) are of a
higher-level nature, such as navigation paths between webpages. They are usually mined
from server-side logs (cf. web mining, Cooley et al., 1997).
Thus, in the remainder of this thesis, we consider a WEB INTERFACE to be defined as follows:

Definition 1 W EB I NTERFACE: A web interface is a single webpage. Particularly, this includes
the HTML document’s content and structure as determined within the <body> tag, and the
appearance during a user’s interaction with the webpage as determined by stylesheets and
dynamic scripts that alter the DOM treea .
a

http://www.w3.org/DOM/ (Jun. 11, 2014).

Moreover, the terms “interface” and “SERP interface” will be used synonymously.

3.3 Usability
In the following, we define the particular kind of usability we refer to throughout this
thesis. Subsequently, we relate that kind of usability to the notions of “user experience” and
“relevance”.

3.3.1 A Definition of Usability
ISO 9241-11 describes usability as the “Extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use” (ISO, 1998). Already from this it becomes clear that usability is a difficult-tograsp concept that can be understood and interpreted in many different ways. In particular,
the usage of words such as “specified” (that appears three times in this rather short definition)
and “context” shows that usability depends on a variety of external factors. It can be
thoroughly evaluated only with a well-defined use case and situation in mind. Furthermore,
there is no complete consensus about which sub-concepts contribute to usability. To give
just one example, the above ISO definition assumes user satisfaction to be a part of usability.
Contrary, Lew et al. (2010) treat it as an independent concept in the context of their 2Q2U
framework, which has been derived from the ISO 25010 standard (ISO, 2011).
1
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Thus, it is necessary that in the following, we clarify our understanding of usability in the
context of our proposed approach. Orienting at ISO 25010 (ISO, 2011), the internal usability
of a web application is measured in terms of static attributes (not connected to software
execution); external usability relates to the behavior of the web application; and usability
in use is relevant in case the web application involves real users under certain conditions.
Therefore, given the fact that we intend to infer usability from real users’ interactions,
usability in use is the core concept we focus on. In accordance with this, Hassenzahl (2008)
uses the notions of “do-goals” (e.g., booking a flight) and “be-goals” (e.g., being special) to
distinguish between the pragmatic and hedonic dimensions of user experience, a concept
that has a large intersection with usability (Figure 3.1). Particularly, he states that “Pragmatic
quality refers to the product’s perceived ability to support the achievement of ‘do-goals’ [and]
calls for a focus on the product – its utility and usability” (Hassenzahl, 2008). Since a user’s
interactions with an interface are a direct reflection of what they do, for our purpose the
pragmatic dimension of usability is of particular interest.
Based on the above, in the remainder of this thesis USABILITY refers to the pragmatic
(Hassenzahl, 2008) and in-use (ISO, 2011) dimensions of the definition given by ISO 924111 (ISO, 1998). Internal/external usability (ISO, 2011) and the hedonic dimension (“the
product’s perceived ability to support the achievement of ‘be-goals”’, Hassenzahl, 2008)) of
usability in use are neglected.2

Definition 2 U SABILITY: The extent to which a web interface can be used by real users to
achieve do-goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.
(adjusted definition by ISO, 1998)

A more precise formalism for characterizing the specific type of usability one is investigating
is given in Speicher (2015).

3.3.2 Usability vs. User Experience
It must be noted that user experience (UX) and usability are not interchangeable concepts (Law et al., 2009), although “a closer look reveals that [UX] is treated mainly as a
synonym of usability and user-centred-design [sic]” (Hassenzahl, 2008). Rather, UX includes
more subjective aspects while usability is more technically oriented. Furthermore, it is a
misconception that usability is a true subset of UX, as is, e.g., suggested by Lew et al. (2010).
Alternatively, usability and UX should be seen as two separate concepts that share a common
intersection (Figure 3.1).
First, as Hassenzahl (2008) states, “people perceive interactive products along two different
dimensions”, i.e., pragmatic and hedonic quality. Already in our definition of usability above,
we have explained that the pragmatic dimension is determined by do-goals while the hedonic
dimension is determined by be-goals. Further, Hassenzahl (2008) argues that “the fulfilment
of be-goals [...] is the driver of experience. Lack of usability might impose a barrier to the
2

The following is not the final version of the definition. Based on our findings, it will be revised in
Chapter 4.
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Usability

User Experience

Fig. 3.1.: Usability and user experience are not the same or have a superset–subset relationship. Rather, they are different concepts that share an intersection.

fulfilment of active be-goals, but it is in itself not desired.” Based on this, usability cannot be
a true subset of UX, as certain do-goals, which are elements of usability, are not required to
achieve a good UX. Therefore, they are to be located in the set Usability \ User Experience.
Second, to give a real-world example for this, we refer to Norman (2005). In his article,
the author describes the case of musical instruments from a human-centered point of view.
Particularly, he states:
“Musical instruments are complex and difficult to manipulate and can cause
severe medical problems. Musical notation is modal, so the same representation
on a treble clef has a different interpretation on the bass clef. The usability
profession has long known of the problems with modes, yet multiple staves have
been with us for approximately 1000 years. It takes considerable instruction
and practice to become skilled at reading and playing. The medical problems
faced by musicians are so severe that there are books, physicians, web pages
and discussion groups devoted to them. For example, repetitive stress injuries
among violinists and pianists are common. Neither the instruments nor the
notation would pass any Human-Centered Design review.”
Yet, musical instruments have a wonderful UX once you know how to play them, although
their usability is questionable. This underpins the fact that usability—at least from a global
perspective—is not a subset of user experience. In the remainder of this thesis, we take a
rather technical (or objective) point of view, i.e., we aim at inferring usability from user
interactions alone, among other things. Thus, we want to point out that the measurement of
UX—as opposed to usability—is not a goal of this thesis.

3.3.3 Usability vs. Relevance
As has already been mentioned in the introduction, in Chapter 4 we will learn that the kind
of usability investigated in this thesis comprises seven factors. Two of them, informativeness
and understandability are located in the dimension effectiveness (cf. Figure 1.3). In the
context of SERPs, these two factors are mainly determined by the relevance of the displayed
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Usability

Relevance

Fig. 3.2.: Since the usability factors informativeness and understandability are mainly determined by the relevance of the results displayed on a SERP, relevance is a true
subset of usability.

results. In particular, if a user is presented with results that theoretically contain the desired
information, but in a language the user does not speak, they will not perceive the results
to be relevant. Hence, the given SERP in theory has a good informativeness but bad
understandability (although the user would most probably rate both factors to be bad).
Contrary, if the user is presented with irrelevant results in a language they understand, the
SERP’s understandability is good while its informativeness is bad. Therefore, in this thesis,
relevance is considered to be a true subset of usability: relevance ⊂ usability (Figure 3.2).
As an additional formalism, the fraction of usability that does not include relevance is noted
in the following form: Usability \ Relevance.

3.4 Solution Concept
Based on Requirements 2.1–2.4 as well as the definitions above, the following section
presents a corresponding solution concept. Hence, this concept addresses the problems
with design, development and usage of SERPs that arise from the presented use cases
and scenarios, thereby considering a human-centered approach taking into account both,
searchers and developers. The concept shall serve as a basis for the design, implementation
and evaluation of the software systems introduced in the remainder of this thesis.

3.4.1 Point of Departure
What do searchers need?
The core aim of searchers is to find what they are looking for as quickly as possible. To be able
to achieve this, they require a search engine that retrieves relevant and easy-to-understand
results for their search query. Moreover, SERPs must provide an interface that enables them
to identify the most relevant result as easily and quickly as possible, without being confused
or distracted. This in particular includes displaying the most relevant results where they can
be most easily reached, i.e., at the top of the list of search results in the case of traditional
SERPs.
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What do developers need?
On the one hand, developers can only guess what searchers are actually looking for (particularly because often enough searchers do not know themselves). This is easy for certain
search queries, but rather difficult for others. Hence, developers must be provided with
means for making the most out of the wide range of (implicit) feedback a searcher provides
while using a search engine. In particular, a searcher’s mouse cursor and scrolling behavior
can indicate potential problems with a SERP interface and the presented results, but must
be interpreted in a correct way. On the other hand, developers must also consider the search
engine company’s point of view. That is, while not neglecting the company’s business model
and expectations, they must ensure good usability to create loyal searchers.
To satisfy the needs of both, searchers and developers, we propose a solution based on the
principles of Human-Centered Design that fulfills the elicited requirements. This solution
cannot be a single, self-contained system since the SERP interface resides on the front end
while means for ranking and delivering search results reside on the back end. Hence, in the
following we provide the concept for a toolkit distinguishing between these two.

3.4.2 The Search Interaction Optimization Toolkit
The proposed human-centered solution is named the Search Interaction Optimization
toolkit (abbreviated “SIO toolkit”):
Search SERPs are the prime interfaces provided by search engines, displaying their most
crucial information, the search results. That is, a SERP displays everything that is
“inside the box” (cf. introductory quote to this chapter) alongside means for further
search query input.
Interaction SERPs are at the heart of users’ interaction with search engines. Since they
ultimately display the information determining a search engine’s quality—i.e., relevant
or irrelevant results—usable SERPs should be the prime concern of search engine
owners.
Optimization Our human-centered approach is intended for optimizing SERPs from a
holistic point of view, particularly including searchers and developers.
Following the requirements elicited in Chapter 2 as well as the technical separation between
front end and back end, we present the following concept of the toolkit that shall realize the
intended solution.
Front End The front-end part of our proposed toolkit shall comprise functionality for
automatically evaluating and optimizing the usability of SERP interfaces based on
implicit user feedback.
(1) Correlating Interactions with Usability In accordance with Requirement 2.1
the first component of the toolkit shall be a novel instrument for measuring
usability. The items of the instrument shall have the right level of abstraction so
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that they can be meaningfully correlated with certain features of user interaction.
Moreover, using the instrument, it shall be possible to derive a quantitative
measure of the usability of the investigated interface.
(2) Evaluating Usability with Split Testing In accordance with Requirement 2.2
the second component of the toolkit shall be a novel approach to split testing that does not exclusively focus on conversion optimization. For this, it shall
consider a quantitative usability score as the target metric to be maximized.
(3) Inferring Optimizations from Interactions In accordance with Requirement 2.3
the third component of the toolkit shall be a novel system that is able to evaluate
the usability of an interface based on user interactions and automatically propose
appropriate optimizations based on the measured usability.
Back End The back-end part of our proposed toolkit shall comprise functionality for automatically predicting the relevance of search results based on implicit user feedback
and thus improving ranking quality.
(4) Predicting Result Relevance In accordance with Requirement 2.4 the fourth
component of the toolkit shall be a novel system for predicting the relevance of
search results that leverages the advantages of a wider range of user interactions
beyond clicks.
The complete draft of the intended toolkit is depicted in Figure 3.3 (the numbers correspond
to the numbers given above). This draft shall serve as the blueprint for the remainder of this
thesis, which therefore investigates the following primary hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3.1 Components 1, 2 ⇒ There exists a solution that is capable of detecting even
subtle differences in usability and displaying them in terms of scores that can be meaningfully
correlated with client-side interactions.

Hypothesis 3.2 Component 3 ⇒ There exists a solution that is capable of detecting suboptimal
usability scores based on user interactions and significantly improving the quality of SERPs
based on automatically proposed optimizations.

Hypothesis 3.3 Component 4 ⇒ There exists a solution for optimizing the relevance of search
results based on user interactions that performs better than state-of-the-art click-only approaches.

3.4.3 Search Interaction Optimization as a Methodology
The proposed toolkit will be realized in terms of actual software solutions. That is, it
cannot be a general and holistic solution, in particular considering that search engines—and
specifically SERPs—might look completely different five years from now. Hence, following a
bottom-up approach, from the above concept, we as well derive a more underlying, abstract
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Chapter 4
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Fig. 3.3.: Complete draft of the proposed toolkit that has been derived from the requirements elicited in Chapter 2 and whose components will be described in detail in
the following chapters.
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Usability
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SERP Interface
Search Results

Create
Fig. 3.4.: Abstract process flow of the Search Interaction Optimization methodology, highlighting the specific treatment of results on a SERP.

methodology called the Search Interaction Optimization methodology (abbreviated “SIO
methodology”) in analogy to our toolkit.
This methodology is based on a circular process that involves iterative phases of evaluation
and optimization (Figure 3.4) and does not depend on a specific type of implementation.
In the following, we introduce its core principles that address the problems introduced
in Chapters 1 and 2 and have to be fulfilled by any implementation of the methodology,
hence in particular by our proposed toolkit. In the remainder of this thesis—for the sake of
simplicity—these principles will be referred to as the “SIO principles”. The Search Interaction
Optimization methodology
(SIO1) Requirement 2.2 ⇒ facilitates easy-to-deploy, cheap and time-efficient evaluation
of SERP interfaces with respect to usability as a whole. This solves the problems of
having to deal with fast iteration cycles, costliness and time consumption.
(SIO2) Requirements 2.1, 2.2 ⇒ leverages the advantages of collecting implicit feedback
through information users provide anyway during use. This solves the problem of
having to collect explicit feedback from users, e.g., by in-house testing or consulting
experts, which in turn affects costliness and time consumption.
(SIO3) Requirements 2.1, 2.2 ⇒ provides easy-to-understand, objective usability scores (Figure 3.4) to facilitate easy communication with managers, stakeholders and company
officials. This solves the problem of difficult communication.
(SIO4) Requirement 2.3 ⇒ enables automatic propositions for optimization based on the
conducted evaluations (Figure 3.4). This solves the problem of lacking suggestions for
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improvement that arises from the use of, e.g., split testing set-ups. This in turn also
affects costliness, as automatic propositions reduce the necessity of manual work by
designers.
(SIO5) Requirement 2.4 ⇒ treats search results and their relevance as a specifically important
component of the investigated SERP interface (Figure 3.4). This solves the problem
of not taking a holistic view, which arises when using generic approaches to usability
evaluation and interface optimization that have not been tailored to the specific needs
of SERPs.
Moreover, since we are following the principles of Human-Centered Design, we define
the following additional principles that cannot be directly derived from Requirements 2.1–
2.4, but make for the intended holistic approach. The Search Interaction Optimization
methodology
(SIO6) supports the kinds of iterative development processes common in today’s IT industry (Figure 3.4). This particularly includes processes arising from the use of agile
development practices (such as Scrum3 ) and rapid prototyping approaches.
(SIO7) provides means to also enter the iterative cycle rather than exclusively facilitating
evaluation and optimization of existing interfaces (Figure 3.4). In this way, the need
for a posteriori optimizations shall be minimized since designers and developers are
already guided in conceptual stages.
In the remainder of this thesis, we describe the design and development of the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit, which implements the eponymous methodology (Figure 3.6).
That is, we investigate the following primary hypothesis in addition to the ones introduced
earlier:

Hypothesis 3.4 There exists a solution based on current web technologies that successfully
implements the above approach, i.e., it caters for the automatic evaluation and optimization of
SERP usability as well as for the creation of new SERPs.

Each component of the toolkit has been implemented with the above principles in mind
to ensure compatibility with the underlying methodology. Since we derived the general
methodology from the toolkit drafted earlier in this chapter, the 7th SIO principle is not
specifically mentioned in Figure 3.3. However, the principle will be addressed in Chapter 6
alongside Requirement 2.3. An evaluation of the final toolkit as a whole against these
principles is described in Chapter 9.

3.4.4 Relation to Evidence-based Computing
When looking at Figures 3.4 and 3.5, it becomes evident that the Search Interaction Optimization methodology is a concretization of an even more underlying principle called
3
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Evidence

Evaluate

Optimize

System
Fig. 3.5.: Rough sketch of the principle of evidence-based computing based on Gaedke
(2013).

evidence-based computing. The latter has been introduced by Gaedke (2013) and follows an
abstract, iterative process:
— A given system (e.g., a website or desktop application) is evaluated, whereas the kind
of evaluation practice is up to the developer (Gaedke, 2013).
— From this evaluation results an artifact in terms of well-founded evidence (Gaedke,
2013). Such evidence could be, e.g., a scientifically substantiated report, a set of
metrics, or a filled in checklist.
— Any optimization applied to the system in the next step is directly based on the
collected evidence (Gaedke, 2013). Mathematically speaking, optimizations applied
to the system in this step of the process are a function of the evidence as well as the
previous state of the system: system ′ = optimize(evidence, system) .
— More evidence is collected in the next iteration, to either validate the applied adjustments or further optimize the new state of the system (Gaedke, 2013).
— The iterative process is repeated until a satisfactory state of the system is reached
(Gaedke, 2013).
The main advantage gained through the application of evidence-based computing is the fact
that optimizations or adjustments to an existing system are highly substantiated rather than
based on educated guesses or speculation (Gaedke, 2013). Hence, the principle serves as an
adequate basis for our Search Interaction Optimization methodology, as it—among other
things—by design facilitates objective communication with company officials (SIO3 ✔). Yet,
evidence-based computing is a rather generic concept that also must not necessarily fulfill
several of the core principles of our methodology stated above. To give just one example,
the concept assumes that at least an initial prototype is present before entering the iterative
cycle depicted in Figure 3.5 (Gaedke, 2013). That is, no particular support for creating a
new system from scratch is provided (SIO7 ✘). Therefore, evidence-based computing is a
well-suited starting point but must be seen as a generalization of our novel methodology.
The precise is a–relationship between these two is shown in Figure 3.6.
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EvidenceBasedComputing
{abstract}
evaluate()
optimize()

SIOMethodology
{abstract}
evaluate()
optimize()
create()

SIOToolkit
evaluate()
optimize()
create()

0..*
1..*

1..*

<<interface>>

<<interface>>

EvaluationComponent

CreationComponent

evaluate()

create()

1..*
<<interface>>

OptimizationComponent
optimize()

Fig. 3.6.: UML class diagram visualizing the relationships between evidence-based computing and the Search Interaction Optimization methodology and toolkit. Components of the toolkit can also be used standalone; thus the 0..* quantifier.
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3.5 Summary
SERPs whose designs have been driven by mainly company-centric decisions demand for
a new approach ensuring more usable web interfaces in this respect. Therefore, we have
introduced the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit, which aims at addressing the problems identified in the previous chapter. It shall provide adequate means to developers for
developing more usable SERP interfaces that ultimately lead to satisfied and loyal searchers.
From the proposed toolkit, we have moreover derived an eponymous methodology that
extends the principle of evidence-based computing (Gaedke, 2013). The novel methodology
defines seven requirements that must be fulfilled by any corresponding implementation,
thus particularly by the toolkit designed and developed in the remainder of this thesis. In
the following we will investigate the primary hypotheses introduced above and describe
the development of the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit according to Figure 3.3.
In particular, each chapter describing one of the necessary components will elaborate on
existing approaches and highlight the novelty of our approach. Moreover, we will assess
the status quo in the industry context of this thesis to further strengthen the requirements
already posed. In the next chapter, we start by introducing I NUIT—a new minimal instrument
for determining the usability of web interfaces.
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After having identified the need for better evaluation and optimization of SERP interfaces
and introduced the concept of the SIO toolkit, we are now starting with the description
of the design and development of the necessary components. First off, Rey—our developer
persona—requires means for correlating the implicit user feedback in terms of interactions
she is collecting on SERP interfaces with aspects of usability.

4

Back End

3

2

INUIT

Front End

Hence, the following chapter1 presents I NUIT—a novel usability instrument that has been
specifically designed for meaningful correlation of its contained items with client-side
interactions. I NUIT serves as a basis for more elaborate components—i.e., WaPPU and
S.O.S.—but is also a stand-alone tool that can be applied in a variety of usability evaluation
contexts. The instrument intends to fulfill Requirement 2.1 and to cover the complete
evaluation of usability as defined in Section 3.3.

Fig. 4.1.: Progress at current point in thesis (Chapter 4).

4.1 Introduction
One of the core aims of this thesis is to provide a method for web interface evaluation
that can compete with the efficiency of split testing while being more effective in measuring
usability. A straightforward approach would be to make use of real users’ interactions
with a web interface to infer knowledge about its usability. Optimally, such knowledge
would be present in terms of a key performance indicator (i.e., a usability score) for easier
communication with stakeholders who are not usability experts.
To be able to realize such a framework (Figure 4.2), it is necessary to build upon an adequate
usability instrument for providing a quantitative measure that combines ratings of the
contained items. For instance, usability = −(confusion + distraction). As usability is a
latent variable, we need to define factors thereof that can be meaningfully inferred from
interactions, e.g., faster and more unstructured cursor movements indicate user confusion ⇒
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter have been published as Speicher et al. (2013b) and Speicher
et al. (2015b).
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Fig. 4.2.: A model providing a quantitative metric of usability.

confusion = 1. Numerous instruments for determining usability have been developed (e.g.,
Brooke, 1996; Fisher et al., 2004; Green and Pearson, 2006; Palmer, 2002), but none has
been specifically designed for providing a key performance indicator for usability that can be
directly inferred from user interactions.
Thus, we propose I NUIT—a new usability instrument for web interfaces consisting of only
seven items that have the right level of abstraction to directly reflect users’ client-side interactions. In the following, we describe the current state of the art as well as our assessment of
usability evaluation practices in the industry context this thesis was embedded into. Subsequently, we derive three requirements a usability instrument has to fulfill to be adequate for
our research aims. After that, we provide insight into the two-step process of determining
the items of I NUIT. First, we have reviewed more than 250 usability rules from which we
created a structure of usability based on ISO 9241-11 (ISO, 1998). Second, we conducted
semi-structured expert interviews with nine experts working in the e-commerce industry.
Based on a user study with 81 participants, results of a confirmatory factor analysis show that
I NUIT’s underlying model is a good approximation of real-world perceptions of usability.

4.2 State of the Art
As usability is a latent variable—i.e., it is not directly observable and has to be inferred
through other, observable variables2 —the aim of corresponding instruments is to describe
measurable factors (also called items) that can be used to infer usability. The factors of an
instrument can be formulated as questions contained in a questionnaire, which can then
be used for measurement through users’ explicit feedback. A suitable analogy are IQ tests,
which try to infer the latent variable IQ by posing a set of questions that correspond to
factors of an instrument.
Palmer (2002) has investigated metrics for usability, design and performance of a website. His
finding is that the success of a website is a first-order construct and particularly connected to
measures such as download time, navigation, interactivity and responsiveness (e.g., feedback
options). The data used for analysis was collected from 1997 thru 2000, which indicates
that the methods for website evaluation might be out-of-date regarding the radical changes
in website appearance and thus also in the perception of usability. In particular, measures
such as the download time should be less of an issue nowadays (except for slow mobile
connections).
2
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Fisher et al. (2004) describe a usability instrument that is specifically aimed at websites of
small businesses. They evaluated the instrument in the specific case of website navigation
and found that navigation impacts ease of use and user return rates, among others. The
used questionnaire (i.e., the instrument) features some factors of usability that we have
identified for I NUIT as well. However, it is rather elaborate and thus potentially not adequate
for evaluation of online web interfaces by real users. Moreover, we do not want to focus
on a specific type of website—such as small businesses—but instead provide a general
instrument.
Green and Pearson (2006) developed a website usability instrument based on the definitions
given by ISO 9241-11 (ISO, 1998) and Quesenbery (2003). They have chosen five dimensions of usability: effectiveness, efficiency, level of engagement, error tolerance, and ease
of learning. Along with these comes a total of 17 items to assess the dimensions. A factor
analysis showed no significant difference between their usability instrument and a set of
test data. However, like the above approach (Fisher et al., 2004), the instrument seems to
be specifically focused on e-commerce websites. In particular, they found that, e.g., error
tolerance is a significant indicator for the intention to perform a transaction and that efficacy
predicts the intention of further visits.
AttrakDiff 3 measures the hedonic and pragmatic user experience (Hassenzahl, 2008) of an
e-commerce product based on a dedicated instrument. UEQ4 follows a similar approach
based on an instrument containing 26 bipolar items (Laugwitz et al., 2006). In contrast
to I NUIT, both of these are oriented towards measuring the user experience of a software
product as a whole.
The System Usability Scale (SUS; Brooke, 1996) is a lightweight instrument for assessing
arbitrary interfaces that provides a score between 0 and 100. It poses ten questions to the
user that have to be answered on a 5-point Likert scale. Although this instrument—like
I NUIT—is rather minimalistic5 and therefore suitable for assessments with real users, in
contrast to our approach it does not provide items that have been specifically designed for
meaningful correlation with user interactions. Therefore—despite the fact that SUS could
theoretically replace I NUIT in the context of WaPPU—it is not optimized for the scenario of
determining a usability score from user interactions alone.
There are also numerous instruments in the form of usability checklists, which are provided
as spreadsheets that automatically calculate usability scores (e.g., Harms et al., 2002; Travis,
2009). However, such checklists usually contain huge amounts of items that are also very
abstract in parts. They are therefore aimed at supporting inspections by experts (e.g.,
Nielsen and Molich, 1990) rather than having them answered by users.
The ISO definition of usability (ISO, 1998) states that satisfaction is a major aspect of
usability. Abdinnour-Helm et al. (2005) present a revalidation of the well-studied End-User
Computing Satisfaction Instrument (EUCS), which is an instrument for this particular aspect.
While certain items of EUCS clearly intersect with those of usability instruments—e.g., in
3

http://attrakdiff.de/ (Jul. 29, 2014).
http://www.ueq-online.org/ (Jul. 29, 2014).
5
Its creator describes SUS as “quick and dirty” (Brooke, 1996).
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the dimension “Ease of Use”—it is clearly pointed out that EUCS specifically measures
satisfaction rather than usability.
Another aspect that is closely related to usability but not mentioned in the ISO definition
is the aesthetic appearance of a web interface. Lavie and Tractinsky (2004) present an
instrument for measuring aesthetics and state that, referring to Alben (1996), “the aesthetic
criterion is an integral part of effective interaction design”. The instrument is clearly focused
on very subjective aspects of design and layout and shows less intersections with existing
usability instruments than EUCS.

4.3 Assessment of Status Quo in Industry Context
In order to get an idea of the usability evaluation practices applied in the industry context
our research was embedded into, we have conducted interviews with the project manager in
charge of usability and conversion rate optimization in the R&D department of Unister GmbH.
Particularly, we asked questions about the kind and frequency of usability-related tests with
respect to the two novel search engines developed by Unister (cf. Section 1.2). From the
interviews, we learned the following:
— In the early stages of development, a concept test was carried out, which involved a
clickable mockup—i.e., a very early prototype—that was investigated in a controlled
lab setting. Participants were provided with predefined tasks to be achieved and a
semi-structured questionnaire. The number of participants was six company-internal
test users plus six external test users.
— Before the first novel search engine went online, a second usability evaluation took
place in terms of an assessment of screen designs prepared by the company’s graphic
designers. The test was carried out by an external agency; the exact set-up and number
of participants are unknown as the documentation and results were not archived.
— The results of the first two usability evaluations were perceived as unsatisfying and
costly by company officials and therefore, tests of these kinds were discontinued.
— The succeeding evaluations of the novel search engine were carried out after it went
online in terms of conventional conversion-based split tests using Google Analytics.
— Additionally, company-internal interviews were introduced, in which employees compared new screen designs for the search engine based on measures such as content
overview, informativeness and look & feel.
These findings strengthen our motivation described in Chapter 1. That is, traditional,
effective approaches to usability evaluation—particularly user testing—are perceived to be
costly and time-consuming from the company perspective. Instead, conversion maximization
is preferred, which, however, might be contradictory to good usability (Nielsen, 2005).
Hence, there is a strong need for realizing the aforementioned method of inferring usability
directly from user interactions. This new approach would be more effective in determining
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usability than conversion-based split testing while being more efficient than traditional
evaluation methods.
The aim of I NUIT is to provide a usability instrument that is adequate for realizing the
intended novel concept, which we name Usability-based Split Testing in the remainder of this
thesis. Particularly, it must be possible to meaningfully infer ratings of the items contained
in the instrument from client-side user interactions (e.g., unstructured cursor movements ⇒
confusion = 1). Also, the instrument must be consistent with Definition 2 above. All of this
poses the following requirements:
(R4.1) The instrument’s number of items is kept to a minimum, so that real users asked for
explicit usability judgments through a corresponding questionnaire are not deterred.
This helps with collecting high-quality training data.
(R4.2) The contained items have the right level of abstraction, so that they can be meaningfully mapped to client-side user interactions. For example, “ease of use” is a
higher-level concept that can be split into several sub-concepts while “all links should
have blue color” is clearly too specific. Contrary, an item like “user confusion” can be
mapped to interactions such as unstructured cursor movements.
(R4.3) The contained items can be applied to a web interface as defined earlier.
Regarding these requirements, existing instruments lack meeting one or more thereof.
Instruments such as those described by Brooke (1996), Fisher et al. (2004), Green and
Pearson (2006) and Palmer (2002) feature items with a wrong level of abstraction (R4.2 ✘)
or that cannot be applied to standalone web interfaces (R4.3 ✘). Similar problems arise
with questionnaires like AttrakDiff and UEQ (R4.2 ✘, R4.3 ✘). Finally, usability checklists
(e.g., Harms et al., 2002; Travis, 2009) usually contain huge amounts of items and therefore
violate R4.1.

4.4 Items of Inuit
Based on a two-step process comprising a thorough review of existing rules and guidelines
followed by expert interviews, we found seven adequate usability factors guarenteeing
the fulfillment of all of the above requirements. Taking these factors, we subsequently
formulated corresponding questions to form the novel instrument named I NUIT as given in
Table 4.1.
The overall usability metric of I NUIT can now be formed either by directly summing up all
items or by equally weighting the dimensions effectiveness and efficiency. A characterization
of the specific type of usability assessed by our instrument is given as a case study in
Speicher (2015). In the particular context of SERPs, the relevance of search results is
reflected by the items informativeness and understandability, as has already been explained
in Section 1.3. Furthermore, it has to be noted that Table 4.1 shows only one possible form
of the instrument, as it must not necessarily be based on yes/no questions. Particularly, one
can as well formulate statements instead of questions (e.g., I found the content I was looking
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Tab. 4.1.: The I NUIT usability instrument.

Usability factor
Informativeness

Dimension
Effectiveness

Understandability

Effectiveness

Confusion

Efficiency

Distraction

Efficiency

Readability

Efficiency

Information Density

Efficiency

Reachability

Efficiency

Question
Did you find the content you were
looking for?
Could you easily understand the
provided content?
Were you confused while using the
webpage?
Were you distracted by elements of
the webpage?
Did typography and layout add to
readability?
Was there too much information
presented on too little space?
Was your desired content easily and
quickly reachable (concerning time and
distance)?

for.), which are then rated based on a scale containing more than two points (e.g., from
strongly disagree to strongly agree).
The detailed process leading to the novel instrument given above is explained in the following.

4.5 1st Iteration: Guideline Reviews
As the first step of determining the items of I NUIT, we have reviewed a set of six well-known
resources concerned with usability (Fadeyev, 2009; Goldstein, 2012; Mandel, 1997; Nielsen,
1995; Tognazzini, 2003; Travis, 2009). They were chosen based on the commonly accepted
expertise of their authors and contain guidelines by A List Apart6 and Bruce Tognazzini
(author of the first Apple Human Interface Guidelines), among others. The investigated
heuristics and checklists contained a total of over 250 rules for good usability. In accordance
with requirements R4.2 and R4.3 above, we eliminated all rules that:

— were too abstract, such as “Flexibility and efficiency of use” (Nielsen, 1995);
— were too specific, such as “Blue Is The Best Color For Links” (Fadeyev, 2009);
— would not make sense when applied to a web interface in terms of a single webpage,
e.g., “Because many of our browser-based products exist in a stateless environment,
we have the responsibility to track state as needed” (Tognazzini, 2003).
6
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Tab. 4.2.: Set of items derived from usability guideline reviews.

Usability factor
Aesthetic appearance
Amount of distraction
Information density
Informativeness
Reachability of desired contenta
Readability
Understandability
a With

# related rules
8
6
6
6
4
5
6

respect to Fitt’s Law, i.e., “The time to acquire a target

is a function of the distance to and size of the target” (Tognazzini, 2003).

The elimination process left a total of 32 remaining rules, from which we extracted the
driving factors of usability. Starting from ISO 9241-11 (ISO, 1998), one can roughly state
that the concept of usability features the three dimensions effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction. Our goal was to find those factors that are one level of abstraction below these
main dimensions and manifest themselves in multiple more specific usability rules. Thus, we
investigated which of the remaining rules were different expressions of the same underlying
principle and extracted the intended factors from these. To give just one example, “The site
avoids advertisements, especially pop-ups” (Travis, 2009) and “Attention-attracting features
[...] are used sparingly and only where relevant” (Travis, 2009) are expressions of the same
underlying principle distraction, which is a driving factor of web interface usability. Moreover,
distraction is to a high degree disjoint from other factors of usability at the same level of
abstraction, e.g., it is different from the factor confusion. To complete the given example,
distraction can be situated as follows regarding its relative level of abstraction (higher
level of abstraction to the right): presence of advertisements → distraction → efficiency →
usability.
From the remaining rules, we extracted the underlying factors of usability as shown in
Table 4.2 (more than one related factor per rule was possible). Originally, the factor
“reachability” was named “accessibility”. To prevent confusion with what is commonly
understood by accessibility7 , the factor was renamed lateron. What we understand by
“reachability” is how difficult it is for the user to find their desired content within a web
interface w.r.t. the temporal and spatial distance from the initial viewport. For example, if
the piece of content is hidden at the bottom of the page and can only be found after excessive
scrolling, the interface has a bad reachability. Contrary, if the desired content is present at
the center of attention within the initial viewport, the interface’s reachability is good.
Using the seven factors from Table 4.2, we could describe all of the relevant usability rules
extracted from the reviewed guidelines. Subsequently, based on the definition given by
ISO 9241-11 (ISO, 1998) and own experience with usability evaluations, we constructed a
structure of usability as shown in Figure 4.3.
The detailed guideline reviews can be found in Appendix A.1.
7

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/ (Jun. 12, 2014).
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Usability

Effectiveness
Informativeness
Understandability

Satisfaction
Aesthetics
Reachability
Information Density

Efficiency
Distraction
Readability
Confusion

Fig. 4.3.: Structure of usability derived from the guideline reviews. Struck through factors
were removed, factors in dashed boxes were added after the expert interviews.

4.6 2nd Iteration: Expert Interviews
As the second step of determining the items of I NUIT, we conducted semi-structured interviews with nine experts working in the e-commerce industry. The experts were particularly
concerned with front-end design and/or usability testing. First, we presented them with
the definition of usability given by ISO 9241-11 (ISO (1998); Figure 4.4, bottom left).
Based on this, we asked them to name—from their point of view—driving factors of web
interface usability with the intended level of abstraction from requirement R4.2 in mind.
That is, showing positive and negative examples on the web, they should indicate factors
that potentially directly affect patterns of user interaction. All statements were recorded
accordingly (Figure 4.4, bottom right).

Second, we presented the experts with a pen and a sheet of paper showing the above
structure of usability (as a bullet-point list rather than in diagram form; Figure 4.3) and
asked them to modify it in such a way that it reflected their perception of usability (Figure 4.4,
top middle).

After the interview, the experts were asked to answer additional demographic questions
(Figure 4.4, top right). On average, they stated that they are knowledgeable (m=3) in frontend design, interaction design and usability/UX (4-point scale, 1=no knowledge, 4=expert).
Moreover, they indicated passing knowledge (m=2) in web engineering. Two experts said
they have a research background, three indicated a practitioner background and four stated
that they cannot exactly tell or have both. The average age of the interviewees was 30.44
years (σ=2.96; 2 female).

Based on the interview transcripts, we mapped the usability factors identified by the experts
to the seven factors shown in Table 4.2. The experts mentioned all of these factors multiple
times, but a total of 38 statements remained that did not fit into the existing set. Rather, all
of these remaining statements were expressions of an additional underlying concept mental
overload or user confusion. During the second part of the interview, the experts made the
following general statements:
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Fig. 4.4.: Set-up of the expert interviews (the complete demographic questions can be found
in Appendix A.2).
— Aesthetic appearance goes hand in hand with both effectiveness and efficiency. Thus,
it cannot be considered separate from these. Rather, the item “aesthetics” should be a
sub-factor of both effectiveness and efficiency.
— An additional factor “ease of use” / “mental overload” / “user confusion” should be
added as a sub-factor of efficiency since this concept is not fully reflected by the
existing items.
— “Fun” should be added as a sub-factor of effectiveness or a separate higher-level factor
“emotional attachment”.
Apart from this, the experts generally agreed with the structure of usability that was given
as a starting point (Figure 4.3).
Finally, based on the above and careful review of existing research (Abdinnour-Helm et al.,
2005; Lavie and Tractinsky, 2004), we revised the structure of usability given in Figure 4.3
to ultimately form I NUIT (Table 4.1). That is, we added user confusion as a sub-factor of
efficiency. Also, following requirement R4.2, we cleaned up the construct by not considering
any potential factors that are higher-level latent variables themselves (i.e., satisfaction,
aesthetics, emotional attachment, fun) and cannot be directly mapped to user interactions
in a meaningful way. Particularly, removing satisfaction as a dimension of usability is in
accordance with Lew et al. (2010), thus altering Definition 2 (as originally given in Sec. 3.3)
to:
Definition 3 U SABILITY ( REVISED ): The extent to which a web interface can be used by real
users to achieve do-goals with effectiveness and efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context
of use.

4.6 2nd Iteration: Expert Interviews
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Fig. 4.5.: Model with standardized estimates (correlations♠ , squared multiple correlations♥ ,
regression weights♦ ).

4.7 Confirmatory Factor Analysis
To evaluate the new usability instrument, we have conducted a confirmatory factor analysis
(Arbuckle, 2011; Byrne, 2009) with a model in which all of the seven items directly load on
the latent variable usability.

4.7.1 Method
The data for evaluation were obtained in a user study with 81 participants recruited via
Twitter, Facebook and company-internal mailing lists. Each participant was randomly
presented with one of four online news articles about the Higgs boson (ATLAS Collaboration,
2012)—taken from CERN, CNN, Yahoo! News and Scientific American—and asked to find
a particular piece of information within the content of the web interface8 . Two of the
articles did not contain the desired information (Yahoo! News, Scientific American). Having
found the piece of information or being absolutely sure the article does not contain it, the
participant had to indicate they finished the task. Subsequently, they were presented with a
questionnaire containing the items from Table 4.1 and some demographic questions. As a
first simple approach, the I NUIT questions could only be answered with “yes” or “no” (i.e., the
overall usability score has a value between 0 and 7) rather than providing a Likert scale or
similar. We believe this is reasonable since it reduces the user’s perceived amount of work,
which might increase the willingness to give answers in a real-world setting. It was possible
to take part a maximum of four times in the study, being presented a different article each
time.
To make the evaluated model more realistic, we introduced covariances between the residual
errors of informativeness and information density as well as between the residual errors of
informativeness and reachability. This is a valid approach (Arbuckle, 2011; Byrne, 2009)
8
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and in this case theoretically grounded since users who cannot find their desired content
due to a high information density or bad reachability will probably (incorrectly) indicate a
bad informativeness and vice versa.

4.7.2 Results
Of the 81 non-unique study participants, 66 were male (15 female) at an average age of
28.43 (σ=2.37). Only two of them indicated that they were familiar with the news website
the presented article was taken from.
Using IBM® SPSS® Amos™ 20 (Arbuckle, 2011), we performed the confirmatory factor
analysis as described above. Our results (Figure 4.5) suggest that the model used is a
reasonably good fit to the data set, with χ2 =15.817 (df=12, p=0.2), a comparative fit index
(CFI) of 0.971 and a root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)9 of 0.063.

4.7.3 Demo
For the complete set-up of the study and reproducing the confirmatory factor analysis, please
refer to our online appendix10 .

4.8 Inuit as a Part of the SIO Toolkit
In the class diagram depicted in Figure 4.6 we illustrate the place of I NUIT within the SIO
toolkit. The novel instrument provides functionality for the evaluation of all aspects of
usability, as demanded from any implementation of the toolkit. However, functionality
for the optimization and creation of SERPs are still missing and will be introduced in the
remainder of this thesis. In particular, with each following chapter the shown class diagram
will be extended with the respective components in order to illustrate their relation to I NUIT
and the toolkit as a whole. For an explanation of the underlying methodologies, please refer
to Section 3.4.4.

4.9 Discussion & Summary
We have introduced I NUIT—a novel usability instrument consisting of only seven items that
has been specifically designed for meaningful correlation of its items with client-side user
interactions. A corresponding CFA has been carried out based on a user study with 81 test
subjects. It indicates that our instrument can reasonably well describe real-world perceptions
of usability. As such, it paves the way for providing models that make it possible to infer
9

According to Arbuckle (2011), an RMSEA value of 0.08 or less is “a reasonable error of approximation”. For detailed descriptions of the measures of fit and their shortcomings, the interested reader
may refer to Arbuckle (2011).
10
https://github.com/maxspeicher/inuit-resources (Mar. 02, 2016).
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Fig. 4.6.: UML class diagram visualizing I NUIT as a part of the SIO toolkit.
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a web interface’s usability score from user interactions alone. Hence, Requirement 2.1 is
fulfilled ✔.
While I NUIT can be used as a stand-alone tool in a variety of usability evaluation contexts, in
the remainder of this thesis it will serve as a basis for the WaPPU and S.O.S. tools, which
implement the novel concept of Usability-based Split Testing. Particularly, we are going to
describe how I NUIT has been applied in a case study during which we were able to directly
relate interactions to usability factors (cf. Chapter 6), e.g., less confusion is indicated by a
lower scrolling distance from top (Pearson’s r = -0.44) and better reachability is indicated by
fewer changes in scrolling direction (-0.31).
Yet, we are aware of the fact that I NUIT has several limitations. First, complex concepts like
satisfaction and aesthetics have been removed from our set of items to keep the instrument
simple according to the posed requirements. Particularly, I NUIT can only measure the specific
type of usability described in Section 3.3, which is a rather pragmatic interpretation of the
concept leaving out potential hedonic qualities (cf. Hassenzahl, 2008). Second, usability
itself is a difficult-to-grasp concept that cannot be forced into a structure consisting of yes/no
questions in its entirety. Therefore, the mapping between our model of usability and the
real world should be investigated with additional scales comprising more than two points
(e.g., a Likert scale). Third, for the CFA performed we have chosen a set-up in which all
factors directly load on the latent variable usability. Yet, it would be desirable to also explore
set-ups in which, e.g., the factors load on the two dimensions effectiveness and efficiency,
which then again load on the latent variable with equal weight. This could unveil models
that even better describe real-world perceptions of usability than the one described above.
In accordance with the above, potential future work includes the investigation of I NUIT
based on different scales as well as CFAs with different set-ups. In fact, the instrument has
also been applied in a separate user study based on a three-point scale (cf. Chapter 6). The
gathered data will be prepared to further investigate I NUIT as intended and to confirm the
good results of our CFA described in Section 4.7.
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„

Focus on the user and all else will follow.
— Google (2014b)

Now that she is provided with I NUIT, Rey is finally able to meaningfully correlate user interactions with aspects of usability. Yet, she still has to ask searchers to fill out a corresponding
questionnaire while she would rather prefer to infer the usability of the SERP directly from
interactions. Moreover, her manager—due to efficiency and convenience—demands the use
of split testing set ups for conversion maximization, which does not lead to considerable
improvements from the point of view of Finn—our searcher persona.

4

Back End

3

WaPPU

INUIT

Front End

Hence, the following chapter1 introduces the novel concept of Usability-based Split Testing
that aims at fulfilling Requirement 2.2. Moreover, we present WaPPU, a corresponding
implementation in terms of an A/B testing tool. That is, based on I NUIT the system automatically trains models for predicting a quantitative measure of usability directly from user
interactions. In this way we can provide an efficient approach to split testing that it not
based on conversions as well as a fully automatic approach to usability evaluation.

Fig. 5.1.: Progress at current point in thesis (Chapter 5).

5.1 Introduction
To date, there is no form of a SERP interface that can be generally considered to be optimal.
Although Google clearly stands at the top (number 1 in the Alexa top 5002 ), particularly
trending search engines such as qwant.com and duckduckgo.com show different approaches
towards SERP interfaces. To give just one example, besides other obvious differences, all of
these three search engines feature completely different look & feels concerning info boxes
that answer queries directly on the page. Thus, it is crucial for search engine owners to
continuously evaluate the usability of their SERPs regarding the evolving needs of users and
the introduction of new kinds of information.
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter have been published as Speicher et al. (2013c), Speicher
et al. (2014a), Speicher et al. (2014b), and Speicher et al. (2015a).
2
http://www.alexa.com/topsites (Sep. 1, 2014).
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In today’s industry, SERPs are often evaluated using A/B testing set-ups that try to increase
quantitative metrics like clicks on advertisements. These are popular due to their better
efficiency compared to traditional usability evaluation methods, such as heuristic inspections (Nielsen and Molich, 1990) or lab studies. Yet, as already pointed out in Chapter 1,
A/B tests usually lack effectiveness in determining usability (Nielsen, 2005).
For evaluating SERPs in an efficient and effective manner, we have developed WaPPU (“Was
that Page Pleasant to Use”) as a general tool for A/B testing based on quantitative usability
scores. Implementing the novel principle of Usability-based Split Testing, our tool caters for
(a) user interaction tracking, (b) collecting usability judgments from real users, (c) training
usability models and (d) correlation of the obtained data. By design, Usability-based Split
Testing enables developers to ensure the quality of a web application w.r.t. its interface
usability at higher effectiveness than conversion-based split testing and higher efficiency
than traditional approaches to usability evaluation. Although existing work (e.g., Atterer
et al., 2006; Carta et al., 2011; Vasconcelos and Baldochi, 2012) already builds on user
interaction analysis for better efficiency, WaPPU is the first approach to perform A/B tests
based on seven usability factors as the target metrics (e.g., readability = -0.5 for Interface
A). These metrics are based on I NUIT as well as real users’ interactions with the interface.
In the following, we describe the current state of the art as well as our assessment of
split testing practices in the industry context this thesis was embedded into. From this,
we derive three requirements that have to be met for successfully implementing our new
principle of Usability-based Split Testing. This principle is motivated by an initial user study
before describing its specifics in more detail. The design and implementation of WaPPU are
described subsequently.

5.2 State of the Art
Usability instruments generally require explicit human feedback, i.e., someone—either an
expert or a user—has to answer the questions in order to evaluate an interface. This
becomes cumbersome with an increasing amount of evaluations that have to be performed.
Therefore, more automatic approaches are desirable that build on implicit user feedback—
i.e., information that can be extracted from the interaction data a user produces anyway
while using a system. Existing research in this direction is presented below.

5.2.1 User Interaction Analysis
Atterer et al. (2006) present a tool for client-side user interaction tracking. After having
collected information about cursor behavior, keyboard strokes or dwell time, one can use
these events to visualize a user’s interactions on a webpage. From these, the authors aim to
infer implicit interactions, such as hesitation before filling in an input field (Atterer et al.,
2006). This is a useful tool for facilitating more automatic usability tests and provides
developers with valuable information. This concept is also followed by Arroyo et al. (2006)
as well as m-pathy3 , which is a commercial tool for qualitative user behavior inspection. The
3
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latter tool features additional metrics that are, however, in analogy to conversion-based A/B
testing, e.g., the number of checkout processes and similar.
Web Usability Probe (Carta et al., 2011) is a more sophisticated tool also allowing for
automatic remote usability testing. It is possible to define optimal logs for given tasks,
which are then compared to the client-side logs actually produced by the user. Vasconcelos
and Baldochi (2012) follow a similar approach that compares users’ interactions against
pre-defined patterns.
In contrast to our novel approach WaPPU, all of the above methods—although as well aiming
at usability improvement—have different focuses. None derives quantitative statements
about usability from the observed interactions, which would enable direct comparison of
interfaces. Rather, interpretation of the delivered qualitative information is largely up to a
developer or dedicated usability evaluator.
Navalpakkam and Churchill (2012) investigate the possibility to infer the user experience
of a web interface from mouse movements. In a user study, they find that certain features
of interaction (e.g., hovers, arrival time at an element) can be used to predict reading
experience and user distraction with reasonable accuracy. Yet, they investigate only these
specific aspects. Particularly, the authors do not focus on providing interaction-based
measures of usability or user experience for quantitative comparison of interfaces.

5.2.2 Website Checking
Tools such as AChecker (Gay and C. Q. Li, 2010) and NAUTICUS (Correani et al., 2006)
aim at automatic checking of websites according to certain criteria and heuristics. While
the first specifically focuses on web accessibility, the second tool also takes into account
usability improvements for visually impaired users. Both tools are particularly able to
automatically suggest improvements regarding the investigated interfaces. Yet, they only
consider static criteria concerned with structure and content of a website rather than actual
users’ interactions.
Another approach is presented by Beirekdar et al. (2005), whose tool uses a set of given
guidelines to check the HTML code of a webpage against for evaluating usability and
accessibility. This approach is similar to usability validation (Atterer, 2008) which, in
addition to the HTML code, also takes into account models for usability-related aspects of
website use, including properties of the platform and user, among others.
All of the approaches described so far do either promote a priori evaluation of a webpage
(Nielsen and Molich, 1990; Nielsen, 1994; Beirekdar et al., 2005; Atterer, 2008), require
user testing (e.g., Abdinnour-Helm et al., 2005) or need manual inspection for identifying
issues (Atterer et al., 2006; Arroyo et al., 2006). This is representative for most of the current
research in this field but has, however, certain shortcomings regarding the optimization of
highly dynamic web search applications. While a priori evaluation does not involve the
actual users of a webpage and can therefore be only based on assumptions, user testing is
very time-consuming and therefore not feasible given the short iteration cycles of today’s
IT industry. Manual inspection of usage data is time-consuming as well and requires hand-
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tailoring of the interface when issues are identified. Hence, it would be desirable to have
methods for automatically determining usability and taking proper actions accordingly.

5.2.3 A/B Testing
A/B testing (Nielsen, 2005) is a common method to evaluate changes to an interface. That
is, the original version of the interface is compared against a modified version (e.g., advertisements vs. no advertisements) w.r.t. a pre-defined target metric (e.g., clicks on a specific
link). The two versions that are compared are also referred to as the interfaces-under-test
in the remainder of this paper.
AttrakDiff 4 is a tool that enables A/B testing of e-commerce products for user experience
optimization. That is, based on a dedicated instrument, the hedonic as well as pragmatic
quality of the products are compared (Hassenzahl, 2006). While this may seem very similar to
our proposed approach, it has to be noted that the aim of AttrakDiff is different from Usabilitybased Split Testing, as implemented by WaPPU. Particularly, the tool leverages questionnairebased remote asynchronous evaluation rather than focusing on user interactions. Also,
qualitative, two-dimensional statements about user experience are derived, which has to be
clearly distinguished from usability and quantitative metrics thereof.

5.2.4 Metrics-based Approaches to Usability Evaluation
Contrary to the above approaches, Navalpakkam and Churchill (2012) take a step in this
direction by directly relating certain mouse movement features to user experience. For
example, based on the time the mouse cursor resides on parts of a text and the number
of revisits to previously hovered parts, they predict whether a user was able to easily
concentrate on reading.
Going even further, Nebeling (2012, Ch. 7) provides quantitative metrics for webpage
evaluation. Their tool jQMetrics analyzes a set of spatial and layout aspects, such as small
text ratio or media–content ratio. These metrics are static (i.e., purely based on the structure
of the HTML document) and specifically aimed at large-screen contexts. In contrast, our
goal is to provide usability-in-use metrics based on users’ dynamic interactions with the
webpage.
W3Touch (Nebeling et al., 2013c) is a metrics-based approach to adaptation of webpages for
touch devices. This means certain metrics of a website, e.g., average zoom, are determined
from user interactions on a per-component basis. Components with values above a certain
threshold are then assumed to be “critical” and adapted according to rules defined by the
developer. This is a very promising approach that is, however, specifically aimed at touch
devices. Moreover, the webpage metrics that identify potentially critical parts of a webpage
are not transferred into more precise statements about usability.
4
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Fig. 5.2.: Two example functionalities of Google Analytics: real-time statistics (left) and
custom events, i.e., in this case hovers over different components (right).

Finally, certain instruments such as SUS (Brooke, 1996), which have already been described
above, provide a quantitative measure of usability (e.g., a score between 0 and 100 in the
case of SUS). Yet, these instruments (or questionnaires) are intended for presentation to
users or participants of usability studies. Contrary, we aim at the inference of usability
metrics directly from user behavior. To achieve this, we try to limit the amount of users that
have to be presented with a questionnaire to a minimum, but enough to obtain a sufficient
amount of training data.

5.2.5 Website Analytics
There is a wide range of available tools and web applications that enable in-depth analysis
of websites. Among the most prominent of these applications are Piwik5 and Google
Analytics (Google, 2014a). Since all of the well-known and widely used tools in the website
analytics ecosystem yield very similar sets of available features—combining several aspects
of the state of the art presented so far—, at this point, Google Analytics shall serve as a
representative example.
According to W3 Techs, Google Analytics (Google, 2014a) is by far the most widely used
tool for website analytics, with 50% of the monitored websites using it, which corresponds
to a market share of 81.6%.6 While Google Analytics offers a wide range of potential
functionalities, in the following we will point out the most important ones with respect to
our research.
First, the core functionality of Google Analytics—and the one it is most commonly known
for—is high-level user tracking. That is, website owners are provided with statistics about
the number of unique users and visits, the number of page views per visit, duration of visits,
bounce rates7 etc. Moreover, it is possible to define goals, such as visits to a registration
page, completed checkout processes, a specified session duration or a specified puchase
amount (Google, 2014a). Google Analytics then measures and displays the conversions,
i.e., the rate of completion, for each goal (Google, 2014a). This functionality is particularly
useful for e-commerce companies, as one can precisely monitor the actual revenue generated
5

http://piwik.org/ (Oct. 07, 2015).
http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/traffic_analysis/all (Dec. 21, 2014).
7
The bounce rate is the “Percentage of single page visits, i.e. visits in which a visitor left the site after
visiting only the entrance page” (Hasan et al., 2009).
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by customers and goals. The measurement of conversions can be further augmented with
funnel tracking, which means analyzing the precise paths (sequences of page visits) which
lead to the completion of a predefined goal.
Second, Google Analytics enables tracking of users in real time (Figure 5.2). This functionality provides website owners with insights about page views, active pages, referrals, users’
locations etc. in the very second they are using the website. Also, it is possible to observe
conversions “as they happen” (Google, 2014a), which shows the performance of recent
promotions or campaigns.
Third, Google Analytics provides means for tracking events, whose definition and configuration are up to the website owner. That is, one can define events (in terms of category,
action and label) that are recorded manually when certain actions are triggered by users.
For instance, if we would like to track the amount of hovers over different components of a
page, this could be done in the following way:
Listing 5.1: Tracking hover events through Google Analytics [JavaScript + jQuery].
1

var hoverAmount = {};

2
3
4
5

$ ( " # components " ) . on ( " mouseenter " , " . component " , f u n c t i o n () {
var id = $ ( this ) . attr ( " id " ) ;
hoverAmount [ id ] = hoverAmount [ id ] || 0;

6
7
8

ga ( " send " , " event " , " component - tile " , " hover " , id , ++ hoverAmount [ id ]) ;
}) ;

The events that are tracked using the above piece of code are then visualized as depicted
in Figure 5.2. In this way, it is possible to gain more detailed insights into actions that
are of a lower-level nature compared to Google Analytics’s default functionality. Also, it is
possible to set up automatic A/B tests (named “experiments” by Google Analytics) that take
predefined goals as their target metrics. In this case, an A/B testing goal can either be a
conversion-based goal (as described earlier) or a custom event, such as interaction with a
video player or hovers over a component.
Hasan et al. (2009) have investigated Google Analytics–based metrics for determining the
usability of e-commerce sites. In particular, they found that a high bounce rate indicates
potential navigation problems while a low number of searches per visit indicates good
navigation. Concerning the latter, the search results to site exits ratio then again indicates
whether the provided search facilities are usable or not. Visitors spending only little time on
the page and trigger only few page views during their visit indicate potential problems with
the site’s information architecture. Contrary, a low number of triggered searches indicates the
opposite. Furthermore, the number of page views per visit is an indicator for the user’s interest
in the content of the e-commerce site. Finally, conversion rate, cart start rate (percentage
of users adding at least one item to the shopping cart) and checkout start rate (percentage
of users initializing the checkout process) are indicators for the usability of the purchasing
process itself. To give just one example, a low cart start rate might indicate problems with
the log-in process that is necessary to add items to the shopping cart.
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Although Hasan et al. (2009) have provided a set of usability-related metrics based on Google
Analytics, they point out that these are only a first step to discovering and identifying usability
problems. Particularly, they state that “what they cannot do is provide in-depth detail about
specific problems that might be present on a page” (Hasan et al., 2009). For instance, a high
bounce rate might indicate problems with either the content or the design of a page, or a
mixture of both. Also, their metrics are not able to identify usability problems such as “lack of
security and privacy, inconsistent design, and the lack of functions/capabilities/information
on the sites” (Hasan et al., 2009).
The shortcomings just described are mainly due to the fact that Google Analytics by default
only tracks high-level user behavior. For instance, one might notice a high bounce rate on a
certain page, but from this cannot tell why users are abandoning their session. For this, we
can engage the event tracking capabilities of Google Analytics, which are also able to track
lower-level actions. In this way it could be, e.g., detected that users generally leave after
hovering a certain region of the page, which provides more details about where usability
problems are to be found. Yet, such client-side events must be specifically tailored to the use
case of the investigated website.

5.3 Assessment of Status Quo in Industry Context
In order to get an idea of the split testing practices applied in the industry context our
research was embedded into, we have conducted interviews with the team leader in charge
of big data analytics and split testing in the R&D department of Unister GmbH. Particularly,
we asked questions about the frequency, set-ups and goals of split tests intended to assess
the two novel search engines developed by Unister (cf. Section 1.2). From the interviews,
we learned the following:
— The R&D department runs a maximum of about five split tests in parallel.
— This results in a maximum of approximately 16 different configurations of the webpagesunder-test shown to the users.
— Representative set-ups of the performed split tests include:
• testing the (font) color and size of advertisements against (font) color and size
of the remaining elements of the webpage-under-test;
• testing the placement, color and size of buttons leading to external landing
pages;
• testing the placement and layout of search suggestions; and
• testing X versions of a webpage-under-test, each one displaying less elements
than the previous version (i.e., #elementsn−1 > #elementsn , n = 1..X).
— Representative goals of the performed split tests include:

5.3 Assessment of Status Quo in Industry Context
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• an increased number of clicks on advertisements;
• an increased number of successful redirects to external landing pages;
• an increased number of clicks on predefined elements (such as certain buttons);
and
• an increased page dwell time.
These findings strengthen our motivation described in Chapter 1. That is, the goals of existing
split testing set-ups are often not sufficient to determine the usability of the investigated
interface. In particular, this becomes evident when looking at the above list, in which three
out of five representative goals are concerned with external websites rather than the SERP
interface itself. Yet, the remaining goal—increasing the user’s page dwell time—is as well
not sufficient for drawing reliable inferences about usability. While it might be an indicator
for good usability due to high-quality information displayed directly on the SERP, a long
dwell time can also be caused by confusing and distracting elements. This underpins what
Nielsen (2005) states:
“The biggest problem with A/B testing is that you don’t know why you get
the measured results. You’re not observing the users or listening in on their
thoughts. All you know is that, statistically, more people performed a certain
action with design A than with design B. Sure, this supports the launch of design
A, but it doesn’t help you move ahead with other design decisions.”
Therefore, we conclude that there is a strong need for realizing our intended concept of
Usability-based Split Testing, which is more effective in determining usability than conversion
maximization approaches but more efficient—and therefore more attractive for companies—
than traditional methods of usability evaluation. From the above analysis we derive the
following scenario and requirements:

Scenario A large e-commerce company runs several successful travel search engines. For
continuous optimization, about 10 split tests are carried out per live website and week.
That is, slightly different versions of the same interface are deployed online. Then, the one
gaining the most conversions is chosen after a predefined test period. The main stakeholder,
who studied business administration and founded the company, prefers the usage of Google
Analytics or similar tools due to their precise and easy-to-understand metrics. Yet, the split
testing division would like to gain deeper insights into users’ behavior since they know that
conversions do not represent usability. Thus, they regularly request more elaborate usability
evaluations, such as expert inspections for assessing the interfaces. The stakeholder, however,
approves these only for novel websites or major redesigns of an existing one. To him, such
methods—although he knows they are highly effective8 —appear to be overly costly and
time-consuming. Conversion-based split testing seems more attractive from the company’s
point of view and is the prime method applied for optimization.
8
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For example, Nielsen and Molich (1990) state that only five evaluators can find up to 90% of the
usability problems in an interface.
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Requirements The situation described above is a common shortcoming in today’s ecommerce industry, which is working at increasingly fast iteration cycles. This leads to many
interfaces having a suboptimal usability and potentially deterring novel customers. Thus, we
formulate three requirements for a novel usability testing approach that would be feasible
for everyday use in industry and support a short time-to-market:
(R5.1) Effectiveness A novel approach must be more effective than conversion-based split
testing w.r.t. determining the usability of an interface.
(R5.2) Efficiency A novel approach must ensure that evaluations are carried out with
minimal effort for both, developers and users. Particularly, deployment and integration must be easier compared to established methods such as expert inspections or
controlled lab studies.
(R5.3) Precision A novel approach must deliver precise yet easy-to-understand metrics to
be able to compete with conversion-based split testing. That is, it must be possible
to make statements like “Interface A has a usability of 99% and Interface B has a
usability of 42%. Thus, ‘A’ should be preferred.”
A straightforward solution to the above is to derive usability directly from implicit feedback,
i.e., interactions that are produced by real users anyway. Thus, the aim is to provide an
⃗ = U.
adequate usability model M that predicts usability U from interactions I⃗ only: M (I)
The potential of our proposed approach is investigated in the following.

5.4 Motivating User Study
Based on I NUIT we have developed a web interface plug-in for tracking user interactions and
asking for explicit usability ratings. Having obtained a set of training data from one or more
web interfaces of the same type (e.g., news websites), it is possible to learn a statistical model
which predicts usability quantitatively from implicit user behavior alone. Given similar web
interfaces and normalized interaction features (e.g., based on the amount of text content or
number of media elements), we expected the usability score to be layout-independent to a
certain degree. Thus, our resulting hypothesis reads as follows:

Hypothesis 5.1 A corresponding model should be able to predict usability from user interactions, not only for the specific web interfaces that delivered training data, but also for other web
interfaces of the same type (in terms of their high-level layout).

In particular, this would enable e-commerce companies that run several websites of the
same type to launch a new website and instantly measure its usability based on training
data obtained from their established ones. Additionally, comparison to competitors’ websites
would be more easily possible.

5.4 Motivating User Study
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For generating a first training set, we have used our plug-in in the user study already described in the last chapter. The study featured four specifically prepared online news articles
from different sources. Results suggest that—despite normalization of the tracked interaction features—user behavior varies considerably already for very similar web interfaces of
the same type. This means that the desired model needs additional preprocessing steps, i.e.,
clustering pages by structure and providing different models for different user intentions to
provide a reliable measure for usability.

5.4.1 Method
As already stated in Section 4.7, we recruited a total of 81 non-unique participants (66
male) at an average age of 28.43 (σ=2.37) via Twitter, Facebook and company-internal
mailing lists. Each participant had to read one out of four online news articles (published by
CERN, CNN, Yahoo! News, Scientific American) about the Higgs boson and was asked to
answer a specific question. Once the user found the desired answer or was absolutely sure
the article did not contain it, they had to indicate that they finished the task. Subsequently,
they were presented a questionnaire for rating the usability of the online news article based
on yes/no questions for the items of I NUIT: informativeness, understandability, confusion,
distraction, readability, information density and reachability. This means we determined
an overall usability score between 0 and 7 points. It was possible to take part in the study
multiple times with a different article each time.
Only two of the articles contained the necessary piece of information to answer the question
(CERN, CNN). Moreover, two of the articles featured a rather short text (CERN, Yahoo!
News: ∼1 page) while the remaining two featured a longer text (CNN, Scientific American:
≥2 pages). Thus, the news articles constitute the four sets ANSWERyes , ANSWERno ,
TEXT long and TEXT short .
User Interaction Tracking We used a specifically developed jQuery plug-in to track participants’ interactions with the online news article they were presented with during the study.
That is, we recorded low-level mouse events and determined a number of features from
these on the client side. The features were chosen based on existing research (e.g., Q. Guo
and Agichtein, 2012; Navalpakkam and Churchill, 2012) as well as own experience with
user interaction tracking and are given in Table 5.1.
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Tab. 5.1.: Selection of interaction features tracked during the user study (* = whole page feature only).

5.4 Motivating User Study

label

description

source

normalized by

clicks
cursorMoveTime
cursorRangeY*
cursorStops
cursorTrail

# clicks
time the mouse cursor spends moving
cursor range on Y axis
# cursor stops
length of cursor trail

—
hoverTime
document height
cursorTrail
total size of hovered elements

hovers
hoversPrevHovered
hoverTime
maxHoverTime
pageDwellTime*

# hovers
# hovers over previously hovered text elements
total time spent hovering the component
maximum time spent hovering the component
time elapsed between loading and leaving the
page
# changes in scrolling direction
maximum scrolling distance from top
total amount of scrolling (in pixels)
# text selections
total length of all text selections

Speicher et al. (2013a)
Speicher et al. (2013a)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012) and Speicher et al.
(2013a)
Speicher et al. (2013a)
Navalpakkam and Churchill (2012)
Speicher et al. (2013a)
Speicher et al. (2013a)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Nebeling et al. (2013c)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)

—
document height
document height
—
# words in respective elments

scrollDirChanges*
scrollMaxY*
scrollPixelAmount*
textSelections
textSelectionLength

# elements
# elements
total size of hovered elements
total size of hovered elements
# words in article
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These interactions were recorded separately for: (1) the whole page; (2) a manually
annotated area of interest (AOI)9 ; (3) all text elements; (4) all media elements; (5) text
elements within the area of interest; and (6) media elements within the area of interest. To
give a representative example, the interaction feature hoverTimetext describes the aggregated
time the user spent hovering text elements anywhere on the page.
The investigated news articles were slightly different concerning their structure (e.g., number
of media elements or text length). Thus, the collected interaction features were normalized
using certain features of the web interface to ensure comparability. For instance, the page
dwell time was normalized by the main article’s word count (i.e., we assumed the dwell
time to depend on the time needed for reading the article) and the total amount of scrolling
was normalized by the height of the document (Table 5.1).

5.4.2 Results
Let IF be the set of interaction features {“clicks”, “hovers”, ...}, UI be the set of usability
items {“informativeness”, “understandability”, ...}, and X(A) be the random variable X for
the set of web interfaces A. Then,
def

N C (A) =

{

(
)
(if , ui) ∈ IF × UI | corr if (A), ui(A) ≥ 0.3
(
)
(
)
}
∧ %RSD if (A) < 100 ∧ %RSD ui(A) < 100

(5.1)

is the set of noteworthy correlations for the set of web interfaces A, with corr being Pearson’s
correlation and %RSD the relative standard deviation.10 We have computed N C (A) for
five sets, i.e., the set containing all four articles ALL as well as ANSWERyes , ANSWERno ,
TEXT long and TEXT short . Based on Hypothesis 5.1 above and the fact that all interaction
features were normalized, we expected large commonalities among all sets of web interfaces
in this respect. However, out of 46 noteworthy correlations that were identified, only five
occured for more than one set. In fact, the largest set of common noteworthy correlations
was N C (ALL)∩N C (TEXT short ) with a size of only three. This result indicates that already
for very similar web interfaces of the same kind, patterns of user interaction vary considerably.
Furthermore, patterns of user behavior vary, not only due to structural features of a web
interface (TEXT long vs. TEXT short ), but also due to differences in users’ intentions. These
differences were “simulated” by providing only two articles containing the answer to the
posed question. While users who can answer the question should act like a fact finder
(Gutschmidt, 2012), users who cannot should behave more like an information gatherer
(Gutschmidt, 2012). This assumption is underpinned by the fact that ANSWERyes and
ANSWERno have no common noteworthy correlation.
The complete list of noteworthy correlations per set of webpages can be found in Appendix B.1.
9

The AOI, i.e., the main article text was annotated manually for each news article. See Q. Guo and
Agichtein (2012) for a different, more automatic approach.
10
The thresholds of 0.3 for correlations and 100% for relative standard deviations (%RSD) were
chosen after qualitative inspection of the data and are rather generous.
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Intention X
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...

Intention X
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Fig. 5.3.: Concept of a general framework for providing interaction-based usability models.

5.4.3 Implications
The above results indicate that despite similarity in type and content, there are only very
few common patterns of interaction across different web interfaces. This rejects our initial
Hypothesis 5.1, which states that it should be possible to predict a web interface’s usability
based on training data from different web interfaces of the same type (e.g., news websites).
Instead, our results suggest that users’ interactions on a web interface depend on low-level
web interface structure and intention more strongly than assumed, i.e., interactions are a
function of usability, structure and intention. Thus, a framework for layout-independent
prediction of usability must include two additional preprocessing steps. First, we need to
cluster web interfaces according to their structure to minimize variations of user behavior
in this respect. This can be done by leveraging existing approaches such as that described
by Hachenberg and Gottron (2013). A different experiment (cf. Section 8.3.1) has shown
that users indeed behave very similarly on similarly structured pages. Hence, based on the
structure s of a page and the collected user interactions b, we can infer the user intention i
(Gutschmidt, 2012) using an appropriate classifier Is : i = Is (b). Once we know both the
structure of the web interface and the user’s intention, it should be possible to predict the
web interface’s usability u with an according classifier Us,i : u = Us,i (b).
That is, for X types of user intention, a corresponding framework would have to provide X
usability models per web interface cluster (Fig. 5.3). For example, assume a cluster contains
all blogs using the same WordPress template. Then one would have to train different models
for users just browsing around and users looking for a certain piece of information since these
two intentions cause considerable differences in behavior. In the remainder of this chapter,
we address how to derive appropriate usability models and heuristics with respect to the
requirements just described.
To summarize, the resulting hypothesis we derive from the above is as follows:

Hypothesis 5.2 Within a cluster of web interfaces, we can provide a common model to predict
a quantitative measure of usability for a given user intention (e.g., fact finder or information
gatherer; cf. Gutschmidt, 2012).

5.4 Motivating User Study
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Effectiveness

Usability-based Split Testing
Traditional Usability Evaluation

Efficiency

Conversion-based Split Testing

Fig. 5.4.: Web interface usability evaluation: the competing approaches (rough overview).

5.5 Proposal for Usability-based Split Testing
We propose Usability-based Split Testing, which is a feasible trade-off between effectiveness
and efficiency, as an alternative to established approaches (Fig. 5.4). That is, we aim at
significantly better predictions of usability than can be done using conversions. Besides, we
want to be more efficient than established methods of usability evaluation. To achieve this,
we have designed a two-step process:
1. Track user behavior on the interfaces of a split test—i.e., the interfaces-under-test—and
apply the resulting interaction metrics to heuristic rules for usability evaluation,
e.g., “a higher cursor speed indicates more confusion”. Test whether the difference
between the interfaces is significant.
2. If the result is not significant, more specific information is required. Thus, add a
usability questionnaire to one of the interfaces. From the answers and the tracked
interactions, learn more specific usability models that can be applied to the remaining
interfaces for predictions of usability.
For realizing these steps and meeting requirements R5.1–R5.3, as described in Section 5.3,
our novel approach follows a set of well-defined principles that will be introduced in the
following and provide the basis for a concrete implementation.

5.5.1 Component-based Interaction Tracking
The major goal of our approach is to overcome the problems regarding interactions and
low-level page structure, as described in Section 5.4. During the study motivating this
chapter, interaction feature values were calculated on a very fine-grained basis. Particularly,
interactions on any text or media element were considered for analysis, no matter how tiny
or unimportant. This means that removing some minor elements from a web interface—such
as text snippets in a sidebar—would already impact the values of interaction features. Also,
only normalized absolute values were considered, rather than paying attention to relative
distributions of interactions across the web interface.
To address this issue of interactions being highly dependent on low-level structure, we
follow a component-based approach. For this, an interface-under-test, i.e., a single webpage,
is divided into higher-level components such as the whole navigation bar rather than
considering individual links. This approach partly follows the concepts of areas of interest
(Q. Guo and Agichtein, 2012) and critical components (Nebeling et al., 2013c). The rest of
the webpage is treated as a separate, remaining component while the lower-level structure
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within a component is considered a black box. It is also possible to apply this to components
in the context of other approaches, e.g., the WebComposition approach (Gaedke and Gräf,
2001). Since we intend to track interactions on a per-component basis, in this way small
changes to the lower-level structure—e.g., removing minor text snippets—do not have an
impact on feature values. Usability models learned from such component-based interactions
can then be applied to different web interfaces as long as the large-scale structure remains the
same, like, e.g., in a split testing set-up.

5.5.2 Interaction-based Heuristic Rules for Usability Evaluation
Interactions tracked in the context of a usability-based split test can be easily applied to
pre-defined heuristic rules. To give just one example, assume a rule stating that higher cursor
speed positively correlates with user confusion. Then, if the users of one interface-under-test
produce significantly lower cursor speeds than users of another, this is a clear indicator of
less confusion. By design, this variant of our approach is as efficient as conversion-based
split testing (R5.2 ✔). That is, it can be very quickly deployed on online web interfaces
and does not bother the user with requests for explicit feedback. Moreover, the collected
interaction-based metrics are precise and easily interpretable using the given heuristic rules
(R5.3 ✔).
A drawback of this variant is the fact that the rules used need to be determined in a different
setting of the same context (i.e., similar high-level structure, similar user intention) first.
That is, a dedicated training phase is required, e.g., a controlled user study during which
explicit usability judgments are correlated with interactions. Since the applied heuristic
rules originate from a different setting, they cannot be a perfect measure of usability for
the interfaces-under-test. Rather, they can only give reasonable approximations, but still
provide more insights into users’ actual behavior than conversions (R5.1 ✔). However, if this
approach fails to deliver significant results, one needs to obtain more precise information for
predicting usability by leveraging corresponding models.

5.5.3 Leveraging Usability Models
The second variant of our Usability-based Split Testing approach uses models for predicting
usability. For this, one interface-under-test is chosen to deliver training data. That is, users of
the interface are presented with a questionnaire asking for explicit, quantitative judgments of
usability. This questionnaire is based on I NUIT, which features only seven items. In this way,
the number of questions a user has to answer is kept to a minimum. Also, I NUIT’s items have
been specifically designed for meaningful correlation with client-side user behavior. Together
with the collected interactions, explicit judgments are then used for training appropriate
models based on existing machine learning classifiers. Since the interfaces-under-test all
feature the same high-level structure—in accordance with component-based interaction
tracking—these models can be applied to the interactions of the remaining interfaces for
predictions of usability.
This variant of our approach cannot reach the same efficiency as conversion-based split
testing since parts of the users are faced with requests for explicit feedback. Yet, by design,
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Fig. 5.5.: Architecture of WaPPU.
it is more efficient than traditional methods such as remote asynchronous user studies
(R5.2 ✔). Given the minimum of two interfaces-under-test, only 50% of our users are
presented with questionnaires, compared to 100% of the participants in a controlled user
study. Moreover, our approach can be easily applied to online web interfaces. It does not
require a cumbersome study set-up since we rely on interactions and judgments of real
users only. In comparison to conversions or heuristic rules, models provide considerably
more precise insights into users’ behavior and its connection to usability (R5.1 ✔). Also,
questionnaires and models deliver an easily interpretable set of quantitative metrics in terms
of different usability aspects (informativeness, understandability etc.) for comparing interface
performance (R5.3 ✔).

5.6 WaPPU: Was that Page Pleasant to Use?
To provide a ready-to-use framework for Usability-based Split Testing, we have designed
a novel context-aware tool called WaPPU, i.e., “Was that Page Pleasant to Use?”. The
tool caters for the whole process from interaction tracking to deriving correlations and
learning usability models. Based on the principles of Usability-based Split Testing, we have
implemented WaPPU in terms of a central split testing service. This service has been realized
using node.js11 . Split testing projects are created in the WaPPU dashboard (Fig. 5.5), which
provides the developer with ready-to-use JavaScript snippets that simply have to be included
in the different interfaces-under-test. The only other thing required for deployment of the
split test is a client-side jQuery plug-in for component-based interaction tracking. The overall
architecture of WaPPU can be seen in Figure 5.5. The current implementation supports
at most two interfaces per split test, i.e., only A/B testing is supported. Also, an example
configuration is given below.
Listing 5.2: Exemplary WaPPU configuration.
1
2

WaPPU . start ({
projectId : 42 ,
11
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i n t e r f a c e V e r s io n : ’A ’ ,
p r o v i d e Q u e s t i o n n a i r e : true

3
4
5

} ,{
’# nav ’: [ ’ hovers ’ , ’ hoverTime ’] ,
’# content ’: [ ’ cursorSpeed ’ , ’ cursorTrail ’]

6
7
8

}) ;

This JavaScript snippet defines an interface-under-test associated with the split testing
project with project ID 42 and specifies that an I NUIT questionnaire is shown to users of the
interface. The amount of hovers and hover time are tracked for the component defined by the
jQuery selector #nav. Moreover, the length of the cursor trail as well as the cursor speed are
tracked for the component #content.
In the following, we describe the version of WaPPU that features usability scores based on a
3-point scale12 . W.l.o.g. the latest implementation of WaPPU13 has been adapted to feature a
2-point scale for more reliable predictions in productive settings even with smaller amounts
of data. In general, choosing the size of the scale is a trade-off between the precision of the
usability measurements (cf. Section 4.9) and the reliability of predictions.

5.6.1 Interaction Tracking
Tab. 5.2.: Complete list of interaction features supported by WaPPU (* = whole page
feature only).
label

description

source

arrivalTime

Speicher et al. (2013a)

cursorTrail

time elapsed from page load till
arrival at component
# deleted characters
# characters typed
# clicks
time the mouse cursor spends
moving
cursor range on X axis
cursor range on Y axis
cursorTrail divided by cursorMoveTime
cursor speed in X direction
cursor speed in Y direction
# cursor stops
# focus events on input elements
length of cursor trail

cursorTrailX
cursorTrailY
hovers

length of cursor trail on X axis
length of cursor trail on Y axis
# hovers

charsDeleted
charsTyped
clicks
cursorMoveTime
cursorRangeX*
cursorRangeY*
cursorSpeed
cursorSpeedX
cursorSpeedY
cursorStops
inputFocusAmount

12
13

Speicher et al. (2013a)
Speicher et al. (2013a)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
and Speicher et al. (2013a)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)

Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
and Speicher et al. (2013a)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
Speicher et al. (2013a)

https://github.com/maxspeicher/wappu-service/tree/alpha (Feb. 28, 2015).
https://github.com/maxspeicher/wappu-service (Feb. 28, 2015).
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Tab. 5.2.: (continued)
label

description

hoversPrevHovered

# hovers over previously hov- Navalpakkam and Churchill
ered text elements
(2012)
# multiply hovered text ele- Navalpakkam and Churchill
ments
(2012)
total time spent hovering the Speicher et al. (2013a)
component
maximum time spent hovering Speicher et al. (2013a)
the component
time elapsed between loading Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
and leaving the page
# changes in scrolling direction Nebeling et al. (2013c)
maximum scrolling distance Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
from top
total amount of scrolling (in pix- Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
els)
scrolling speed
Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012)
# text selections
total length of all text selections

multiplyHoveredText
hoverTime
maxHoverTime
pageDwellTime*
scrollDirChanges*
scrollMaxY*
scrollPixelAmount*
scrollSpeed*
textSelections
textSelectionLength

source

WaPPU adds another 12 features to the 15 already given in Table 5.1. That is, our tool
considers 27 well-defined user interaction features, which are summarized in Table 5.2.
They have been derived from existing research (Q. Guo and Agichtein, 2012; Navalpakkam
and Churchill, 2012; Nebeling et al., 2013c; Speicher et al., 2013a) as well as additional
considerations. charsTyped, charsDeleted and inputFocusAmount have been added because we
hypothesize that on a SERP, interaction with the search box correlates with success in finding
the desired content. textSelection and textSelectionLenght have been added because from
own experience with usability testing we know that some users select the piece of text they
are currently reading; hence, we hypothesize that text selections correlate with readability.
The features are tracked for each component defined by the developer, except for features
annotated with an asterisk, which cannot be applied to individual components. Moreover,
each feature is tracked for the whole web interface (=
ˆ component “total”), which gives an
additional implicit component.14 This gives us the chance to derive the relative distribution of
features across the page, e.g., “25% of the total cursor trail lie in the navigation component”.
That is, for each component each feature not marked with an asterisk in Table 5.2 has an
absolute and a relative representation. Hence, if a developer defines x components in their
web interface and specifies that all features shall be considered, WaPPU ultimately tracks
a total of 20(2x + 1) + 7 features during the split test (7 features are applied to the whole
page instead of components).

14
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For cumulative features—such as hoverTime—the value for the component “total” is the aggregation
across all components defined by the developer. For features that are a maximum—such as
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defined by the developer. For examples, see Appendix E.1.3.
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5.6.2 Usability Judgments
WaPPU offers the option to automatically show a questionnaire when users leave an interfaceunder-test, in case they have agreed to contribute training data. This questionnaire contains
the seven usability items of I NUIT, each formulated as a question and to be answered based
on a 3-point scale: ,
or
(bad–neutral–good). Since the value of an item is thus
either −1, 0 or +1, we get an overall usability value that lies between −7 and +7. These
values are what we refer to as usability scores. The seven judgments are then sent to the
server side together with the tracked user interactions. The questionnaire can be shown on
either none, one or all of the interfaces-under-test in a split test. If no interface features a
questionnaire, the functionality of WaPPU is reduced to collecting interactions only, i.e., for
use with usability heuristics (cf. Sec. 5.5.2).
If it is featured on one interface, WaPPU automatically learns seven models in near real-time—
one per usability item—based on the users’ answers. These models are associated with the
corresponding split testing project and stored in WaPPU’s central repository (Fig. 5.5). They
are automatically applied to the remaining interfaces for model-based usability prediction (cf.
Sec. 5.5.3). The current implementation of WaPPU provides the option to use the updateable
version of the Naïve Bayes classifier15 or the Hoeffding tree classifier16 , both provided by the
WEKA API (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009).
Finally, in case all interfaces feature the questionnaire, the developer receives the most
precise data possible. This case requires no models and is particularly useful for remote
asynchronous user studies from which one can derive heuristic rules for usability evaluation
(cf. Sec. 5.5.2). It is not intended for evaluation of online interfaces since the amount of
questionnaires shown to real users should be minimized.

5.6.3 Context-Awareness
The context of a user is automatically determined by WaPPU and all collected interactions and
usability judgments are annotated accordingly. In this way, it is possible to integrate context
into a usability model since different contexts trigger different user behaviors. Currently, we
consider two aspects that to a high degree influence a user’s interactions: ad blockers and
screen size. That is, the context determined by our tool is a tuple (adBlock, screenSize) with
adBlock ∈ {true, false} and screenSize ∈ {small, standard, HD, fullHD}. For this, we refer
to the most common screen sizes and define: small < 1024 × 768 ≤ standard < 1360 × 768 ≤
HD < 1920 × 1080 ≤ fullHD.17 Moreover, developers are provided with an option to include
own contextual attributes upon initializing WaPPU in a web interface.
Small-screen and touch devices are not supported in the current version of WaPPU. They are
detected using the MobileESP library18 and corresponding data are ignored.
15

http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/classifiers/bayes/NaiveBayesUpdateable.
html (Jan. 14, 2015).
16
http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/classifiers/trees/HoeffdingTree.html
(Jan. 14, 2015).
17
Cf. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Display_resolution (Feb. 12, 2014).
18
http://blog.mobileesp.com/ (Feb. 12, 2014).
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Fig. 5.6.: Screenshot of the WaPPU dashboard showing the evaluation of the A/B test
carried out during the case study presented in Section 8.2. It shows the scores
(mean and standard deviation) of each usability factor and the overall usability
metric for the two involved SERPs (Interface “A” = original SERP, Interface “B” =
redesigned SERP, * significant difference).

5.6.4 The WaPPU Dashboard
WaPPU summarizes the metrics and scores of an A/B test in a dedicated dashboard (Figure 5.6). For the seven individual factors, a score between −1 and +1 is given, corresponding
to the bad–neutral–good scale ( , , ) described above. The score of the overall usability
metric is then determined by summing up all factors, i.e., it has a value between −7 and +7
that is normalized to a value between 0% and 100%. All scores are visualized together with
their standard deviations. The overall score is provided in analogy to SUS (Brooke, 1996).
Bangor et al. (2008) found that the university grade analog (100–90 points correspond to an
“A”, 89–80 points to a “B” etc.) is a good rule-of-thumb for interpreting SUS scores. Moreover,
they state that “products which are at least passable have [...] scores above 70” (Bangor
et al., 2008). Thus, we set 70% as the lower bound for a good usability score in WaPPU. This
corresponds to individual factor scores of 0.4, i.e., if all usability factors have a score of 0.4,
we get an overall score of 70%.
If an interface-under-test features the questionnaire, the eight usability scores displayed
in the dashboard are derived directly from users’ answers. Otherwise, WaPPU predicts
the scores based on the interactions collected on the respective interface and the available
models. For example, if interface “A” displays the questionnaire, WaPPU learns the seven
models Mi based on the corresponding answers and interactions I⃗ tracked on “A”: Mi ←
learn(answeriA , I⃗A ) ∀i ∈ usability factors. The usability scores of interface “B” are then
⃗B
inferred from these models and the interactions collected on “B”: scoreB
i = Mi (I ) ∀i ∈
usability factors.
Additionally, the WaPPU dashboard features a traffic light indicating statistically significant
differences between the interfaces-under-test. That is, WaPPU applies a Mann–Whitney U test
to the (predicted) overall usability scores produced by all involved users. In case the usability
scores of the two interfaces-under-test are statistically equal—i.e., no definite statement
about which one is better can be made—the traffic light is yellow, otherwise it is red (“A”
better) or green (“B” better).
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5.7 Discussion
We are aware of the fact that usability is a hard-to-grasp concept that is difficult to measure
in an objective manner—if possible at all. However, our approach is able to yield reasonable
approximations of usability in a quantitative and easy-to-understand form. This is particularly
valuable in today’s IT industry with its short time-to-market. If existing conversion-based
analyses are augmented with Usability-based Split Testing, it will be possible to detect major
shortcomings in web interfaces without having to carry out costly and/or time-consuming
evaluations. If results delivered by our method are not significant, it is still possible to apply
such evaluations, which are more effective yet less efficient. However, we intend to minimize
the need for the latter.
As has been pointed out earlier (cf. Section 5.4), a user’s intention has considerable impact
on their behavior. However, we have not yet considered intention as a factor in the design
of our Usability-based Split Testing tool WaPPU. Rather, we modeled the user study for
our evaluation in such a way that all users had to behave the same. Hence, one potential
direction of future work could be to investige how intention can be derived from the
interaction features tracked by WaPPU anyway. For instance, according to Gutschmidt
(2012), features such as the page dwell time can indicate user behavior. Furthermore, in
future versions of WaPPU, it would be possible to add an extra question asking for the
user’s intention to the I NUIT questionnaire. In this way, one could train an additional
model for determining intention before applying adequate usability models or heuristics
(cf. Figure 5.3).
The current version of WaPPU is restricted to processing mouse and keyboard input. Yet,
small-screen touch devices are gaining more and more popularity. Therefore, another
direction of future work could be to transfer Usability-based Split Testing into the context
of touch devices. It would be particularly interesting to investigate how the different set
of interaction features (e.g., missing cursor trail, new zooming interaction) affects usability
prediction quality. First steps into this direction have already been taken by Nebeling et al.
(2013c).
Finally, our approach of Usability-based Split Testing is suitable for integration with the
WebComposition process model (Gaedke and Gräf, 2001). In particular, it could be used
to enable continuous evaluation of evolving widget-based interfaces. For instance, the
amount and placement of widgets in a mash-up could be assessed with respect to the overall
product’s usability.

5.8 WaPPU as a Part of the SIO Toolkit
Like I NUIT, WaPPU provides evaluation functionality for all aspects of usability, as required
by the SIO toolkit, which is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Moreover, the class diagram shows
that WaPPU builds on I NUIT by making use of its seven usability items. Those items act as
the target attributes for usability models automatically trained and provided by WaPPU. Yet,
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EvidenceBasedComputing
{abstract}
evaluate()
optimize()

SIOMethodology
{abstract}
evaluate()
optimize()
create()

SIOToolkit
evaluate()
optimize()
create()

0..*
1..*
<<interface>>

EvaluationComponent
evaluate()

INUIT
evaluate()

<<use>>

1..*

1..*
<<interface>>

OptimizationComponent
optimize()

<<interface>>

CreationComponent
create()

WaPPU
evaluate()

Fig. 5.7.: UML class diagram visualizing WaPPU as a part of the SIO toolkit.
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components that implement the necessary functionality for optimization and creation of
SERPs are still missing.

5.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented Usability-based Split Testing—a novel method for ensuring
web inferface quality based on quantitative metrics and user interactions. We have also introduced a corresponding A/B testing tool called WaPPU. Our approach intends to determine
the usability of an interface more effectively than conversion-based methods while being
more efficient than traditional approaches like expert inspections or controlled lab studies.
To realize this, our method determines usability based on users’ interactions. That is, we
track interactions and apply them to either pre-defined heuristic rules or models trained
with the help of users who answered an additional questionnaire. In this way, we obtain
quantitative approximations of usability for empirically comparing web interfaces. Hence,
Requirement 2.2 is fulfilled ✔.
Future work includes transferring the approach into the context of touch devices. Moreover,
future versions of WaPPU shall be able to determine a user’s intention before selecting
appropriate usability heuristics and models.
A demo video showcasing the features of WaPPU is available online19 .

19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vj4cNi7O4ws (Mar. 02, 2016).
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With WaPPU, Rey is now able to evaluate the usability of her SERPs based on interactions
in a split testing set up. Also, Finn notices considerable improvements in this respect. Yet,
necessary changes to the interfaces still require a lot of communication with designers and
company officials. Therefore, it would be desirable for Rey to be automatically provided
with adequate adjustments (e.g., “The readability of your site is bad. Please adjust the font
size!”) based on the measured usability and interactions.
As a solution, the following chapter1 presents S.O.S., the SERP Optimization Suite, which
aims at fulfilling Requirement 2.3. Hence, the system comprises two components, one implementing our new concept of Usability-based Split Testing (WaPPU) and one automatically
detecting suboptimal usability scores and proposing optimizations based on a catalog of best
practices. Our new approach is intended for SERP designers and developers and for more
easily communicating design decisions towards stakeholders and company officials. Also, the
contained catalog can be used as a stand-alone tool for creating better SERP interfaces.

4

Back End

S.O.S.

catalog

WaPPU

INUIT

Front End

So far, we have presented WaPPU, which is based on I NUIT and enables the automatic and
metrics-based usability evaluation of interfaces. S.O.S. builds on these and aims at providing
means for not only evaluating but also optimizing SERPs. However, at this point we are not
able to extend our optimizations to the back-end, i.e., we cannot yet influence the displayed
search results with respect to their relevance.

Fig. 6.1.: Progress at current point in thesis (Chapter 6).

6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we have introduced WaPPU, a novel A/B testing tool based on
usability as its target metric. That is, the tools retains the efficienty of split testing at higher
effectiveness as it is not solely based on conversion maximization. Yet, a major shortcoming
of A/B testing approaches is the fact that improvements to an interface need to be performed
a priori. That is, the old and the new version of the interface must be available before
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter have been published as Speicher et al. (2015a).
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the usability-based A/B test starts. To date, there is no state-of-the-art tool that is able to
propose optimizations to an interface based on usability scores or user interactions—like
“Your rating for readability is negative, please adjust your font size”—, which would be highly
desirable.
Therefore, we have added an extension to WaPPU to form S.O.S. Since the mapping between
a usability score / vector of user interactions y and causes for bad usability x is not a bijective
function f (x) = y, it is technically not possible to infer the exact necessary optimizations
for an assessed interface. To give just one example, a bad score of readability might be
caused by the wrong font size and line height while the font itself is good. Yet, it could also
be caused by the wrong font while font size and line height are good. Thus, the proposed
extension is a catalog of best practices that—in the context of SERPs—, maps a bad rating y
of a usability factor to a set of potential causes C and corresponding countermeasures C ′ :
f (y) = {C, C ′ }.
In the following we present the current state of the art and subsequently discuss the specific
limitations of WaPPU in more depth. These limitations lead to the development of S.O.S.’s
catalog of best practices, which has been determined in a three-step process that followed
the find–fix–verify pattern described by Bernstein et al. (2010) to ensure it is well-founded.
First, we have reviewed well-known SERP interfaces and extracted common best practices
as well as potential problems from these. Second, we asked ten dedicated experts to review
and revise this basic catalog. Third, each revision has been approved or rejected by three
additional, independent experts.
We have evaluated S.O.S. and all the contained components—i.e., the catalog of best
practices, WaPPU and I NUIT—in a large-scale case study that is described in Section 8.2.
In that study we applied rules from the final catalog to a real-world SERP that had been
evaluated using WaPPU and I NUIT. Our results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness
of S.O.S., as the redesigned SERP shows significant improvements for certain usability factors
as well as the overall usability score.

6.2 State of the Art
On the one hand, interface evaluation is necessary to determine the status quo of web
interfaces. On the other hand, evaluation methods must be complemented with adequate
means for also optimizing interfaces. An interface can either be optimized after an evaluation
that revealed a bad usability, or vice versa, i.e., first optimizing an interface and then
evaluating it to verify the intended improvements. In the following, we provide an overview
of corresponding research.
A general approach to interface optimization is decision-theoretic optimization (Gajos and
Weld, 2005). That is, a user’s preferences are elicitated by applying example critiquing (Gajos
and Weld, 2005; Viappiani et al., 2006), which also allows for implicit feedback, or active
elicitation, where the user is explicitly asked to choose between options. In this way, one can
learn the parameters of a cost function, with user preferences represented by constraints
whose margins are optimized through linear optimization and the interface being adjusted
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Fig. 6.2.: The golden triangle.2

accordingly. S UPPLE is a running example for this, where users can change portions of the
interface through a context menu (e.g., dropdown menus instead of slide bars) and the
system then automatically learns their preferences (Gajos, Wobbrock, et al., 2008). Gajos
and Weld (2005) propose this approach in terms of a general system (called A RNAULD) from
which any optimization-based interface system could benefit in theory. In particular, this
includes according approaches to SERPs.
While the above approach can be seen as means for true interface optimization—i.e., it is not
assumed that the interface at hand has been designed for a different device or context—, the
following presents representative research addressing the more specific problem of interface
adaptation, which is highly related to web interface optimization in the context of this
thesis.
In terms of adaptable user interfaces, Nebeling et al. (2013a) describe CrowdAdapt, a system
that presents tools for direct manipulation to the user. That is, users are able to resize,
remove or hide components of a website, among other things, and resulting adaptations of a
webpage are publicly shared. Another example is REUC (Bila et al., 2007), where users can
as well directly manipulate parts of the presented webpage but which is specifically aimed at
mobile devices. To give examples of adaptive user interfaces, Nichols et al. (2002) propose
PUC (personal universal controller), a system which automatically generates interfaces
for controlling complex appliances that provide corresponding functionality specifications.
Moreover, Nebeling et al. (2013c) present the aforementioned W3Touch, which aims at
adapting webpages designed with desktop computers in mind for mobile touch devices.
Thereby, W3Touch leverages user activity data to automatically infer critical components of
a webpage (e.g., too small text or hyperlinks) and adjust them according to relative design
rules provided by the developer (e.g., scale text according to average zoom level). Leiva
(2012) describes a similar approach, however not in the specific context of mobile devices.
Furthermore, our work is slightly related to automatic re-authoring (Bickmore and Schilit,
1997), i.e., taking a webpage designed for desktop PCs and a set of target device characteristics and transforming it accordingly. However, we rather focus on the optimization of SERPs
already tailored to a certain context instead of considering interfaces in need of adaptation
that were designed for an entirely different setting.
2

Adapted from http://www.miratech.com/blog/eye-tracking-google1.html (Jul. 11, 2012).
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The tool that is probably closest to our S.O.S. approach has been described by Grigera et al.
(2014). The proposed approach detects bad usability smells based on a priori assumptions
and then provides the developer with a report of existing problems. Contrary to our work,
Grigera et al. focus on rather high-level usability problems—like long navigation paths—in
the context of complete web applications. Yet, their tool might be a useful complement to
S.O.S., particularly if there occur intersections between bad usability smells and suboptimal
usability scores reported by WaPPU.
SERP Optimization The specific importance of SERPs for today’s users of the WWW has
been pointed out in Chapter 1. While the above related work deals with the evaluation and
optimization of arbitrary web interfaces, the existing research described in the following
pays specific attention to the optimization of SERPs.
Taking into account web search results, Bozzon, Brambilla, and Comai (2010) give a
conceptual definition of the layout definition problem, i.e., given results from different
domains (e.g., cities, hotels or movies) and different result types (e.g., news, images or
maps), how can an optimal layout be computed? According to the authors, it is necessary to
consider a set of parameters which, e.g., include the priority of domains or relations between
result types (e.g., place images with location information within a map). Together with
low-level design choices such as structure and page style (also including fixed components
like menus), a design strategy then consists of multiple layout specification rules which can
be either produced manually (by an experienced interface designer) or automatically (based
on knowledge about domains or user preferences).
Bozzon, Brambilla, Cigardi, et al. (2011) take the above one step further by suggesting a
constraint programming approach for generating layouts. Their solution models a SERP
in the form of tiles which are given weights according to the “Golden Triangle” (Hearst,
2009) while result blocks (aggregating results of a certain type, e.g., news articles) are
assigned scores based on the priority of the domain and the relevance of the displayed
results. Given constraints like position block X before block Y (also including non-result
blocks like navigation) and a heuristic which places blocks with high scores in tiles with high
weights, the sum of the products between block scores and weights of occupied tiles is then
optimized. In particular, this constraints- and optimization-based approach seems to follow
the same intention as A RNAULD (Gajos and Weld, 2005), that has been described above.
Concerning best practices, there is a vast number of general checklists for web interfaces,
such as Userium3 . Also, Userfocus presents a rather general, 20-item set of best practices for
search usability4 . However—to the best of our knowledge—there is no well-founded catalog
of best practices for optimizing SERP usability. In particular, there is none that relates causes
for bad usability and corresponding countermeasures to an actual usability evaluation.
Research dealing with the transfer of everyday search interaction to novel devices (i.e., mobile
and beyond) is slowly emerging. In a paper about trends and developments, Norrie (2011)
points out the possibilities of such interfaces. Focusing on mobile devices and tabletops, she
notes that it is particularly important to keep in mind the need for different approaches in
3
4
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interface design, resulting from different needs in search, such as more focused searches on
mobile devices). However, Baeza-Yates et al. (2011) note that interfaces should not become
too complex since users appreciate the convenient single-query interaction of today’s web
search engines.

6.3 Limitations of WaPPU
The process of developing WaPPU and its features were presented during company-internal
symposia on a regular basis. These symposia were held every other week and facilitated
interchange of ideas with developers and researchers from the R&D department of Unister
GmbH. Additionally, we have informally discussed the intention and functionality of WaPPU
with experts from academia particularly focusing on research in the field of web engineering.
From all of these conversations and discussions, the following limitations of our approach
became apparent.
Because WaPPU follows the principle of A/B testing (Nielsen, 2005), both versions of the
interface to be tested have to be present before the parallel A/B test starts. Particularly,
improvements to an interface need to be performed a priori, i.e., before the developer is
provided with quantitative evidence. This might lead to lots of test being carried out that
cannot detect a significant difference between the two versions of the interface. Therefore, it
would be highly desirable if WaPPU was able to propose improvements to an interface based
on its measured usability—like “Your rating for readability is negative, please adjust your
font size”.
A straightforward idea would be to use the interactions tracked by WaPPU for inferring the
causes of bad usability scores. Once the specific causes would be known, corresponding
improvements could be proposed. Yet, a bad score of a usability metric can have numerous
different reasons, i.e., the mapping between the score y and the cause x is not a bijective
function f (x) = y. As a representative example, let us consider bad informativeness on a
SERP—i.e., the particular information the user is looking for is not present or only present
in parts. Bad informativeness can have two main reasons: (1) the desired information is
in fact not present on the SERP, and (2) the desired information is hidden in such a way
that the user cannot find it (which might be due to a bad layout). In both cases, the user
would give a rating of −1 ( ) for the item informativeness. Yet, they only consider the fact
that the desired information is not present on the SERP from their point of view. Particularly,
the user does not care about the specific cause for this lack of information. In Speicher
et al. (2014a), it is reported that on SERPs, bad informativeness is indicated by, e.g., a lower
relative amount of hovers over the list of search results. However, in analogy to the given
rating, the user’s behavior would not change depending on the specific cause for a missing
piece of information. This is because the user has no knowledge about this cause, which
means that his interactions can only be influenced by the resulting higher-level fact that
their desired information is not present.
Thus, we propose to extend WaPPU with a catalog of best practices (rather than an automatic
approach based on interactions) for optimizing the usability of SERPs. For each of the seven
usability metrics (according to I NUIT), this catalog maps bad scores y to a set of potential
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causes C and corresponding countermeasures C ′ : f (y) = {C, C ′ }. Together, WaPPU and the
catalog form S.O.S.—the SERP Optimization Suite. We will also describe a new workflow
which ensures that developers can react to bad usability scores based on the catalog. Only
after that, the optimized version of the investigated interface will be included in the A/B
test.

6.4 Best Practices for SERP Usability
The catalog for optimizing the usability of SERPs has been determined in a three-step
process. This process corresponds to the find–fix–verify pattern described by Bernstein et al.
in Bernstein et al. (2010). In the first (the ‘find’) phase, we have reviewed SERPs of eight
popular search engines and extracted common best practices and shortcomings. From these,
we have compiled a first version of our catalog. In the second (the ‘fix’) phase, we have
asked ten dedicated experts to review the catalog and propose adjustments as required from
their point of view. Finally, in the third (the ‘verify’) phase, each adjustment from the second
phase has been reviewed by another three independent experts, who could either approve or
reject it. The final catalog has then been created by only making those adjustments that were
approved by at least two experts from the third phase. By making use of a state-of-the-art
pattern (Bernstein et al., 2010) and having our catalog thoroughly reviewed by a total of
20 experts—which according to Nielsen and Molich (1990) find more than 75% of present
errors—, we believe the final outcome to be well-founded and a valid instrument for usability
optimization on SERPs.
All resources, including the SERP reviews, the first version of the catalog, the anonymized
revised catalogs, the anonymized reviews of the adjustments and the complete final catalog
can be accessed via our online appendix5 . The three phases applied for creating the catalog
will be described in detail in the following.

6.4.1 ‘Find’ Phase
In the first phase, we have reviewed the top five search engines as ranked by Alexa6 :
(1) google.com, (2) yahoo.com, (3) baidu.com, (4) yandex.ru, and (5) bing.com. Moreover,
we have considered three trending search engines that have been intensively and repeatedly
discussed among friends and colleagues—i.e., (A) qwant.com, (B) duckduckgo.com, and
(C) ecosia.org. These follow new approaches (all-in-one search, anonymous search and green
search) and as of September 3, 2014, have considerable Klout7 scores (A: 53, B: 81, C: 63)
and numbers of Twitter followers (A: 1,544, B: 32.4K, C: 5,095).
From these eight SERP interfaces, we have extracted common best practices (approaches that
could be found in the majority of the investigated SERPs); and shortcomings (approaches
followed only by a minority of the SERPs that we considered to be problematic from the
usability perspective). Best practices included, e.g., search suggestions / related search
5

https://github.com/maxspeicher/sos-resources (Mar. 02, 2016).
http://www.alexa.com/topsites (Aug. 17, 2014).
7
https://klout.com/home (Sep. 3, 2014).
6
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queries, semantic results and generous use of white space. Shortcomings included not clearly
identifiable advertisements, infinite scrolling and overloaded results, among others. More
detailed reviews of the chosen SERPs can be found in Appendix C.1; a summary is given
in Table 6.1. From this, we compiled a first (basic) version of our catalog of best practices.
This basic version contained a total of 40 potential causes for bad scores as well as 61
corresponding countermeasures for the seven usability metrics.
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columns
tab navigation
search suggestions
ads above results
ads below results
ads next to results
verticals in between results
semantic information (e.g., graph search box)
infinite scrolling
∗
∗2
∗3
i.b.
✔1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(A)

(B)

(C)

2
top
bottom
✔

3
left
bottom

2
top
right + bottom

3
left
top + bottom

5 or 3∗
left
—

1
top
top right
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

2
top
right + i.b.
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

3
top
—
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

= depending on mode chosen by user
= in separate column on same page + horizontal bar on top
= in separate horizontal bar on top
= in between
= only in mode with 5 columns

✔1
∗2
✔
✔

∗3
✔
✔

Tab. 6.2.: Experts’ ratings of how much their work/studies are concerned with each of the
given fields (1 = not at all, 5 = very much) and how they rate their own skills
(1 = no knowledge, 4 = expert). Numbers given are median values.

Web/Interface Design
Phase ↓
‘Fix’
‘Verify’

‘Fix’
‘Verify’

work
skills
4
3
3
3
Usability / User
Experience
work
skills
4
2
3.5
2

Web Development/Engineering
work
skills
3.5
3
5
4
Search Engines
work
2
2.5

skills
2
3

6.4.2 ‘Fix’ Phase
In the second phase, the basic catalog was given to ten dedicated experts in the fields of
web/interface design, web development/engineering, user experience / usability and search
engines. Each one was asked to review the catalog and make adjustments as necessary
from their point of view—i.e., by adding new causes/countermeasures or by altering or
removing existing ones. They were also provided with examples of SERPs for the query
“Albert Einstein” (Google, Bing, DuckDuckGo).
The experts performed a total of 110 changes (44 additions, 25 removals, 41 alterations) to
the basic catalog, which is an average of 11 changes per expert. Nielsen and Molich (1990)
state that “evaluations from several evaluators [...] do rather well, even if they only consist
of three to five people.” In analogy to this, we assume that in the ‘fix’ phase with 10 experts
(≫3–5), at least 71% (Nielsen and Molich, 1990) of the errors/problems in the basic catalog
were found, particularly, because the setting of revising a catalog of best practices given
interface examples is not fundamentally different from heuristic evaluation of interfaces.
The experts’ ratings of their skills in each of the relevant fields are given in Table 6.2. Four
of the experts worked in academia, four worked in industry and seven were (graduate)
students (multiple answers possible). Five considered themselves to be a practitioner, one to
be a researcher, three said “half/half” and one said “don’t know”. Nine of the experts were
male (one female) at an average age of 27.1 (σ=1.85); five owned a Bachelor’s and the
remaining five a Master’s degree.

6.4.3 ‘Verify’ Phase
In the last phase defined by the find–fix–verify pattern (Bernstein et al., 2010), the catalogs
from phase two were anonymized and randomly assigned to another ten independent experts
(three per expert) who were disjoint from the experts above. In this way, every adjustment
proposed for the basic catalog was reviewed three times. The experts were instructed to
compare the revised catalogs to the basic version and approve or reject each adjustment
individually. Thus, valid adjustments were determined by majority decisions. In total, 44
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adjustments (40%) were approved with a 3–0 vote, 37 (33.64%) were approved with a 2–1
vote, 9 (8.18%) were rejected with a 3–0 vote and 20 (18.18%) were rejected with a 2–1
vote. If the same addition/removal/alteration was proposed by more than one expert—a case
which occured six times—, we accumulated all votes (by more than three experts) into one
rating. Moreover, in case two contradictory adjustments to the same cause/countermeasure
had been approved (e.g., a proposed change vs. a proposed removal), we as well counted
the overall votes, which happened five times. In case of a draw (3–3), the item was—in
dubio pro reo—not removed from the catalog, which was the case twice.
The experts’ ratings of their skills in each of the relevant fields is given in Table 6.2. Six
of the experts worked in academia and five in industry (multiple answers possible). Three
considered themselves to be a practitioner, one to be a researcher and six said “half/half”.
Nine of the experts were male (one female) at an average age of 29.5 (σ=3.47); eight
owned a Master’s and one a PhD degree (one stated “other degree”).

6.5 The SERP Optimization Suite
The final catalog is the semantic union8 of (a) all approved adjustments from the revised
catalogs, and (b) the remaining items from the basic catalog. Since we considered the
find–fix–verify pattern (Bernstein et al., 2010) as well as the findings of Nielsen and Molich
(1990), we can be sure that our catalog is well-founded and a valid extension to the WaPPU
tool during search engine design and development.

6.5.1 The Final Catalog of Best Practices
In the following, we provide the complete final version of catalog, particularly including all
of the causes and countermeasures related to the case study described later on (Section 8.2).
For each usability factor, the potential causes for a bad rating are numbered with Roman
numerals and corresponding countermeasures are numbered with Arabic numerals. Items
that were added or adjusted by the experts and approved in the ‘verify’ phase have their
cumulative votes given in square brackets [pro–contra]. The circled numbers refer to changes
applied to a real-world SERP in our subsequent evaluation (Figure 8.2).
A. Informativeness
I. bad index quality (desired result[s] not present on page)
II. bad ranking quality (desired result[s] not present or ranked too low)
III. desired result not clearly identifiable:
a. inappropriate title and/or abstract
b. too many other results
c. too much content other than results
IV. mislead by advertisement entry [2–1]
8
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1. improve index quality:
a. include more results in index [2–1]
b. remove duplicates, pages without information etc. [2–1]
2. ⃝
9 provide search suggestions / related search terms
3. improve ranking quality (e.g., by using models to better predict relevance, such
as SMR)
4. improve title/abstract quality
5. filter results where abstract text does not / no longer appear in content [2–1]
6. clarify layout:
a. clearly mark different types of results (text, images, products etc.)
b. ⃝
1⃝
4⃝
8 clearly separate results from other content such as ads (or remove
the latter) [2–1]
c. ⃝
1⃝
2⃝
3 reduce amount of content other than results
d. find optimal length for result abstract
e. ⃝
4 clearly separate title from abstract [3–0]
f. improve information architecture (e.g., inverted pyramid9 ) [2–1]
7. provide semantic results (e.g., info boxes that answer queries directly on the
page)
8. provide contextual results (e.g., based on location, previous searches, user profile
etc.) [6–3]
9. improve scannability by appropriately highlighting title/abstract [4–2]
B. Understandability
I. results presented in wrong language and/or poor translation [3–0]
II. poor title/abstract quality
III. use of ambiguous language
IV. use of ambiguous icons without textual explanation
V. use of counterintuitive interactions (e.g., missing affordances of non-underlined
links) [2–1]
VI. content is too complex/complicated (for certain groups of users, e.g., kids or
educationally handicapped people) [2–1]
1. provide option to choose and restrict language/region [3–0]
2. provide translation option
3. prefer results that are in same language as query [2–1]
4. improve title/abstract quality
5. improve understandability based on corresponding heuristics (e.g., avoid use of
ambiguous language) [2–1]
6. provide alternative texts (e.g., tooltips) along icons
7. follow web conventions (e.g., common color codes, standard icons) for SERPs;
ideally following the user’s previous experience [2–1]
9

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/inverted-pyramids-in-cyberspace/ (Jan. 20, 2015).
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8. take characteristics of user into account, e.g., based on previous search queries
[2–1]
9. filter dummy pages that include the query in their content only to receive clicks
[3–0]
C. Confusion
I. (types of) results not clearly identifiable
II. too many irrelevant results [3–0]
III. too much content other than results
IV. too many advertisements which are poorly marked as such; no clear separation
between advertisements / sponsored results and real results [6–0]
V. poor understandability (e.g., use of ambiguous language) [2–1]
VI. poor readability (e.g., weak verbs, sentences with >20 words, overuse of passive
voice) [3–0]
VII. use of ambiguous icons [3–0]
VIII. important settings not easily reachable / hidden from user
IX. too many options (e.g., for filtering results)
X. current settings are not visible (e.g., only showing results in one language) [3–0]
1. improve index quality [2–1]
2. ⃝
8 clearly highlight results and mark other content as such
3. clearly mark advertisements / sponsored results [3–0]
4. clearly mark different types of results
5. ⃝
1⃝
2⃝
3 reduce amount of content other than results
6. avoid use of ambiguous language
7. provide alternative texts (e.g., tooltips) along icons
8. make important settings/options visible; make them reachable in as few clicks
as possible [5–1]
9. provide help; make it reachable in as few clicks as possible
10. provide search suggestions / related search terms
11. show current main settings (if relevant to search result quality) [3–0]
D. Distraction
I. too much content other than results
II. animated content
III. too many images
IV. non-results more salient than results [2–1]
V. overloaded results (e.g., displaying secondary information, social media buttons
etc.)
VI. bad / too strong contrasts (e.g., green/red, green/blue, ...) [2–1]
1. ⃝
1⃝
2⃝
3 reduce amount of content other than results
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2. reduce amount of animated content if not a relevant search result [3–0]
3. ⃝
3 reduce amount of images [4–2]
4. ⃝
3⃝
4⃝
5⃝
6⃝
7⃝
8 ensure that results are more salient than other content [2–1]
5. clarify presentation of results:
a. ⃝
2 reduce to: title, URL, abstract
b. make additional, secondary information available through “more” link (or
similar, e.g., hover state) [3–3]
c. make the title a hyperlink to the full information [2–1]
6. use adequate/good-for-reading contrasts [3–0]
E. Readability
I. wrong font size or character spacing (too small / too large) [9–0]
II. wrong line height (too small / too large) [6–0]
III. too short/long lines [3–0]
IV. font does not suit overall layout / font is not optimal for chosen font size, line
height and line length (e.g., a sans-serif font where a serif font would add to
readability) [3–0]
V. text not properly grouped (e.g., via white space or separation lines) [3–0]
VI. bad contrast
VII. inconsistent alignment of results and/or other elements of the page
1. ⃝
5 adjust font size or character spacing (or offer according option to reader)
[11–1]
2. ⃝
5 adjust line height [9–0]
3. adjust lines to appropriate length (recommendation: ≈66 characters per line10 )
[3–0]
4. try different fonts
5. add white space:
a. ⃝
4⃝
7 between title, URL and abstract of result
b. ⃝
4 between results
c. ⃝
4⃝
7 between results and other content
d. increase margin left of results (particularly on large screens) [3–0]
6. use better contrast (very dark grey on very light grey is best for reading)
7. ⃝
6⃝
7 align results and other elements of the page consistently
F. Information Density
I. too many results per page
II. too long result abstracts
III. too much content other than results; content that is not related to results [3–0]
IV. too little white space
V. missing visual hierarchy with salient results [2–1]
10

http://goldilocksapproach.com/article/ (Jan. 22, 2015).
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VI. overloaded results (e.g., displaying secondary information, social media buttons
etc.)
VII. too many icons/abbreviations encapsulating information [3–0]
1. reduce number of results per page
2. find optimal length for result abstract
3. ⃝
1⃝
2⃝
3 reduce amount of content other than results
4. add white space:
a. ⃝
4⃝
7 between title, URL and abstract of result
b. ⃝
4 between results
c. ⃝
4⃝
7 between results and other content
5. ⃝
6⃝
7⃝
8 introduce contrast and visual hierarchy to separate results from content
other than results [3–0]
6. avoid infinite scrolling
7. provide browsing experience for long result list (e.g., jump to different dates)
[3–0]
8. enable customization of search results page by users, e.g., number of results,
(contextual) information to results, social features [3–0]
9. provide filter mechanism to reduce list of results without touching the search
quality [3–0]
10. clarify presentation of results:
a. ⃝
2 reduce to: title, URL, abstract
b. make additional, secondary information available through “more” link (or
similar, e.g., hover state) [3–3]
11. ⃝
3 remove unnecessary icons/abbreviations or add explaining tooltips [3–0]
G. Reachability
I. too much scrolling effort for user:
a. too much content other than results, especially above results
b. too many results per page
c. too long result abstracts
d. bad ranking quality (desired result[s] not present or ranked too low)
e. no additional browsing possibilities (e.g., jump navigation) [3–0]
II. desired result(s) not immediately identifiable:
a. non-optimal title and/or abstract
b. missing visual hierarchy [2–1]
c. missing contrast between results and other content [3–0]
1. reduce scrolling effort:
a. ⃝
1 reduce amount of content other than results, especially above results
b. reduce number of results per page
c. provide browsing functionality [2–1]
d. provide customizable number of results per page (e.g., from 10 to infinite
scrolling) [2–1]
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e. find optimal length for result abstract
f. improve ranking quality (e.g., by using models to better predict relevance,
such as SMR)
2. better highlight results / improve result presentation:
a. improve title/abstract quality
b. ⃝
8 introduce contrast and visual hierarchy to separate results from content
other than results [2–1]
c. ⃝
3⃝
4⃝
5⃝
6⃝
7⃝
8 ensure that results stand out against other content
d. clearly mark content other than results
3. use Ajax technology to reduce navigation efforts

6.5.2 Extending WaPPU with the Catalog
The catalog above is intended as an extension to the WaPPU service in the context of search
engine design and development. Together, they form S.O.S., the SERP Optimization Suite.
Yet, when making use of S.O.S., there is the need for a different workflow compared to
regular A/B testing. With the usual A/B testing workflow, both versions of the tested
interface are available before the test starts. That is, the redesign intended to improve
usability happens a priori and the two versions of the interface are evaluated in parallel
(Figure 6.3). This is one of the main problems of standard A/B testing, as, e.g., Nielsen
(2005) points out. Contrary, when using S.O.S., we want to have empirical evidence of
the original interface’s usability first. Only after that, we identify potential causes for bad
usability scores using the catalog and apply corresponding countermeasures, thus forming a
redesigned interface. Then, also the new version of the interface is evaluated using WaPPU
to investigate the changes made.
The WaPPU tool is technically not restricted to running A/B tests in parallel. Rather, the
actual temporal distribution of users to the interfaces-under-test is completely up to the
developer. That is, it is easily possible to direct 100% of the users to only one version of the
tested interface. The A/B testing workflow to be used with S.O.S. is therefore to (1) first
direct all users to interface A, (2) then consult the catalog of best practices and perform a
redesign, and (3) finally direct all users to interface B to validate the redesign (Figure 6.3).
Rather than simply saying “A/B testing”, this should be referred to as “sequential A/B testing”
or “A→B testing”, due to the different approach. To support this new workflow, we have
already integrated according means into the WaPPU dashboard (Figure 6.4).

6.6 Discussion
First of all, our presented catalog is restricted to best practices for SERPs. Contrary, WaPPU
serves as a general tool for evaluating the usability of any kind of web interface. Thus, it
would be desirable and possible to also provide a general catalog that is applicable to a
broader range of interfaces (cf. userium.com), or a collection of more specific catalogs for
different types of interfaces. Besides rules that are specifically aimed at SERPs (e.g., A.I./II.,
C.2.), our catalog already contains a subset of general rules (e.g., E.I./II., F.11.). However,
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Fig. 6.3.: Usability-based A/B testing (above) vs. S.O.S.-supported sequential A/B testing
(below).

Fig. 6.4.: We have equipped the dashboard of the WaPPU prototype to display warnings
next to suboptimal scores. Clicking the links leads to the corresponding parts of
the catalog of best practices.

compiling a general catalog or a set of more specific ones is not a trivial process, as their
validity must be ensured in analogy to the approach presented in this paper. The development
of a such a general catalog as well as corresponding user studies could be a prime direction
of future work.
Second, we are only able to provide best practices for optimizing SERP usability. This means
that identifying concrete usability problems and adequate adjustments still involves manual
work by designers that is already done today without the help of S.O.S. Yet, Nielsen and
Molich (1990) found that even “good evaluators may sometimes overlook easy problems”.
Such “easy” problems (like a wrong font size) are often easily overseen and become obvious
only when they are pointed out (by a colleague or, in our case, a catalog of best practices).
Thus, we believe that S.O.S. is a valuable tool even for experienced designers. Another
important point is that our suite facilitates communication with non-designers, as it relates
concrete directives for optimization to usability metrics and scores. In this way, necessary
adjustments to an interface can be better communicated towards superiors and other
company officials.
Third, our catalog points out that advertising often stands in contrast to good usability.
However, as one expert involved in verifying the catalog stated, “removing advertisements is
unrealistic, as they are the only source of revenue [for search engines]”. Therefore, although
no advertisements would be optimal from the usability perspective, an adequate balance has
to be found. This is necessary to ensure that search engines are able to provide free services
to their users.
Finally, as a part of future work, S.O.S. could be integrated with crowdsourcing platforms
(e.g., Amazon MTurk API11 ). In this way, tasks for identifying usability problems and selecting
appropriate adjustments based on the catalog could be automatically posted to MTurk by
11
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EvidenceBasedComputing
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Fig. 6.5.: UML class diagram visualizing S.O.S. as a part of the SIO toolkit.

WaPPU once the score of a factor drops below 0.4. This would be a considerable step into
the direction of fully automatic usability evaluation and optimization.

6.7 S.O.S. as a Part of the SIO Toolkit
As is illustrated in Figure 6.5, we have extended WaPPU with a catalog of best practices
to form the new component S.O.S. Yet, it has to be kept in mind that both, WaPPU and
the catalog can still be used standalone, as is underpinned by the 0..1 quantifier in the
class diagram. Contrary to the previously introduced components, S.O.S. also implements
functionality for optimizing the usability of SERPs and—through the catalog—creating
SERPs, as demanded from implementations of the SIO toolkit. However, the provided
functionality for evaluation does not address result relevance, which means that the toolkit
is not yet complete.
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6.8 Summary
In the previous chapter, we have introduced the concept of Usability-based Split Testing as
well as the corresponding A/B testing tool WaPPU, which, however, have certain limitations.
Particularly, the approach is only able to evaluate interfaces, but cannot propose corresponding optimizations. Therefore, we have designed an additional catalog of best practices
following the find–fix–verify pattern (Bernstein et al., 2010) in a process that involved a
total of 20 usability experts.
We have integrated the catalog with WaPPU to form S.O.S.—the SERP Optimization Suite for
identifying and eliminating usability problems on SERPs. While WaPPU provides scores for
seven different usability factors, for each of these our catalog contains potential causes for a
suboptimal score (i.e., below 0.4) and proposes corresponding countermeasures. This relates
necessary adjustments for optimization to usability metrics and scores and thus facilitates
communication with non-designers and company officials. However, S.O.S.’s catalog of
best practices can also be used as a standalone tool for designing user-friendly SERPs from
scratch. Hence, Requirement 2.3 as well as the 7th SIO principle are fulfilled ✔.
During a case study that is described in Section 8.2, S.O.S. was used to evaluate and redesign
the SERP of a real-world search engine. For the original SERP, WaPPU detected suboptimal
scores for six out of seven usability factors as well as an overall score of 59.9%. After applying
a selection of countermeasures from the catalog, the redesigned SERP yielded good usability
scores (>0.4) for four out of seven factors. Also the overall score improved significantly to
67.5%, which demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach.
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From TMR to Turtle: Predicting
Result Relevance from Mouse
Cursor Interactions in Web
Search

7

„

In many cases, the user interface to a program is the
most important part for a commercial company:
whether the programs works correctly or not seems to
be secondary.
— Linus Torvalds
(Inventor of Linux)

Using S.O.S., Rey is finally able to not only evaluate the usability of her SERPs, but is also
provided with automatic propositions for interface optimization w.r.t. suboptimal usability
scores. Yet, the optimizations that could be performed so far were restricted to the front end
of the search engine, e.g., adjustments concerning the font and white space. In particular,
S.O.S. regularly proposes to “improve ranking quality (e.g., by using models to better predict
relevance [...])”, which requires additional back end functionality. Accordingly, Finn noticed
certain improvements in the layout of the SERP interface but would not claim that the quality
of the search results themselves has improved.
Therefore, the following chapter1 presents a novel approach to predicting the relevance of
search results based on user interactions, which aims at fulfilling Requirement 2.4. These
predictions can be fed into the ranking process of the search engine to ensure users are
presented with more relevant search results. We have developed two new systems: (1)
TellMyRelevance! (TMR), which is the first end-to-end pipeline that engages a wide range
of cursor interactions for predicting relevance; and (2) StreamMyRelevance! (SMR), which
builds on TMR, but enables big data processing through a streaming-based system to make
our approach feasible for productive use. Finally, a hybrid solution named Turtle has been
applied in an industrial case study.

1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter have been published as Speicher et al. (2013a), Speicher,
Nuck, Both, et al. (2014), and Speicher, Nuck, Wesemann, et al. (2015).
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Fig. 7.1.: Progress at current point in thesis (Chapter 7).

7.1 Introduction
Due to the immensely growing amount of data available on the World Wide Web, it is crucial
for the success of a search-driven web application to address its users’ needs in the best
possible way. In particular, it must be ensured that the search results which are most relevant
are displayed where they receive the highest attention. That is, mostly at the top of the
first page of returned results. This is, however, not a trivial task since a priori we can only
guess which search results a user will find relevant. The most common approach to this
problem has been using different generative models for clickthrough behavior (e.g., F. Guo
et al., 2009; Joachims, 2002; C. Liu et al., 2009). These click models try to predict the
perceived relevance of a result based on the number of clicks it has received and certain
assumptions about user behavior. But since clicks might be a misleading indicator for
relevance (e.g., when a clicked result is found to be useless) and web search engines tend
to answering queries directly on the SERP if possible (e.g., when searching for the local
weather forecast; Chilton and Teevan, 2011), additional user behavior must be taken into
account for a more accurate prediction of search results relevance. Previous work points
to mouse cursor interaction as a promising approach (Huang, 2011; Huang, White, and
Dumais, 2011), in particular because it is a reasonably good approximation for eye gaze
(M. C. Chen et al., 2001; Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011). However, web search engines
still seem to considerably neglect interactions beyond clicking and their advantages (Huang,
2011).
Good correlations between certain features of user interaction (such as the number of hovers
on a search result) and explicit human judgments of search result relevance have been
shown in user studies (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011). To date there is, however, no
complete system available that caters for the whole process:

a) From collecting user interaction data and
b) relevance judgments to
c) providing a ready-to-use model for relevance prediction.

Thus, we aim at providing a data-driven approach for automatically generating discriminative
models based on user interactions. In particular, gathering a sufficient amount of good-quality
relevance judgments in real-world settings is a crucial point that needs improvement.
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Fig. 7.2.: The intention behind StreamMyRelevance!—from collecting a stream of user
interactions to reordering search results based on relevance models.

With growing numbers of users and today’s asynchronous client-side technologies, it is
possible to collect vast amounts of user interactions. In particular, this applies if we consider
interactions other than clicks. Moreover, in today’s IT industry, a short time-to-market is
gaining importance. That is, to ensure user satisfaction, search engine providers need to
analyze collected information as fast as possible and feed their findings directly back into the
ranking process. The most efficient way to do so is to build on streams of data and process
them in real-time. This calls for the use of novel systems for data stream mining, such as the
distributed real-time computation system Storm2 , which are currently gaining popularity in
research and industry. These systems can help to cope with the seemingly endless streams
of data produced by Internet users. Yet, none of the approaches for relevance prediction
mentioned above leverages data stream mining to process collected tracking data.
First, we will present TellMyRelevance! (TMR)—a complete end-to-end pipeline for tracking
mouse cursor interactions and relevance judgments on the client and analyzing these data
and learning according relevance models on the server side. Its name reflects the the two
main principles of the system. On the client side, we ask users to (implicitly) tell us the
relevance of search results. On the server side, we try to tell the relevance of results using a
relevance model. In an initial evaluation, relevance predictions have been obtained using
TMR and compared against predictions by an existing state-of-the-art click model as well as
a click-only version of our system. Results suggest that TMR is able to generate reasonably
good relevance models by benefiting from the additional information delivered by user
interactions beyond clicks.
Yet, TMR is a batch-oriented approach that does not provide means for incrementally learning
relevance models and handling streams of real-time data. Hence, we will also introduce
StreamMyRelevance! (SMR), which is a novel streaming-based system for ensuring ranking
quality in search engines. SMR is based on Storm (Apache Software Foundation, 2014b) and
leverages tracking and data processing functionalities provided by TMR. Thus, SMR wraps
the borrowed functionalities into a new system that is able to handle real-time streams. Our
system has three main advantages over existing approaches, i.e., (1) considering interactions
other than clicks for predicting relevance, (2) collecting and processing these interactions as
a stream and (3) providing incremental relevance models that do not require re-processing
of previously processed data. Based on this, we hypothesize that SMR is able to achieve the
same relevance prediction quality as TMR at better efficiency, robustness and scalability.

2

http://storm.apache.org/ (Oct. 14, 2014).
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Finally, we have transferred our novel approach into a real-world industry context. That is, a
specifically tailored version of our pipeline—named Turtle—has been integrated into the
architecture of a new search engine developed by the R&D department of the cooperating
company (Both et al., 2014). In this context, we build on a hybrid solution comprising
parts of both, TMR and SMR, and an internal crowdsourcing tool for obtaining relevance
judgments.
In a large-scale interaction log analysis that is described in Section 8.3 we have evaluated
TMR as well as SMR in terms of their feasibility and quality of relevance predictions. For
this, ∼23 GB of real-world interaction tracking data from two hotel booking portals were
available. In this context, completed hotel booking processes were treated as indicators of
result relevance for learning models. A comparison of SMR to TMR has been performed,
the latter having look-ahead capabilities due to its batch-oriented design and thus more
information available. Still, our results show that SMR’s prediction quality is not significantly
worse compared to TMR. Moreover, our systems in parts compare favorably with predictions
of the Bayesian Browsing Model (BBM; C. Liu et al., 2009), a state-of-the-art generative click
model successfully applied in industry. Furthermore, reviews of efficiency, robustness and
scalability show that SMR compares favorably to all of the competing approaches in these
respects.
Before describing the systems mentioned above, in the following two sections we describe
the state of the art and assess the current status quo in the industry context this thesis was
embedded into.

7.2 State of the Art
When it comes to the evaluation and optimization of SERPs, special focus must be laid on
the relevance of the displayed results, which is a special characteristic that distinguishes a
SERP from other kinds of web interfaces. That is, relevant results are a prime and necessary
condition for good informativeness and understandability, which means that these two factors
of usability are potentially more important for SERPs than for “ordinary” webpages. The
following gives an overview of the existing work related to this path of our research.

7.2.1 Evaluation
Concerning the evaluation of ranking functions, there is a well-established set of existing
methods. These include Precision@K, mean average precision (MAP) and mean reciprocal
rank (MRR) in case of binary relevance (Stanford University, 2013) as well as Cumulated
Gain–based measures if there are multiple levels of relevance (Järvelin and Kekäläinen,
2002; Stanford University, 2013).
The Precision@K measure gives the percentage of relevant results within the top K results,
i.e., the considered rank is ≤ K (Stanford University, 2013). For instance, if there are
relevant results in positions 1 and 2 and an irrelevant result in third position, the Precision@2
is 1.0 and the Precision@3 is 2⁄3. For this the relevance of the displayed results must be
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known a priori, which means that this method (and the following) does not measure the
inherent relevance of a result, but the performance of the function ranking these. The MAP
is the average Precision@K for each K that is the rank of a relevant result, which makes it
possible to compute the average precision across multiple queries and rankings (Stanford
University, 2013).
For obtaining the MRR measure, we have to consider the rank K of the first relevant
1
result (Stanford University, 2013). The reciprocal rank score (RR) is then given by K
while
the MRR is the average RR across multiple queries (Stanford University, 2013).
A major drawback of these methods is the fact that relevant results can be duplicates (Stanford University, 2013). Thus, although the duplicate result has no added value for the user,
it contributes to a positive precision.
A different approach are Cumulated Gain–based measures, which are based on the assumptions that highly relevant results are more useful than marginally relevant ones and that
results at lower ranks are less useful (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002; Stanford University,
2013). The Direct Cumulated Gain (CG) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) for a result at
position i is obtained by summing up the relevance scores r of all results from positions 1
to i:

⎧
⎨r ,
if i = 1
1
CG i =
⎩CG i−1 + ri , otherwise

This, however, does not yet include the second assumption stating that results become
less useful with higher ranks. Thus, one can compute the Discounted Cumulative Gain
(DCG) by adding a discounting function that progressively reduces the relevance score of
results (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002). Typically, this is done by dividing the score by the
logarithm of the result’s rank (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002).
Finally, the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is obtained through an additional
normalization step. In this step, the DCG value for a result at position i is divided by the
DCG value of an optimal ranking at the same position (Stanford University, 2013). Hence,
DCG values are normalized to NDCG values that lie in an interval [0,1].
While the above focuses on the assessment of specific ranking algorithms or functions, we
take a higher-level view on this topic. That is, rather than engaging such low-level measures
that treat results independent of the surrounding SERP interface, our approach covers the
evaluation of relevance through the two factors informativeness and understandability. These
are embedded into a broader usability perspective, as is depicted in Figure 1.3. Moreover,
the field of ranking evaluation is well-explored and therefore not included in the scope of
this thesis, also because we rather focus on the assessment of a result’s inherent relevance.
Yet, measures such as NDCG can be engaged as a complement to the evaluation methods
provided by the Search Interaction Optimization methodology.
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7.2.2 Optimization
Research in the field of web search results optimization has been dealing with the analysis
of clickthrough data to predict the relevance of documents appearing in search results by
learning a ranking function based on a model for user behavior. The relevance of a search
result can usually only be reliably determined through explicit human relevance judgments,
i.e., asking a user to rate the result either absolutely or relatively compared to one or more
other results. Since such judgments are difficult to obtain in sufficient numbers, Joachims
(2002) argues that we can instead use clickthrough data, i.e., which results have been clicked
for a certain query, because it is present in the logs of a search engine anyway. According to
Joachims (2002), such clickthrough data can be generally represented by triplets (q, r, c),
where q is the search query, r the set of results and c the set of clicked items. Yet, it can also
contain additional information, such as session IDs or dwell times (Q. Guo and Agichtein,
2012). Clickthrough data can not be used to infer the absolute relevance of a document
since the intrinsically most relevant document might not even be displayed on the first
SERP—which is often the only page considered by users (Silverstein et al., 1998). Rather,
the data can be used for the analysis of relative relevances, i.e., if the document at position
3 is clicked and the two documents above are not, document no. 3 can be assumed to be
more relevant than documents no. 1 & 2. This assumption is based on the cascade model
(Craswell et al., 2008), i.e., a user examines3 the results linearly from top to bottom and does
not consider results below the clicked position. Joachims (2002) uses relative relevances
with a support vector machine to learn a “highly effective retrieval function” (Joachims,
2002) consisting of “traditional” ranking features such as the cosine between URL-words
and query.
Other approaches to modeling users’ click behavior include the dependent click model (F. Guo
et al., 2009), which extends the cascade model by considering multiple clicks, i.e., a result
might be examined (and clicked) with a certain probability even if a preceding one was
already clicked. The user browsing model (UBM; Dupret and Piwowarski, 2008) takes this
one step further by stating that the probability of a result being examined depends on its
rank as well as the distance to the latest preceding click. The idea behind this is that users
will abandon a search if they encounter a long sequence of non-relevant results. Contrary
to the above, the Bayesian browsing model (BBM; C. Liu et al., 2009) follows a statistical
approach where relevances are modeled as hidden random variables. Also, BBM enables
incremental updates. This makes the model highly scalable while being also faster and more
accurate as compared to UBM. There are further models which, e.g., model each position
in the ranking as a multi-armed bandit (Radlinski et al., 2008; McInerney, 2010), consider
clicks below the current position (Srikant et al., 2010) or take into account clicks within
other regions of the page (W. Chen et al., 2011), such as sponsored advertisement blocks.
With TMR and SMR, we aim at providing complete systems for generating discriminative
relevance models (i.e., data-driven) and predicting relevance. Contrary, all of the above
3

According to Craswell et al. (2008), the examination hypothesis says that a result i must be examined
(E) and relevant (rel) to be clicked (C):
P (Ci = 1|Ei = 0) = 0; P (Ci = 1|Ei = 1) = rel i
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related work describes generative models that are not data-driven. Particularly, TMR/SMR
require training data in the form of relevance judgments while the click models aim at
providing a substitute for these (Joachims, 2002). Still, all approaches ultimately yield
predictions of the perceived relevance of search results, which can be, e.g., incorporated into
existing ranking functions.
The click-based solutions described above assume a strong correlation between clicks and
relevance, which is problematic given the fact that today’s search engines try to satisfy a
user’s needs directly on the SERP, if possible (Chilton and Teevan, 2011). This is particularly
the case on mobile devices, where less clicks happen than on desktop PCs (Kamvar et al.,
2009). Moreover, a clicked document must not necessarily be relevant since a user might
find a visited page unuseful and return to the SERP. Session management in combination
with dwell time analysis can help determine such cases but are not an optimal indicator. To
mitigate these issues as best as possible, user behavior other than clicks must be taken into
account.
Huang (2011) explains that page-level interactions (i.e., those not captured by server logs)
are a valuable source for more precise information concerning document relevance. Also,
these interactions are a reasonably good approximation for eye gaze (M. C. Chen et al., 2001;
Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011). However, web search engines still seem to considerably
neglect interactions beyond clicking and their advantages (Huang, 2011); but considering
mouse cursor interactions would yield greater improvements compared to smarter algorithms
dealing with clickthrough data and are thus especially helpful for queries where click data
are unavailable or insufficient (e.g., for very rare queries). This is underpinned by Huang,
White, and Dumais (2011), who show that mouse hover features (hover rate, unclicked
hovers and maximum hover time) are reasonably correlated with relevance for unclicked
results. As another application of cursor data, they also present the possibility to distinguish
between good and bad abandonment4 . Although their results yield significant correlations,
Huang, White, and Dumais (2011) do not propose a model to incorporate additional user
behavior with click-based approaches.
Additionally, Huang, White, Buscher, et al. (2012) take the click models explained earlier
one step further and show how an existing model (DBN; Chapelle and Zhang, 2009) can be
extended by incorporating additional behavior. Their evaluation shows that the extended
model is able to better predict future clicks compared to the basic click model. Contrary to
our approach (TMR/SMR), this is again a generative model. In terms of interactions other
than clicks, the authors consider only two additional features, i.e., hovers and scrolling.
Rather than focusing on the SERP itself, Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012) take into account
client-side user behavior on the landing pages to determine document relevance. That is,
they show that, e.g., cursor movement and scrolling can be used to determine whether
a user is reading a document or just skimming, which significantly correlates with actual
document relevance while the rank within the SERP does not. However, the proposed
post-click behavior model is only realizable if the owner of the search engine also has control
4

Abandonment means the case in which a user leaves the SERP without clicking a result. This can be
either good (if the answer was presented directly on the SERP) or bad (if the user found none of
the results relevant).
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over the landing pages. This is only possible if according JavaScript files are embedded into
each landing page or search engine user have a browser plug-in (or similar) installed, which
might work in user studies but is an unrealistic setting on the large scale.
While the above shows that additional user behavior is recently being considered in the
context of desktop PCs, little has been done concerning the incorporation into click-based
models on mobile devices, although a decent amount of work has dealt with the analysis of
mobile search behavior and the differences to web search using desktop PCs (e.g., Church
et al., 2008; Kamvar et al., 2009; Lymberopoulos et al., 2011). However, using novel
measures on mobile devices for determining document relevance is crucial since there is less
click data available (Kamvar et al., 2009) and approaches that were proposed with desktop
computers in mind (e.g. Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011) cannot be easily transferred to
mobile devices since there is, e.g., no hover data available on the client side due to touch
interaction. Q. Guo, Yuan, et al. (2011) have started working in this direction by determining
searcher success and satisfaction from correlations with several client-side features, such as
scroll events, scaling events and orientation changes, among others. However, the conducted
user study was small in size (only 10 participants) and—as the authors focus on searcher
success and satisfaction—no model for determining document relevance is presented.

7.3 Assessment of Status Quo in Industry Context
In order to get an idea of the search result ranking practices applied in the industry context
our research was embedded into, we have conducted interviews with the team leader
in charge of machine learning and ranking functions in the R&D department of Unister
GmbH. Particularly, we asked questions about the nature of the applied ranking function,
the contained features and the specific use of click data with respect to the two novel
search engines developed by Unister (cf. Section 1.2). From the interviews, we learned the
following:
— The applied learning-to-rank function comprises a total of 11 query-independent and
18 query-dependent features.
— The query-independent features include the URL rank, the text quality of the result
and its Honoré score (Honoré, 1979), among others. For each of these, the result is
assigned a global score independent of the search queries it appears for. The exact and
complete list of features is not given at this point, as it is crucial for the cooperating
company’s business model.
— The query-dependent features include a page’s meta description, its content and its
title, among others. They are used to compute the Lucene5 score of a query–result
pair, i.e., for each feature, the Tf-idf similarity6 between the query and the feature is
computed.
5
6
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http://lucene.apache.org/ (Feb. 4, 2015).
https://lucene.apache.org/core/4_0_0/core/org/apache/lucene/search/similarities/
TFIDFSimilarity.html (Feb. 4, 2015).
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— The final score is the sum of the Lucene score and the query-independent feature
scores.
— All features are weighted; in particular, the weighting of a feature can also be zero.
— Relevance judgments obtained from company-internal quality raters serve as the
training data for training the learning-to-rank function.
— A re-implementation of the Bayesian Browsing Model (BBM; C. Liu et al., 2009) is
available. Its relevance predictions based on past clicks for a given query–result pair
are used to add a “boost” on top of the final ranking. That is, in the final ranking
determined by the above points, results may be rearranged into higher/lower positions
based on good/bad BBM relevance before displaying them to the user.

These findings strengthen our motivation described in Chapter 1. That is, for determining
relevance based on user interaction data, only past clicks on a result for a given query
are considered. At the same time, additional information that can be obtained from other
mouse cursor interactions is neglected. Also, the means for optimizing the relevance of the
displayed results are not part of a holistic view on the SERP’s usability as a whole. Therefore,
we conclude that there is a strong need for a novel approach that leverages user interaction
data beyond clicks and integrates with the means for usability evaluation described so far in
this thesis. From the above analysis we derive the following scenario and requirements:

Scenario A large e-commerce company is developing a new semantic search engine for
travel search. For this, they are crawling a huge amount of relevant pages that are fed into
their own search index, i.e., they do not build on external APIs. Delivered results are ordered
according to a complex ranking function that comprises 29 query-independent (e.g., length
of URL) and query-dependent (similarity between query and features of a webpage) ranking
factors. One of these factors is determined by a relevance model that analyzes clicks from
past search sessions and is updated once a week. However, from current research papers
the head of R&D knows of the additional value when also leveraging additional mouse
interactions. These are collected in real-time for different tracking purposes anyway. Thus,
the company intends to build on a new approach also considering such interactions beyond
clicks. Moreover, the head of R&D demands to have an up-to-date relevance model at any
given point in time to be able to provide the best possible searching experience even in
rapidly changing environments.

Requirements From the above scenario, we can derive the following requirements that
have to be met by a corresponding system satisfying the company’s demands:

(R7.1) Interactions beyond clicks The system pays attention to user behavior other than
clicks (e.g., cursor trail, hovers etc.) for predicting result relevance.
(R7.2) Stream processing The system processes all tracking and intermediate data in
(near) real-time in terms of streams.
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(R7.3) Incremental model The delivered relevance model can be updated in an incremental manner. That is, only the current chunk of information must be added to the
previous version of the model for an update. No reprocessing of previously processed
data is necessary.
The potential of our proposed approach for predicting result relevance from user interactions—
particularly beyond clicks—is investigated in the following.

7.4 TellMyRelevance! From User Interactions to
Relevance Models
TellMyRelevance! (TMR) is an end-to-end pipeline for collecting and processing large amounts
of user interaction data and relevance judgments. Therefore, it comprises a number of
components on the client as well as the server side (cf. Figure 7.3):
— The TMR jQuery Plug-in for tracking mouse cursor interactions and sending them to
the server.
— The TMR Raw Data Processor for handling the data received from the client and
preparing them for mouse feature extraction.
— The TMR Mouse Features Processor for translating the raw mouse events into
features that can be used for learning a relevance model.
— The TMR Classifier for using mouse features and relevance judgments to train a
classifier based on the WEKA API (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009).
The aim of the system is to take advantage of the additional information one can gain
from mouse cursor interactions. We automate the whole process, from collecting according
data and human relevance judgments on the client side to learning ready-to-use models
for classifying a result for a given query based on its estimated relevance. In the following,
we describe the functionality of each component to give an overview of the concept of the
system before explaining the limitations of this approach.

7.4.1 User Interaction Tracking
The client-side mouse tracking component of TMR, the TMR jQuery Plug-in, is realized as
a minimally invasive jQuery plug-in that is embedded into a website (cf. Figure 7.3) and
initialized with a set of certain options that specify, e.g., the user ID, among other things.
The plug-in tracks all mouse cursor interactions that happen inside the container of a search
result, i.e., when a result is entered (MOUSEENTER) or left (MOUSELEAVE), when the user
clicks a link to a landing page (CLICKTHROUGH) or another link within the result (CLICK)
and when the mouse cursor remained still for at least 40 ms. The latter case first triggers a
“pause” event (MOUSEPAUSE) and a subsequent “start” event (MOUSESTART) when the mouse
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Fig. 7.3.: The architecture and overall process flow of TMR.

cursor moves again. This is a trade-off between granularity of events and the amount of
information that has to be processed and is in accordance with a heuristic finding by Huang,
White, and Dumais (2011).
Moreover, the plug-in also saves the specifics of the search session itself. That is, we
determine the anonymous user ID7 , the current query, the page number and the ordered list
of shown results and store these along with the timestamp of arrival at the SERP. Every
mouse event triggered is then associated with the corresponding search session for further
processing. For our purpose, a search session is uniquely identified by user ID, query and
arrival timestamp. In particular, if a user navigates to the second results page for the same
query, we consider this a new search session.
Finally, the plug-in also provides novel functionality for automatically collecting human relevance judgments. It is up to the developer to trigger implicit/explicit judgments, e.g., when
the user has submitted a form or clicked a result’s “thumbs up” button. This function is not
restricted to SERPs, but can also be called from any other page, such as landing pages. Each
judgment is associated with the user ID, query and result ID.
Collected data is compressed and sent to a server-side key-value store at suitable, heuristically
determined intervals, where it can be accessed by TMR’s Raw Data Processor. This makes
the approach highly scalable, which has been proven during the large-scale interaction log
analysis described later on.

7.4.2 Raw Data Processing
The TMR Raw Data Processor is responsible for preprocessing the raw tracking data in
terms of sorting, decompressing and interpreting, so that mouse features can be extracted
(cf. Figure 7.3). There are three possible types of packets to be processed: search session
packets, judgment packets and mouse events packets. Particularly, the latter are split into single
mouse events that are associated with the corresponding search session.
Since a judgment can be triggered on a different page than a SERP, it is also possible
that users who are not associated with a search session produce a judgment packet. This
can happen if, e.g., someone performs a search and then sends the link of the best result
7

This ID identifies a user across several pages based on a cookie, but no personal data is stored
anywhere in the pipeline.
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to a friend who finally triggers the judgment. Therefore, the TMR Raw Data Processor
checks whether the user ID contained in a judgment packet is also associated with an
already processed search session whose result list contains the corresponding result ID for
which the judgment was triggered. It is up to the developer to define the “look back” time,
e.g., checking only search sessions from the past two days or checking all search sessions in
the database, which is a trade-off between accuracy and performance.

7.4.3 Mouse Feature Extraction
From a review of existing literature concerned with mouse cursor tracking (Q. Guo and
Agichtein, 2012; Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011; Navalpakkam and Churchill, 2012),
we derived a set of mouse features that have proven to deliver meaningful information
concerning user behavior:
Hover time* (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011; Navalpakkam and Churchill, 2012): The
overall time the mouse cursor spent hovering the result.
Arrival time (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011; Navalpakkam and Churchill, 2012): The
time elapsed from arrival at the SERP until the result is hovered for the first time.
Clickthroughs* (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011): The number of clicks on hyperlinks
that lead to the landing page for the result.
Hovers (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011; Navalpakkam and Churchill, 2012): The overall
number of hovers the result has received.
Unclicked hovers (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011): The overall number of hovers
during which no CLICKTHROUGH event happened.
Maximum hover time* (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011): The maximum time of a single
hover of the result.
Cursor trail (Q. Guo and Agichtein, 2012; Navalpakkam and Churchill, 2012): The overall
amount of pixels the mouse cursor has traveled across the result.
Cursor speed (Q. Guo and Agichtein, 2012): Cursor trail divided by cursor movement time.
Position (Huang, White, and Dumais, 2011; Q. Guo and Agichtein, 2012): The position of
the result within all returned SERPs for a search query.8
Moreover, we included two additional features:
Clicks The number of clicks on hyperlinks within the result not leading to the landing
page. This has been added because results involved in the conducted interaction log
analysis contained links opening pop-up info boxes. These showed, e.g., images of the
respective hotel. Thus, clicks imply a different intention/interaction than clickthroughs.
Cursor movement time* The overall amount of time during which the mouse cursor has
moved on the result. This has been added because we did not want to base cursor
speed on the overall dwell time like in Q. Guo and Agichtein (2012). Otherwise, users
leaving the cursor placed on a result and, e.g., leaving their computer for some time
would produce unrealistically low cursor speeds.
8
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the list of features.
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Fig. 7.4.: The finite state machine defining the possible transitions between mouse events
captured on the client side.

* indicate the interactions features that showed the highest correlations with result relevance
in our interaction log analysis, as described in Section 7.4.5. This set of 11 features
is computed by TMR’s Mouse Features Processor on a per-result basis for each search
session that is passed in (cf. Figure 7.3). For example, the hover time is computed by
subtracting the timestamp of a MOUSELEAVE event from the timestamp of the corresponding
MOUSEENTER event. To ensure that all interaction events associated with a search session are
ordered logically, invalid sequences of events are filtered out based on a finite state machine
(Figure 7.4). This prevents the computation of faulty interaction feature values. An invalid
sequence would be, e.g., if a MOUSELEAVE happens before a MOUSEENTER event on the same
search result. Typical causes for such a case can be faulty time stamps or latency while
transferring data from client to server. Once all the sets of features for a search session have
been computed, they are associated with the corresponding search query and result IDs. For
a given query–result pair (q, r), the values of the individual features f are averaged over the
number of hovers as follows9 (except for features such as arrival time that obviously do not
need to be averaged):
value′ (f, q, r) =

⎧
⎨

value(f,q,r)
value(hovers,q,r) ,

⎩value(f, q, r),

if f ∈ MF avg
otherwise

where MF avg = {hover time, clickthroughs, clicks, unclicked hovers, cursor trail, cursor
movement time}.

Subsequently, the averaged features for each result in a search session are saved to a database
(cf. Figure 7.3). If there are already feature values present for the same query–result pair,
the existing values are updated to the average values over the number of search sessions.

9

Normalization is done due to the relevance models being highly dependent on the SERP’s layout (Speicher et al., 2013a). That is, normalizing the features enables comparsion of models
trained from different SERPs (Speicher et al., 2013a).
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7.4.4 Relevance Model Generation
The last step in our pipeline is the TMR Classifier, which combines mouse features and
relevance judgments for learning an according relevance model (cf. Figure 7.3). First, the
sets of mouse features for all query–result pairs are fetched and extended with statements
about their relevance. Thereby, the corresponding relevance judgments for a query–result
pair are combined either by summing them up or using their average, depending on the
developer’s choice. Moreover, each mouse feature value of a query–result pair (q, r) is
normalized by dividing it by the respective maximum value for the corresponding query:
valueN (f, q, r) =

value′ (f, q, r)
,
max {value′ (f, q, s)}
s∈R

∀f ∈ MF , the set of mouse features, and with R being the set of possible result IDs for the
given query.
This is of particular importance if one intends to compare relevance models using the baseline
approach described in Speicher et al. (2013a). Concerning the combined relevance judgment
for a query–result pair, it is up to the developer whether it should also be normalized by
expressing it in terms of the relative frequency for the corresponding query. A special feature
of the TMR Classifier is the developer’s possibility to choose whether “relevance” should be
treated as a numeric attribute—i.e., based on an interval scale—or as an ordinal attribute in
the resulting model. In the latter case, our system asks the developer for the desired classes
and their order (e.g., bad, neutral, good) and automatically puts the combined relevance
judgments into according bins.
After all of the above has been determined, the data set containing the normalized mouse
features and relevance statements is either passed to one of TMR’s built-in classifiers based
on the WEKA API (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009) or used for manual processing with WEKA.
Currently, TMR supports Bayesian Networks10 , Naïve Bayes classification11 , Random Forests,
linear regression and an ordinal meta-classifier (Frank and Hall, 2001).
The whole process flow of the TMR pipeline can be seen in Figure 7.3.

7.4.5 Initial Evaluation
Between December 2012 and April 2013, we collected ∼23 GB of anonymous user interaction
data on two large German hotel booking web portals. We have used a total of 29,483
randomly chosen search sessions and 53,069 query–result pairs from these data for an initial
evaluation of the correlations between mouse features and result relevance. The underlying
assumption for this was that a completed conversion (a completed hotel booking process) is
a very strong indicator for the relevance of a search result—in this case a hotel presented
to the user—which stands in contrast to earlier case studies. Therefore, we considered a
10

http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/classifiers/bayes/BayesNet.html
(Feb. 15, 2015).
11
http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/classifiers/bayes/NaiveBayes.html
(Feb. 16, 2015).
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Tab. 7.1.: Correlations between mouse features and conversions for the individual and the
combined datasets.

Pearson’s r
avg. hover time (a)
arrival time (r)
clicks (c)
clickthroughs (l)
hovers (h)
unclicked hovers (u)
max. hover time (m)
cursor trail (t)
cursor move time (o)
cursor speed (s)
position (p)
combined
a

DS1
0.24
0.17
0.07
0.44
0.17
-0.44
0.25
0.14
0.23
0.16
-0.06
0.47a

DS2
0.22
0.14
0.08
0.35
0.16
-0.35
0.23
0.13
0.22
0.16
-0.07
0.39b

DS3
0.24
0.15
0.07
0.45
0.17
-0.45
0.25
0.16
0.23
0.17
-0.08
0.47c

comb.
0.23
0.15
0.08
0.41
0.17
-0.41
0.24
0.14
0.22
0.16
-0.07
0.44d

y = 0.01a + 0.03r + 0.07c + 0.34l + 0.03h + 0.03m + 0.01o + 0.02s − 0.04

b

y = 0.02r + 0.08c + 0.24l + 0.03h + 0.04m + 0.02o + 0.03s − 0.04

c

y = 0.02r + 0.06c + 0.34l + 0.04h + 0.03m + 0.02o + 0.03s − 0.06

d

y = 0.02r + 0.07c + 0.30l + 0.03h + 0.03m + 0.01o + 0.03s − 0.05

conversion to be a positive implicit relevance judgment for the booked hotel regarding the
search query that led the user to the landing page12 . For the analysis, we have divided the
query–result pairs together with their relevances (i.e., normalized conversions) into three
disjoint data sets, each corresponding to 20 days of collected data. The data sets are denoted
DS1, DS2 and DS3.13

Correlating Mouse Features with Relevance Correlation of the 11 mouse features with
conversions (see Table 7.1) shows very consistent results across all three data sets as well
as the combination thereof. That is, although the data sets are disjoint, the average user
behavior changes only very slightly with respect to whether a conversion is triggered or
not. The most expressive feature is the number of clickthroughs, which is contrary to Huang,
White, and Dumais (2011), where hover rate is most expressive (r=0.46). Moreover, we
found a positive correlation for maximum hover time while Huang, White, and Dumais
(2011) describe a low negative correlation (r=-0.15) for the majority of search sessions.
Position shows effectively no correlation with conversions, which we did not expect since
position bias suggests that higher-ranked results are considered more relevant by users
(Lagun and Agichtein, 2011). However, our finding is in line with Q. Guo and Agichtein
(2012), who also describe a correlation of only r=-0.07 between a result’s position and its
relevance. To summarize, the correlations indicate that a) clickthroughs are the strongest
single indicator for relevance, b) there are slight differences between “traditional” SERPs
as investigated by, e.g., Huang, White, and Dumais (2011) and the more specific setting
12

In the remainder of this thesis, we are going to use “conversion(s)” and “relevance” synonymously.
That is, more conversions mean higher relevance and vice versa.
13
Much to our regret, we are not allowed to provide either the complete raw tracking data or specific
information about it. Particularly, we cannot provide information about the concrete ratio of search
sessions to conversions due to the fact that our data contains critical information concerning the
co-operating company’s business model.
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Fig. 7.5.: Comparison of different approaches for predicting relevance.

of travel search, and c) particularly position is useless as a single indicator for predicting a
conversion, although position bias suggests otherwise.

TMR vs. Dynamic Bayesian Network Click Model Additonally, to compare TMR’s predictions to predictions by an existing state-of-the-art approach for estimating search result
relevance, we have reimplemented the generative Dynamic Bayesian Network Click Model
(DBN) by Chapelle and Zhang—which considers clicks only—with γ=1 (Chapelle and Zhang,
2009, Algorithm 1). According to Huang, White, Buscher, et al. (2012), DBN has proven its
good performance and “is the most cited searcher model since the Cascade Model (which
compared favorably to all models before it)”. As an additional point of reference, we implemented a variation of TMR reduced to considering clickthroughs only, which we denote
TMRclick . All of the compared approaches were given the same information and amount of
data during analysis.
For comparison, we build on the Matthews Correlation Coefficient—abbreviated “MCC” (Baldi
et al., 2000, also cf. Section 8.3.1). Analysis of the confusion matrices of the three approaches
applied to each of our three data sets (Figure 7.5) shows that in terms of prediction quality,
TMR shows the tendency to outperform DBN, which reaches MCC values of only 0.30, 0.32
and 0.38 for DS1, DS2 and DS3, respectively. DBN performs similar to TMRclick , which
reaches values of 0.38, 0.29 and 0.36, however, with slight advantages for DBN. These
results indicate that our data-driven model enriched with additional information about
user interactions can yield better predictions than a model relying on clickthroughs only.
This confirms previous work by, e.g., Huang (2011), who states that “adding additional
independent data provides greater improvements than smarter algorithms”. Our initial
findings show that the information gained from user interactions other than clickthroughs—
although the latter still show the highest correlation with relevance—and engaging datadriven approaches (if suitable data is available in sufficient amounts) yield great potential
for improving web search.
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Additional results of this initial evaluation can be found in Appendix D.1. The training data
and serialized real-world models for reproducing our results based on WEKA are available
via our online appendix14 .

7.4.6 Discussion
This section presented TMR, which is a new automatic end-to-end pipeline for collecting
user interaction data and relevance judgments on SERPs and learning ready-to-use relevance
models from these.
Yet, a major shortcoming of our pipeline is the fact that it is batch-oriented. That is, raw
tracking data have to be fetched from the key-value store at predefined intervals and it is at
the moment not possible to learn incremental classifiers. Instead, we need to completely
reprocess all mouse features and relevance judgments if we want to update an already
existing model. Assume we want to obtain an up-to-date model once a day. Then, at some
point in time, it would take longer than 24 hours to (re-)process all data that is required
for the update, or the system would have to scale accordingly, e.g., by adding more/faster
hardware. Thus, for the sake of feasibility it is necessary to have a solution that processes
data once and only once. That is, a streaming-based pipeline that works on a per–search
session basis and learns a model incrementally that is automatically fed back into the ranking
process of the corresponding search engine. Based on the limitations just described, it
becomes evident that TMR does not meet all of the three requirements derived from our
assessment of the industry context of this thesis (Section 7.3).
✔ (R7.1) TMR does leverage interactions beyond clicks to infer search result relevance from
user interaction data.
✘ (R7.2) TMR has not been designed for stream processing. That is, the data must be pulled
by the system in predefined intervals, e.g., once a day.
✘ (R7.3) Currently, TMR does not leverage the advantages of incremental models. That is,
all previously processed mouse feature values and relevance judgments need to be
processed once again for an updated model.
In summary, TMR is not yet a system that is feasible for productive use by companies in a
real-world setting. Therefore, at this point we introduce an additional primary hypothesis to
be investigated in the remainder of this thesis:
Hypothesis 7.1 There exists a solution for optimizing the relevance of search results based
on user interactions that yields higher efficiency, robustness and scalability than competing
state-of-the-art approaches.
Still, TMR is a working prototype highlighting the potential and advantages of our new
interaction-based approach to relevance prediction. Moreover, Röder et al. (2013) have
14

https://github.com/maxspeicher/tellmyrelevance-resources/tree/phdthesis
(Mar. 02, 2016).
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made use of an adjusted version of TMR’s interaction tracking facilities in the context of their
research. Based on the collected user behavior they analyzed how quality raters assess the
coherence of word sets. Their results suggest that ratings vary with respect to the number of
diplayed word sets while rating efficiency remains constant. This shows that our tracking
facilities are also feasible and effective in settings different from relevance prediction.
In the following, we are going to build on TMR to develop a more elaborate system that also
meets the remaining requirements R7.2 and R7.3.

7.5 StreamMyRelevance! Streaming Interaction Data
for Learning Relevance Models
B Note 7.1 SMR has been realized in the context of a Master’s thesis supervised by the author

of this thesis. While the underlying concept and idea are a contribution of the author of this
thesis, the design and implementation of SMR described in Sections 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.5.3 and
7.5.4 are a contribution of Nuck (2013).

StreamMyRelevance! (SMR) is a system based on TMR that in contrast to its predecessor
meets all of the above requirements. It makes use of a streaming-based process and is
described in the following section. Its aim is to enable processing of big data streams
while leveraging the advantages of user interaction data for the prediction of search result
relevance. This supports more optimal ranking of results, which is a major quality aspect of
search-driven web applications.
The system comprises four main components as illustrated in Figure 7.6:
— The Client-Side Interaction Tracking component in terms of a jQuery plug-in;
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Fig. 7.7.: Architecture of Turtle, a hybrid TMR/SMR solution in a real-world industry
context.15

— The Preprocessor for reading and preprocessing streams of tracking data and relevance judgments;
— The Interaction Features Processor for calculating interaction features from tracking
data;
— The Classification Processor for incrementally training a relevance model using the
previously computed features and collected relevance judgments.
Our Storm-based (Apache Software Foundation, 2014b) system has been specifically designed with an incremental approach in mind. The four steps above can be regarded as a
sequence of independent processes. That is, the results of each step as well as the resulting
relevance models are persisted (temporarily). As a result, in case of a crash within the
system, SMR can resume its work at the step prior to the incident without starting over from
the very beginning.
Furthermore, we have integrated our system into the real-world search engine currently
developed by the R&D department of Unister GmbH (Figure 7.7). The search engine is
based on a service-oriented architecture that combines means for full-text, geo-spatial and
semantic search (Both et al., 2014). It features different search modes, including hotel and
the commonly known web search. The integrated system is a hybrid approach named Turtle
that engages parts of TMR and SMR and has been incorporated into the search engine’s
process flow in a real industry context.
For ordering delivered results, the novel search engine currently engages a ranking function
that includes a total of 29 weighted features, such as the length of the URL or the number of
div tags contained in a webpage (cf. Section 7.3). These features are computed for each
result for a given query requested by the user. The overall score of a result according to the
15

We have used free icons by http://www.vectortown.com/.
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Fig. 7.8.: The RHiNO tool, as shown to crowd workers, for the query “example” with results
http://example.org and http://niceexamples.com.
ranking function and assigned weightings then determines its rank on the SERP. Our aim
is to incorporate Turtle relevance as an additional feature into the search engine’s ranking
function. In the following, the implementation of Turtle will be described component-wise
along the lines of the system description of SMR.

7.5.1 Client-Side Interaction Tracking
Essentially, the means for client-side interaction tracking used by SMR are the same as
described in Section 7.4.1. The pseudocode algorithm summarizing the precise functionality
of this component can be found in Appendix D.2.1.

Industrial Integration

B Note 7.2 RHiNO is not a contribution of the author of this thesis, but the work of Lars

Wesemann (Speicher, Nuck, Wesemann, et al., 2015). Yet, for the sake of completeness and
understandability, it is necessary to include it at this point.

In the context of Turtle, the means for client-side interaction tracking have been integrated
as described in Section 7.4.1. All interactions are stored in dedicated log files by the Turtle
Writer (Figure 7.7), whereas one log file corresponds to one day. Moreover, we obtain
relevance judgments through RHiNO (Quality Rating Tool for Hotel and NOrmal search),
which is a company-internal crowdsourcing tool specifically developed for rating different
aspects of search results. As input, the tool requires search sessions in XML format. A search
session comprises a query and the corresponding results the search engine displays for that
query. In particular, it is possible to post all search sessions triggered by real users to RHiNO
to obtain judgments for results users actually see. Yet, it is also possible to have manually
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compiled lists of search sessions evaluated, e.g., if trending queries are expected in the
future.
The posted search sessions are then randomly displayed to the crowd workers, one search
session at a time (Figure 7.8). It is explicitly possible that a search session is reviewed
multiple times by different evaluators. For each result contained in a session, the crowd
worker has to provide yes/no feedback on seven attributes:
bad Is the result not relevant with respect to the given query?
dead Does the result lead to a dead page?
duplicate Is the result a duplicate of another result in the search session?
good Is the result relevant with respect to the given query?
low content Does the result lead to a page with very little content?
spam Does the result lead to a spam page?
top Is the result the best possible result with respect to the given query?
The ratings of these attributes are then stored to a database per query–result pair (yes = 1,
no = 0). That is, notwithstanding the algorithm given above, RHiNO bypasses the processing
of relevance judgment by SMR’s server-side components and instead instantly stores them
along with the necessary meta-information. If ratings are already present for a query–result
pair, they are summed up. The total number of ratings is stored as well for normalization
purposes.

7.5.2 Preprocessor
Component Description
After having been recorded using the jQuery plug-in for interaction tracking, all interaction
data is received by SMR as a stream of individual events (R7.2 ✔) for preprocessing (Figure 7.6). Additionally, information about a corresponding search session16 is transferred
when a user enters a SERP. These contain an anonymous user ID, the current search query
and the ordered list of all results, among others (cf. Section 7.4.1). Every event received by
SMR is subsequently associated with its respective search session. This concept is referred to
as a collected search session.
It is logically not possible to process events from search sessions that have not ended yet.
Thus, all events are passed on in the SMR pipeline on a per–search session basis (R7.2 ✔).
Since with current web browser implementations it is unreliable to fire client-side unload
16

For our purposes, a search session starts when entering and ends when leaving a SERP. For example,
a reload triggers a new session, even for the same user and query.
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events on a SERP, this is realized using a configurable time-out on the server side. For
instance, if no events related to a given session have been received for 2 minutes, it is
considered finished and the collected search session is passed on for interaction feature
computation (Figure 7.6).
Moreover, the preprocessing component receives human relevance judgments that are
required for learning actual models. These judgments are checked for validity, i.e., whether a
corresponding search session exists during which the judgment happened (cf. Section 7.4.2).
The latter is not the case if a judgment is triggered by a user who did not perform a search
beforehand, e.g., because they received a link to a result from a friend. Relevance judgments
are persisted at this point for later use by the Classification Processor (Figure 7.6). Finally,
for later filtering purposes, each valid judgment is associated with the list of queries triggered
by the corresponding user ID.
The pseudocode algorithm summarizing the precise functionality of this component can be
found in Appendix D.2.2.

Industrial Integration
The integration of the preprocessing component into the real-world industry context has
been realized in analogy to the above. Yet, at this point in time, the architecture of the search
engine is not streaming-oriented and thus not based on Storm (Both et al., 2014). Hence,
it is reasonable to neglect the Storm functionality of the preprocessor for now—according
to the YAGNI principle (“You aren’t gonna need it”)17 —and instead build on a batch-wise
approach, as is also done by TMR.
For updating the scores of the search engine’s ranking function, Turtle must provide an
up-to-date relevance model on a weekly basis. For this, a cron job fetches the raw interaction
tracking logs created during the past week and has them prepared by the preprocessor
included in Turtle (contained in the component Feature Computation in Figure 7.7).

7.5.3 Interaction Features Processor
Component Description
The Interaction Features Processor is realized as a separate topology within our Storm-based
system (Figure 7.6). It receives collected search sessions from the preprocessor that are
emitted as a stream by a dedicated spout (R7.2 ✔). To ensure that all interaction events
associated with a search session are ordered logically, invalid sequences of events are filtered
out according to Figure 7.4 (cf. Section 7.4.3). Since at the moment we specifically focus on
mouse interactions, search sessions that have been recorded on touch devices are eliminated
as well.
17
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Subsequently, the values of the actual interaction features are calculated per query–result
pair. For example, the value of the arrival time is determined by subtracting the time stamp
of the first MOUSEENTER event on a result from the time stamp of the page load (which is
available as meta information about the associated search session; cf. Section 7.4.1). The
features we are considering have been compiled from a variety of existing research and are
in accordance with Section 7.4.3 (R7.1 ✔). Likewise, the features are averaged over the
number of hovers, if possible, to ensure comparability of models learned for different SERP
layouts (Speicher et al., 2013a). This applies to clicks, clickthroughs, cursor movement time,
cursor trail, hover time and unclicked hovers. Finally, the computed values are persisted, which
is important for later normalization purposes and actual use of SMR’s relevance models.
In case feature values are already present for a query–result pair, they are automatically
updated by adding the new values and taking the average over all values.
Within this topology, emitting a stream of collected search sessions is realized using a spout
(R7.2 ✔). Contrary, checking event sequence validity, the actual computation of feature
values and updating values of already existing query–result pairs are realized through
bolts.
The raw search sessions and associated events are not necessarily lost after they have been
used for computing interaction features. Rather, SMR provides the option to persist all
processed data. In this way, it is possible to batch-wise train a new model from parts of old
data (e.g., after removing outdated information) before continuing to incrementally update
this new model using real-time interactions and judgments.
The pseudocode algorithm summarizing the precise functionality of this component can be
found in Appendix D.2.3.

Industrial Integration
The integration of the interaction features processing component into the real-world industry
context has been realized in analogy to the above, i.e., Turtle computes interaction features
per query–result pair and permanently stores them to a database (Figure 7.7, Feature
Computation). Yet, at this point in time, the architecture of the search engine is not
streaming-oriented and thus not based on Storm (Both et al., 2014). Hence, it is reasonable
to neglect the Storm functionality of the interaction features processor for now—according
to the YAGNI principle—and instead build on a batch-wise approach, as is also done by
TMR.

7.5.4 Classification Processor
Component Description
The Classification Processor is as well realized as a separate topology within our system
(Figure 7.6). It receives the previously calculated interaction features (one set per query–
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result pair) in terms of a stream that is emitted into the Storm cluster by a dedicated spout
(R7.2 ✔). Using the lists of queries associated to judgments during preprocessing, we filter
out sets of interaction feature values that are not associated with a user who triggered at
least one relevance judgment. This helps to ensure good quality regarding our training
data.

Moreover, relevance models provided by SMR highly depend on the layout of a SERP (Speicher et al., 2013a). Thus, normalization of feature values is necessary to guarantee comparability between models related to different SERP layouts (Speicher et al., 2013a). This
happens in terms of dividing feature values by the maximum value of the respective feature
across all results for the given query (cf. Section 7.4.4). Since interaction feature values
arrive as a stream, maximum values change over time and have to be constantly updated.
Hence, they become more precise the longer the system runs. This is a major difference
compared to TMR, which—due to its batch-oriented nature—has look-ahead capabilities and
knows exact maximum values from the start.

Next, in accordance with the following equation, we derive the normalized relevance relN
for a query–result pair using the human relevance judgments that have been persisted in the
preprocessing step:
∑
conv(u, q, r)
u∈U
,
(7.1)
relN (q, r) = ∑ ∑
conv(u, q, s)
s∈R u∈U

where U is the set of users who triggered a judgment for the given query–result pair
and R is the set of possible result IDs for the given query. All relevance judgments conv
corresponding to the query–result pair (q,r) are summed up before dividing them by the sum
of all judgments for the given query. Normalizing judgments is important since otherwise,
a result X that was among the results of 20 queries and received 10 positive judgments
(rel=0.5) would be considered more relevant than a result Y that was among the results of
only 5 queries and received 5 positive judgments (rel=1).

Having available interaction feature values and normalized relevance of a query–result
pair, it is possible to use them as a training instance for SMR’s relevance model. For this,
the query–result pair is transformed into an instance that can be interpreted by the WEKA
API (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009). The interaction features are labeled as attributes while
“relevance” is labeled as the target attribute on which we train the model. At the moment,
SMR has two built-in classifiers available that are provided by the WEKA API and trained in
parallel. That is, a Hoeffding Tree, which is specifically aimed at incremental learning and is
suitable for very large data sets (Domingos and Hulten, 2000), and an updatable version
of Naïve Bayes, which also works for smaller data sets (R7.3 ✔). The current states of the
relevance models are serialized and persisted after each incremental update. These models
are ready-to-use (R7.3 ✔) and can be instantly engaged for obtaining relevance predictions
and feeding them back into a SERP for results optimization (Figure 7.6). Moreover, all
training instances are persisted to a file to enable manual inspections using, e.g., the WEKA
GUI.
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Within this topology, emitting a stream of interaction feature values is realized using a spout
(R7.2 ✔). Contrary, filtering and normalization tasks as well as incrementally training the
relevance models are realized as bolts.
The incrementally trained relevance models are serialized and persisted after every update
(R7.3 ✔). This makes it possible to manually review the quality of the current model
and interrupt or stop training if the model is reasonably stable, which helps to prevent
overfitting. Moreover, SMR does not require to directly feed predictions by the incremental
relevance model back into the ranking process of the underlying search engine. Rather, as
just described, search engine owners are given the option to review the model before usage
to ensure ranking quality.
The pseudocode algorithm summarizing the precise functionality of this component can be
found in Appendix D.2.4.

Industrial Integration

Currently, the search engine’s ranking function is applied approximately once a week rather
than computing the rank of a result on the fly when a user triggers a query. That is, the
ranking score of a result contained in the search engine’s index is updated and stored every
seven days, which means that at this point in time, the architecture of the search engine is
not streaming-oriented and thus not based on Storm (Both et al., 2014). Therefore, it is
reasonable to base Turtle on a batch-wise approach, as is also done by TMR.
Turtle engages SMR’s approach of incrementally learning relevance models (Figure 7.7,
Model Learning). That is, we make use of the Updateable Naïve Bayes and Hoeffding Tree
classifiers, whereas only feature values of query–result pairs from the database are added that
have not yet been used for learning. Feature values of query–result pairs that have already
been considered are flagged accordingly in the database. In case the feature values of a
query–result pair are updated by the Interaction Features Processor, the already_processed
flag is reset to false.
As RHiNO crowd workers rate a total of seven attributes for a query–result pair, we can train
models to predict each one of these. Moreover, we have introduced a three-class notation of
relevance that is determined as follows:

relevanceq,r =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨good,

good
bad
if Nq,r
> Nq,r

⎪
⎪
⎩

otherwise

good
bad ,
neutral, if Nq,r
= Nq,r

bad,

(7.2)

good
with Nq,r
being the number of “good” ratings for result r and corresponding query q etc.
Thus, Turtle can provide models for a total of eight target attributes.
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Once an up-to-date model is provided by our tool, it is possible to obtain the Turtle relevance
as an additional weighted feature for the updated ranking function. The turtle relevance
ˆ for a query–result pair (q,r) as provided by Turtle’s
is thereby the predicted relevance rel
relevance model RM :

ˆ r) ,
⃗ = rel(q,
RM(q, r, I)

(7.3)

given that interaction feature values I⃗ are present for (q,r). The new relevance feature is
then incorporated into the search engine’s ranking function LT R (“learning to rank”) as
follows:

ˆ r) ,
LTR(q, r) = x1 · feature1 (q, r) + · · · + xn · featuren (q, r) + xn+1 · rel(q,

(7.4)

with xi being the weightings of the individual features.
The ranking function consists of query-independent as well as query-dependent features.
Query-independent features are intrinsic properties of a result—such as the length of the
URL—that are independent of the query the result is delivered for. Query-dependent features
are specific to a result only for a given query, e.g., the similarity between the query and the
result’s title. As relevance can only be predicted for a result with a certain query in mind,
Turtle relevance belongs to the set of query-dependent ranking features.
When updating the ranking score of a query–result pair, our system checks whether interactions have been tracked in a corresponding search session. If interactions are present,
but crowd worker ratings (as delivered by RHiNO) are not, we make use of the Turtle
relevance for determining the ranking. Otherwise, we can directly use crowd worker ratings
(if present) or omit the new ranking feature.

7.5.5 Discussion
The following section discusses the limitations of (a) the novel streaming-based system
SMR as well as (b) the more specific industry solution Turtle, and provides an overview of
potential future work.

SMR
As has been described, SMR specifically aims at relevance prediction in the context of
travel search. One specific feature of this setting is the fact that we can use hotel booking
conversions as indicators of relevance, as is also done by TMR. However, in a more general
setting, other implicit or explicit relevance judgments are necessary. For example, one
could obtain such judgments by providing optional vote up/down buttons to visitors or
tracking clicks on Facebook “Like” buttons of a search result. We have transferred SMR into
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a real-world industry context with a more general search setting. For this, we make use of
an additional crowdsourcing tool that delivers relevance judgments produced by internal
crowd workers.
Currently, SMR is only able to track client-side interactions on desktop PCs, i.e., mouse input.
However, since the mobile market is steadily growing, an increasing number of users access
search engines using their (small-screen) touch devices. This demands for also making
use of touch interactions for predicting the relevance of results. Leveraging these valuable
information is especially important for search engine owners and intended for future versions
of SMR.
Finally, interaction features are often coupled with temporal features or their values change
over time. This has to be addressed in the context of concept drift (Tsymbal, 2004). SMR
is generally capable of handling changing data streams, as Tsymbal (2004) states that
“[i]ncremental learning is more suited for the task of handling concept drift”. However, the
Updateable Naïve Bayes classifier used in the context of SMR would have to be replaced by
an adequate concept drift–ready learner. A potential candidate is the CVFDT learner, which
is based on Hoeffding trees and dismisses a subtree based on old data whenever a subtree
based on recent data becomes more accurate (Hulten et al., 2001).

Turtle
We have described Turtle—a hybrid TMR/SMR solution that serves as an industrial use case
and uses crowdsourced relevance judgments for learning corresponding models. Turtle is a
pragmatic approach tailored to the needs of the novel search engine it has been integrated
into.
Yet, the system still has several shortcomings. First, a company-internal crowdsourcing tool
is not optimal for obtaining a maximum possible number of human relevance judgments, as
the number of crowd workers is rather limited. Therefore, as part of future work, it would
be desirable to integrate our solution with Amazon Mechanical Turk (or a similar solution) to
attract a larger number of crowd workers. This, in return, would be less optimal concerning
the cost factor from the company’s point of view, which makes it necessary to find a trade-off
between number of crowd workers and costliness. Yet, over a course of approximately two
weeks, RHiNO (Speicher, Nuck, Wesemann, et al., 2015) was able to deliver ratings for
14,378 query–result pairs.
Second, a query–result pair whose feature values have been considered for learning a
relevance model might be updated when new search session data are available. Thus, it
has to be considered again in the next iteration of incrementally updating the model. This
means that interaction feature values become more representative over time and relevance
models require a decent amount of training data for delivering good predictions. This holds
particularly if the Hoeffding Tree classifier is used.
Finally, we were not yet able to meaningfully evaluate Turtle, as the novel search engine is
still in a closed beta state. Thus, the interaction data tracked so far is not of a large enough
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Fig. 7.9.: UML class diagram visualizing the relationships between evidence-based computing, the SIO methodology and toolkit and the components of the latter.

size and good enough quality (interaction features for 1,516 query–result pairs, as opposed
to 86,915 query–result pairs in the evaluation of SMR). However, we are determined to
report on this as part of potential future work.

7.6 TMR & SMR as a Part of the SIO Toolkit
Before we conclude this chapter, we have a look at the place of the presented components
within the SIO toolkit. The precise interconnections and relationships between TMR, SMR
and the rest of the toolkit are illustrated by the class diagram given in Figure 7.9. As can
be seen, both, TMR and SMR implement the optimization functionality required by the
toolkit, in in this case with respect to the relevance part of usability. While SMR makes use
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of and extends the core methods provided by TMR, it is referred to by S.O.S.’s catalog of best
practices, thus also connecting SMR to the evaluation part of the toolkit. Moreover, TMR
and SMR were the remaining components required for completing the SIO toolkit. Hence,
Figure 7.9 as well presents the final state of the toolkit as a whole and its relation to the
underlying methodologies.

7.7 Summary
This chapter introduced TMR, SMR and Turtle, which are novel approaches that
— leverage user interaction data beyond clicks for predicting search result relevance
(TMR, SMR, Turtle);
— make use of stream processing for providing predictions in near real-time (SMR); and
— build on incrementally updateable models for efficiency and scalability (SMR, Turtle).
Our approaches help to ensure one of the prime aspects of search engine quality, i.e., providing
users with the most relevant results for their queries. An initial evaluation of TMR has
indicated advantages over approaches based on clicks only. Hence, Requirement 2.4 is
fulfilled ✔.
In contrast to numerous existing approaches, our systems involve interaction features other
than clicks, which in the evaluations of TMR and SMR has clearly proven to be advantageous
over click-based models. Moreover, SMR does not require reprocessing of already processed
data for obtaining an up-to-date relevance model and was specifically designed for coping
with large amounts of data in real-time. This allows for feeding relevance predictions back
into SERPs with relatively low latency.
Additionally, we have transferred our system into a real-world industry context that focuses on
general web search rather than a hotel booking setting. For this, we have engaged a hybrid
solution—named Turtle—comprising parts of both, TMR and SMR, as the novel search
engine does not yet build on a streaming-based approach. To obtain relevance judgments for
learning corresponding models, we have furthermore built on a new crowdsourcing tool for
rating search results with respect to a given query. Using Turtle, it is possible to incorporate
relevance predictions based on user interactions into the process flow of the novel search
engine. That is, predictions are used as a weighted feature of the global ranking function.
In the following chapter (Section 8.3), for evaluating TMR and SMR, we simulate a realworld setting with large amounts of interaction data from two large hotel booking portals.
Comparison of our system to the analogous batch-wise approach TMR shows that SMR is
able to predict relevances that do not differ significantly, although it has less information
available for training. Furthermore, we compare the discriminative SMR approach to BBM—
a generative state-of-the-art click model for incrementally processing big data streams that
is successfully applied in industry. Results show that prediction quality does not differ
significantly between the two systems. Still, they indicate that predictions by SMR might
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compare favorably to those of BBM, as it outperforms the click model for the majority of
data sets. Additionally, we consider a click-only version of SMR that we compare to the
complete system. From the significantly better predictions of the latter, we conclude that
interactions other than clicks yield valuable information for relevance prediction and should
not be neglected.
Potential future work includes to further optimize the system regarding performance and
perform an evaluation with even larger amounts of real-world interaction data. Moreover, it
would be desirable to also focus on touch interactions rather than limiting our system to
the desktop PC setting. Finally, future work should include an evaluation of Turtle, which to
date was not possible due to a lack of sufficient high-quality tracking data.
Tab. 7.2.: High-level comparison of TMR, SMR and the hybrid solution Turtle.

TMR
SMR
Turtle

raw data processing
batch-wise
real-time (Storm)
batch-wise (cron job)

feature computation
batch-wise
real-time (Storm)
batch-wise (cron job)

incremental models
∅
✔
✔

While TMR is of a rather prototypical nature, SMR is a fully-fledged system that can be
applied to real-world industrial data and delivers ready-to-use relevance models based on
WEKA (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009). In particular, it is more efficient, scalable and robust
than TMR. A high-level comparison of different aspects of TMR, SMR and Turtle is given in
Table 7.2.
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8

Up to this point we have presented the design and implementation of the components
contained in the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit. Although we have performed some
initial analyses (Sections 4.7, 5.4 and 7.4.5), a comprehensive evaluation of the big picture
is still missing. The following chapter1 presents that evaluation, thus demonstrating the
feasibility, efficiency and effectiveness of the developed toolkit as a whole. Also, we answer
the hypotheses that were introduced in Chapter 3.

8.1 Introduction
Our novel toolkit has been evaluated with SERP interfaces and huge amounts of interaction
data from real-world search engines.
First, we have assessed the redesign of a novel SERP using S.O.S. That is, WaPPU, which
is based on I NUIT, has been used to determine usability scores for the old as well as the
new version of the given web interface. The redesign was performed based on suboptimal
usability scores detected by S.O.S. and additional input by professional designers. All changes
to the old version of the SERP were in accordance with S.O.S.’s catalog of best practices.
While the old interface performed rather poor, with six out of seven usability factors having
suboptimal scores, the changes applied based on S.O.S. raised three of those above the
ciritical threshold. Moreover, the overall usability score improved significantly. This shows
the effectiveness of S.O.S. and the contained components.
Second, we have performed a large-scale log analysis of user interaction data and relevance
feedback that were collected on two German hotel search engines. In the analysis, SMR
has been compared to TMR, which has not resulted in significant differences although the
latter system has more information available for prediction due to its batch-oriented design.
Furthermore, we have carried out a comparison to a total of three approaches relying on
click data only. All of these performed worse on average compared to SMR and TMR with
two yielding significantly lower prediction quality. Hence, our results demonstrate the value
of user interaction data for relevance prediction, which is leveraged by our novel systems.
Moreover, SMR is superior to all investigated approaches in terms of efficiency, robustness
and scalability.
The server side components for relevance optimization (TMR and SMR) are technologically
completely decoupled from the client-side components for usability evaluation and optimization (I NUIT, WaPPU, S.O.S. and the catalog of best practices) and require different kinds of
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter have been published as Speicher, Nuck, Both, et al. (2014),
Speicher et al. (2014a), Speicher et al. (2015a), and Speicher, Nuck, Wesemann, et al. (2015).
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data. Hence, the evaluation described in the following happens in two steps, distinguishing
between the front end and the back end.
All of the results that have been obtained in the evaluation described in the following
demonstrate the feasibility, efficiency and effectiveness of the Search Interaction Optimization
toolkit as a whole.

8.2 Front End
We made use of S.O.S. in a case study during which we assessed and optimized a real-world
SERP with the help of WaPPU, I NUIT and the catalog of best practices. The investigated SERP
belonged to a novel web search engine (cf. Both et al., 2014), has been was developed by
the R&D department of Unister GmbH and at the time of the study was in a closed beta state.
According to component-based interaction tracking as one principle of Usability-based Split
Testing, we defined two high-level components within the SERPs: the container element containing all search results (#serpResults) and the container element containing the search
box (#searchForm). The catalog of best practices was taken into account for redesigning
the original SERP, which reached only suboptimal usability scores in the evaluation. From
the A/B test carried out using WaPPU, we have obtained assessments of the two SERPs,
corresponding usability models and a set of interaction-based heuristics for general use with
SERPs of the same high-level structure. Results suggest that our approach can effectively
detect differences in interface usability and train models of reasonable quality despite a
rather limited set of data. Moreover, after identifying issues and taking appropriate countermeasures based on the catalog of best practices, the new version of the SERP performed
significantly better concerning distraction, information density and also the overall usability
metric. Also, all remaining usability factors reached better scores after the redesign.
The following describes the research method for evaluating our approach, the concrete
test scenario, and presents the evaluation results. A characterization of the specific type of
usability we investigate in the evaluation is given as a case study in Speicher (2015). Data
sets for reproducing results and detailed figures can be found in our online appendix2 .

8.2.1 Method
The evaluation was carried out as a remote asynchronous user study whose workflow oriented at Nebeling et al. (2013b). Participants were recruited via internal mailing lists of the
cooperating company. Since user intention considerably affects interactions (cf. Section 5.4),
we intended to minimize fluctuations in this respect. Thus, we definined a semi-structured
task to simulate that all participants act according to a common intention, i.e., “Find a birthday present for a good friend that does not cost more than ¤50.” We assumed that the vast
majority of users would not immediately have an adequate present in mind and thus behave
like information gatherers (Gutschmidt, 2012). Additionally, in order to reduce context to
different screen sizes only, participants were instructed to disable any ad blockers.
2
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Each participant was randomly presented with one of the two SERP interfaces for completing
their task. Before leaving a results page, they had to rate its usability using the I NUIT
questionnaire displayed by WaPPU. That is, we used a configuration of WaPPU which triggers
a questionnaire in both interfaces in the A/B test. Since a user might trigger several searches
and thus view several different SERPs, they potentially had to answer the questionnaire
more than one time during the study. This means that one study participant could produce
several data sets, each containing interactions and usability judgments. Answering one
questionnaire per results page is necessary since different searches lead to different results,
which influences usability items such as informativeness and information density. Participants
were instructed to click a “finish study” button, once they found an adequate present. Clicking
the button redirected to a final questionnaire asking for demographic information.
The exact instructions and demographic questions presented to the participants can be found
in Appendix E.1.

Demographics We recruited 81 unique participants who contributed 188 individual data
sets, i.e., they triggered 188 searches/SERPs. 17 of the participants were familiar with the
investigated web search (i.e., they had used it before); 37 answered the final questionnaire
(23 male). In general, participants stated they privately surf the internet for 2–3 hours
per day, mostly for social networking (N=23) and reading news (N=22). The participants’
preferred search engine was Google (N=35), in general several times a day (N=34) and
usually for knowledge (N=31) and product search (N=21). On average, participants were
31.08 years old (σ=5.28).
During the study, we registered two different contexts: HD (N=46) and full HD (N=35).
One participant was excluded from the analysis, because they delivered invalid data. For
our evaluation, we additonally distinguish between users who were not familiar and users
who were familiar with the web search since they produced considerably different results.
The largest amount of data sets (89) was produced by users with HD screens who were not
familiar with the web search. Participants also not familiar with the interface, but using full
HD screens contributed 52 data sets. This makes a total of 141 data sets from novel users.
In contrast, participants who were familiar with the web search contributed 47 data sets (30
HD, 17 full HD).

8.2.2 Assessment of Original SERP
In the following, we report results for the largest and most representative group of users
involved, i.e., novel users (they had never used the search engine before) with HD screens
(N=89). This context is the most representative since the novel search engine was in a
closed beta state at the time of the user study. That is, users familiar with the engine must
have been somehow involved in its development, either as beta testers or developers. During
the A/B test, the original version of the SERP showed a suboptimal performance concerning
its overall usability, with a score of 59.9% (σ=21.1%) based on 47 users. While this cannot
be considered as “bad” in general, it is clearly below the threshold for good usability—which
is 70% (cf. Section 5.6.4)—and thus not a satisfactory outcome from the company’s point of
view. Particularly, the evaluation revealed problems with respect to informativeness (m=-
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Fig. 8.1.: Results of the case study. The original SERP is given in orange, the redesigned
SERP is given in dashed green (* significant difference).
0.17, σ=0.84)3 , information density (m=0.04, σ=0.69) and reachability (m=0.06, σ=0.67).
Contrary, the best-scoring factor was readability with a score of 0.45 (σ=0.65). In total, the
scores of six out of seven factors were suboptimal, as they lay below the threshold of 0.4.
The complete results for the original SERP are given in Figure 5.6 (left) and Figure 8.1.

8.2.3 Redesign
Based on the causes and countermeasures contained in the catalog of best practices, the
original version of the SERP was evaluated by three experts in front-end design (one graphic
designer, one interaction designer and one PhD student with focus on human–computer
interaction). They identified the following list of usability issues (the detailed items can be
looked up in Section 6.5):
— bad result quality (A.I./II., G.I.d.)
— relevant information not clearly identifiable (A.III., C.II., D.IV., G.II.)
— lack of white space (C.IV., E.V., F.IV./V.)
— too much other content above the list of results (A.III.c., C.III., D.I., F.III., G.I.a.)
— bad typography (E.I./II.)
3
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— no clear structure (E.VII.)
— overloaded results (D.III./V., F.VI.).
To be able to apply a broader range of best practices in the case study, we considered all
usability factors for optimization, although, e.g., the score for readability was above the
threshold of 0.4. Yet, we were restricted to applying optimizations that could be realized
using front-end technologies, as, e.g., adjustments such as improving the quality of the
search index require non-trivial changes in the back-end domain. Based on the identified
causes for bad usability, the experts applied the corresponding adjustments given by the
catalog (the circled numbers refer to Figure 8.2):
— ⃝
1 reducing the amount of advertisements (A.6.b./c., C.5., D.1., F.3., G.1.a.)
— ⃝
2⃝
3 reducing results to title, URL and abstract; particularly by removing social media
buttons (A.6.c., C.5., D.1./3./4./5.a., F.3./10.a./11., G.2.c.)
— ⃝
4⃝
5 adjusting results regarding white space, font size and line height (A.6.b./e., D.4.,
E.1./2., E.5.a./b./c., F.4.a./b./c., G.2.c.)
— ⃝
6 better aligning results (D.4., E.7., F.5., G.2.c.)
— ⃝
7 clearer separation between images and text (D.4., E.5.a./c., E.7., F.4.a./c., F.5.,
G.2.b.)
— ⃝
8 visualizing and separating results more clearly (A.6.b., C.2., D.4., F.5., G.2.b./c.)
— ⃝
9 optimizing the display of related search terms (A.2.)
A comparison between the old and the new SERP as well as details about the applied
adjustments are given in Figure 8.2.
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Fig. 8.2.: A visual comparison of the original (left) and redesigned SERP (right) evaluated during the case study. Please note that although in this specific
image advertisements take more space on the redesigned page, the actual number of advertisements was reduced from four to two. The above are
not screenshots of the actual interfaces in the browser, but the official models provided by the cooperating company’s graphic designers.

8.2.4 Assessment of New SERP
Like the original version of the SERP, the redesign resulting from the above changes was
evaluated using WaPPU. With respect to overall usability, the new version reached a score
of 67.5% (σ=17.6%) based on 42 users. This was still below the threshold of 70%, but
makes for a significant improvement (p<0.05, W=782)4 . Furthermore, the item distraction
raised by 0.26 points to a score of 0.62 (σ=0.62, p<0.05, W=798.5). A third significant
improvement was achieved by the item information density, which gained 0.39 points to
reach a new score of 0.43 (σ=0.67, p<0.01, W=692). Besides, the scores of all remaining
usability items improved as well, however, not with statistical significance. Overall, four
out of seven factors lay above the threshold of 0.4 after the redesign, which is an increase
by three. The complete results for the redesigned SERP are given in Figure 5.6 (right).
Moreover, Figure 8.1 illustrates that the redesign clearly dominates the original SERP across
all usability factors.
Although only a fraction of the catalog of best practices was applied during the case study,
the above results are a reasonable proof of effectiveness. The experts asked to redesign the
SERP applied a set of rather subtle adjustments (Figure 8.2) that were particularly aimed at
reducing distraction while improving readability and information density. The fact that two
of these as well as the overall usability metric showed significant improvements is a clear
indication of the feasibility and effectiveness of S.O.S. and the contained catalog of best
practices.

8.2.5 Secondary Contexts
In contrast to the above findings based on the largest and most representative user group
HD/not familiar, the following presents results for the remaining contexts.
Analysis of HD screen users familiar with the web search (N=30) did not show a statistically
significant overall difference between the two SERPs (Table 8.1). Yet, they judged the
old interface to be significantly better concerning the individual item confusion (µ=0.69,
σ=0.48). On average, it was also judged to be less distracting (µ=0.85, σ=0.38) and
have better readability (µ=0.62, σ=0.51) and reachability (µ=0.38, σ=0.65). This finding
indicates that users get accustomed to suboptimal interfaces and seem to be confused by
changes even if they yield better usability from a more objective point of view.
Concerning the context full HD/not familiar (N=52), our analysis shows no significant
differences between the two interfaces (Table 8.2). However, results suggest that the
usability of the old interface is better on average. Contrary, the redesigned SERP on
average indicates better performance regarding information density (µ=0.19, σ=0.83) and
confusion (µ=0.06, σ=0.85). Finally, full HD users who were familiar with the web search
(N=17) saw the biggest difference between the two interfaces (Table 8.3). They judged the
new SERP to be significantly better concerning distraction (µ=0.80, σ=0.42), readability
(µ=0.60, σ=0.52), information density (µ=0.10, σ=0.57), reachability (µ=0.50, σ=0.71)
4

All tests of significance were carried out in terms of Mann–Whitney U tests (α=0.05).
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Tab. 8.1.: Evaluations by participants familiar with the web search using an HD screen (A
= old interface, B = new interface, number in brackets = #samples).

usability item
informativeness
understandability
confusion
distraction
readability
information density
reachability
usability

A (13)
µ
σ
0.15 0.80
-0.15 0.80
0.69 0.48
0.85 0.38
0.62 0.51
0.38 0.65
0.38 0.65
2.92 2.25

B (17)
µ
σ
-0.24 0.90
0.41 0.50
0.29 0.47
0.41 0.62
0.24 0.44
0.41 0.62
0.29 0.47
1.82 2.70

significance
—
—
W=171.5, p<0.01
—
—
—
—
—

Tab. 8.2.: Evaluations by participants not familiar with the web search using a full HD
screen (A = old interface, B = new interface, number in brackets = #samples).

usability item
informativeness
understandability
confusion
distraction
readability
information density
reachability
usability

A (21)
µ
σ
-0.19 0.81
0.19 0.68
0.05 0.74
0.14 0.73
0.05 0.67
0.05 0.80
-0.05 0.67
0.24 2.47

B (31)
µ
σ
-0.13 0.88
0.10 0.83
0.06 0.85
0.10 0.87
-0.06 0.85
0.19 0.83
-0.19 0.83
0.06 4.55

significance
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

and aggregated usability (µ=2.60, σ=2.41). However, this context contained the smallest
number of data sets and therefore cannot be considered to be representative.
Finally, we want to give the results for all contexts combined, i.e., the average evaluations for
all participants of the study (Table 8.4). Comparing these results with those of the context
HD/not familiar, it becomes evident that the less representative contexts skew the average
values. In particular, we have considerably lower ratings for readability (A: 0.45 vs. 0.26; B:
0.52 vs. 0.30) and understandability (A: 0.34 vs. 0.11; B: 0.45 vs. 0.33). Yet, the latter now
shows a significant difference compared to the four contexts considered in isolation. This
underpins the need for treating contexts differently and performing separate evaluations,
which is one of the basic principles of WaPPU (cf. Section 5.6.3).

8.2.6 Usability Models Learned by WaPPU
Based on the most representative data set HD/not familiar we have trained and tested
Random Forest5 classifiers for predicting usability across interfaces.6 This is in analogy to
WaPPU’s functionality of providing the questionnaire only in one interface and guessing
5

http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/classifiers/trees/RandomForest.html
(Mar. 03, 2014).
6
In our case, the choice of the classifier is not important, since it has been picked only to demonstrate
predictability. Random Forests are a good choice in this context due to their robust nature and
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Tab. 8.3.: Evaluations by participants familiar with the web search using a full HD screen
(A = old interface, B = new interface, number in brackets = #samples).

usability item
informativeness
understandability
confusion
distraction
readability
information density
reachability
usability

A (7)
µ
σ
0.14 0.38
0.00 0.00
0.14 0.90
-0.43 0.79
-1.00 0.00
-0.43 0.53
-0.43 0.53
-2.00 2.16

B (10)
µ
σ
-0.30 0.95
0.40 0.70
0.50 0.71
0.80 0.42
0.60 0.52
0.10 0.57
0.50 0.71
2.6 2.41

significance
—
—
—
W=8, p<0.01
W=0, p<0.01
W=19.5, p<0.1
W=11.5, p<0.05
W=5.5, p<0.01

Tab. 8.4.: Evaluations by all participants (A = old interface, B = new interface, number in
brackets = #samples).

usability item
informativeness
understandability
confusion
distraction
readability
information density
reachability
usability

A (88)
µ
σ
-0.01 0.78
0.11 0.75
0.28 0.76
0.32 0.75
0.26 0.73
0.06 0.72
0.05 0.68
1.07 2.92

B (100)
µ
σ
-0.12 0.87
0.33 0.71
0.28 0.73
0.44 0.73
0.30 0.75
0.32 0.71
0.07 0.76
1.62 3.41

significance
—
W=3708, p<0.05
—
—
—
W=3527, p<0.05
—
—
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Tab. 8.5.: Quality of models for predicting the usability of the redesigned interface.

usability item
informativeness
understandability
confusion
distraction
readability
information density
reachability

F-measure
0.373
0.452
0.414
0.518
0.296
0.325
0.334

area under ROC
0.601
0.588
0.502
0.632
0.391
0.577
0.494

the usability of the second interface from automatically learned models. Particularly, we
intend to investigate whether component-based interaction tracking is feasible for predicting
the usability of a different webpage that did not contribute training data. For this, we
take interaction data and usability judgments from the old SERP and train models from
these—one for each item contained in I NUIT. The interaction data and judgments from the
redesigned SERP are used as the test set for these models.
In a first step, we have selected the most expressive interaction features for each model.
This has been done using Correlation-based Feature Subset Selection (Hall, 1998)—which
is a practical and favorable choice according to H. Liu et al. (2002) and Hall and Smith
(1999)—in combination with best-first search. That is, we have selected “[s]ubsets of features
that are highly correlated with the class [to be predicted] while having low intercorrelation”7 .
Both functions are provided by the WEKA API (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009). Based on 10-fold
cross-validation we chose the interaction features that appeared in at least one fold during
the subset selection process. Subsequently, we have trained the models based on the selected
features and used our test set to evaluate them. The results are summarized in Table 8.5. The
detailed results of the performed feature subset selection can be found in Appendix E.1.3.
In general, the quality of the trained models was reasonably good. We obtained the most
precise predictions for the item distraction (F-measure = 0.518), which was also one of the
items to improve significantly (Figure 8.1) after redesigning the SERP in our evaluation. In
contrast, the item readability yielded the least precise predictions (F-measure = 0.296). The
amount of training and test data was rather small for the investigated context (47 and 42
data sets, respectively). Thus, we assume better prediction quality with a larger amount
of real-world users since correlations would then become more homogeneous, as has been
observed in Speicher et al. (2013a).

8.2.7 Key Findings of the User Study
The results from the largest and most representative group of participants HD/not familiar
(Figure 5.6) confirm that our novel approach is able to effectively detect differences in the
usability of two versions of the same interface. Also, the catalog of best practices contained
because there is no overfitting (Breiman, 2001). A more thorough investigation of this topic lies
beyond the scope of this thesis.
7
http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/attributeSelection/CfsSubsetEval.html
(Feb. 20, 2014).
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in S.O.S. provides means for significantly improving the usability of SERPs. Finally, we found
that users get used to interfaces and thus become less receptive to adjustments, even if
these aim at better usability. What remains to be investigated are the differences between
judgments from HD and full HD users. In particular, it requires deeper insights into users’
actual behavior to understand why users familiar with the investigated web search produced
very contradictory evaluations when differentiating between screen resolutions.
The usability models trained from our data underpin that the component-based tracking
approach can reduce variations in users’ interactions, which are caused by differences in
lower-level structure. This was a major problem during the motivating study (cf. Section 5.4).
Results suggest that WaPPU is able to predict interface usability based on adequate models
with reasonable effectiveness. This indicates the validity of Hypothesis 5.2.
Based on the 10-fold cross-validated feature selection process for learning usability models, we have additionally derived heuristic rules for SERPs, which are summarized in the
following. In particular, we selected features based on the number of folds they appeared in,
Pearson’s correlations r and the meaningfulness of the derived statements.
— Better informativeness is indicated by
• a lower absolute cursor speed on the search box (r = −0.21);
• a higher relative amount of hovers on the search results (r = 0.40).
— Better understandability is indicated by
• a lower absolute cursor speed on the search box (r = −0.46);
• a higher relative amount of hovers on the search results (r = 0.24).
— Less confusion is indicated by
• a lower relative cursor speed (X axis) on the search box (r = −0.49);
• a lower absolute maximum scrolling distance from top (r = −0.44);
• a lower absolute amount of scrolling (in pixels) (r = −0.33).
— Less distraction is indicated by
• a lower absolute amount of cursor stops (r = −0.26);
• a smaller absolute length of the cursor trail (r = −0.25).
— Better readability is indicated by
• a lower absolute page dwell time (r = −0.21);
• a smaller absolute amount of text selections (r = −0.27);
• a smaller absolute length of text selections (r = −0.39).
— Better information density is indicated by
• a lower absolute page dwell time (r = −0.11);
• a lower absolute maximum scrolling distance from top (r = −0.27).
— Better reachability is indicated by
• a lower absolute amount of characters typed into the search box (r = −0.27);
• a lower absolute amount of changes in scrolling direction (r = −0.31).
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Regarding the data set these rules are based on, their validity is theoretically restricted to
HD screen users not familiar with the investigated interface. This means, if one wants to use
the rules, they must ensure they are nor applied to interaction data produced by frequent
users—which can be ensured based on, e.g., cookies. Also, with appropriate caution, the
rules can be applied to any SERP—as long as it is of similar structure and has the same
components defined as the SERPs investigated in our evaluation—since many of the included
features (e.g., page dwell time) do not strongly depend on screen resolution. To give just
one example, a developer could monitor interactions on two SERPs. If page dwell time and
maximum scrolling distance are significantly lower on one SERP, this is a clear signal for better
information density. Yet, results must be interpreted carefully, as we have only investigated
the user type information gatherer in our study. If it is not possible to obtain significant
results from the heuristics, one must switch to a more effective method—e.g., leveraging
specifically trained models, as described earlier.

8.2.8 Discussion
Since during the case study we could only identify a fraction of causes for bad usability and
corresponding countermeasures, not the complete catalog of best practices has been tested.
Therefore, a more thorough case study involving each item of the catalog should happen as
part of future work. However, it has to be noted that our catalog also includes a number of
high-level instructions for adjusting the back-end of a search engine—like improving the
index or ranking quality—, which are not trivial to perform.
Still, the results of the case study highlight the potential of our approach. In particular,
we have shown that (a) WaPPU and I NUIT are capable of effectively detecting even subtle
differences in usability and displaying them in terms of meaningful scores and (b) S.O.S.
and the contained catalog of best practices can significantly improve the usability of SERPs
based on the detection of suboptimal scores.
This means that we accept both, Hypothesis 3.1 and Hypothesis 3.2.

8.3 Back End
Functionality for optimizing relevance (Chapter 7) resides on the server-side and is thus
technically decoupled from the client-side evaluation and optimization of the remaining
aspects of usability (Chapter 6). Particularly, for improving result relevance the catalog of
best practices contained in S.O.S. can only refer to external systems (cf. A.3., G.1.f.). Among
such systems are TMR and SMR, which are hence evaluated separate from the front end in
the following.
To show SMR’s capability of coping with realistic workloads, we have performed a large-scale
log analysis of real-world user interactions. The anonymous data used were collected on
two large hotel booking portals. From these, as relevance judgments for training our models,
we used the number of conversions (i.e., when a hotel has been actually booked by users).
This stands in contrast to commonly used click models, where clicks are the prime indicators
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of relevance. First, we compare SMR to the analogous batch-wise approach TMR in terms of
the prediction quality of the two systems. Second, we provide BBM (as a state-of-the art
generative click model aiming at stream processing; cf. C. Liu et al., 2009) with the same
set of raw interaction logs and compare its quality of relevance prediction to that of SMR.
Third, we check SMR against a version of itself that considers clickthroughs only (SMRclick )
as well as an analogous version of TMR, i.e., TMRclick . Results indicate that SMR is able
to provide reasonably good relevance predictions that are not significantly different from
those of TMR and might compare favorably to those of BBM—although the difference is not
significant. Moreover, our system is superior to corresponding discriminative approaches
that do not consider interactions other than clickthroughs. Subsequently, we have a look at
the efficiency, robustness and scalability of the evaluated approaches. Results show that SMR
can easily cope with realistic workloads in a manner that is robust to external influences.
This is especially important in real-world settings with big data streams.
For detailed figures and descriptive statistics, please refer to our online appendix8 . In
particular, this online appendix contains all raw data for reproducing the ROC analyses given
below. Also, we provide training data and serialized models for reproducing this evaluation
using WEKA (Hall, Frank, et al., 2009).

8.3.1 Effectiveness
B Note 8.1 In the following, the comparisons of SMR to TMR and SMR to SMRclick are

contributions of Nuck (2013) while the comparisons of SMR to BBM and SMR to TMRclick are
contributions of the author of this thesis.

Method
Approximately 32 GB of raw tracking data were collected in May 2013 by SMR’s interaction
tracking facilities on two large hotel booking portals. Of these, ∼10 GB of interaction logs
were chosen at random for evaluation, which correspond to ∼3.8 million search sessions
over a period of 10 days. Based on these, we computed interaction features for a total of
86,915 query–result pairs (cf. Section 7.5.4). Because the collected data contained critical
information about the cooperating company’s business model, it was a requirement that all
data was saved to a key-value store controlled by the company. In particular, we are not
allowed to publish the concrete conversion–to–search session (CTS) ratio. Yet, it can be
stated that this ratio is very low, i.e., #conversions ≪ #search sessions, which was also the
case in the evaluation of TMR.
At the time of the evaluation, the two hotel booking portals involved featured very similar
templates. There were deviations of only some pixels concerning the layouts of the individual
search results and some more significant differences concerning the rest of the interfaces.
Therefore, we decided to train only one relevance model that can be applied to SERPs from
both websites. The good quality of the resulting models—which will be described in the
8

https://github.com/maxspeicher/streammyrelevance-resources (Mar. 02, 2016).
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following—shows the feasibility of this procedure and that users indeed behave similarly on
similarly structured pages.
We divided the chosen raw interaction data into 10 distinct data sets DS0 –DS9 (∼0.7–1.5
GB each) that were intended for training relevance models and corresponded to one day
each. Since SMR cannot—due to its streaming-based nature—use fixed maximum values for
interaction feature normalization (cf. Section 7.5.4), it produces different feature values for
the same tracking data compared to TMR. Thus, processing the above raw data sets with
both systems yields a total of 20 data sets containing interaction features and relevances
(i.e., normalized conversions) of the extracted query–result pairs: DS 0TMR –DS 9TMR from
TMR and DS 0SMR –DS 9SMR from SMR. For this, we considered only search sessions that were
produced by users who triggered at least one conversion (in terms of booking a hotel).
Conversions are treated as relevance judgments in analogy to the evaluation of TMR, i.e., a
greater number of conversions implies higher relevance and vice versa. For evaluating SMR,
we simulated a stream of search sessions based on the logs containing raw interaction data.
In analogy to the evaluation of TMR, we observed a very low ratio of booked hotels to
search sessions. In addition with a high query diversity this leads to more than 99% of the
query–result pairs having a relevance of either 0.0 or 1.0. Therefore, in this evaluation,
we treat relevance prediction as a binary classification problem with two classes: “bad”
(relevance < 0.5) and “good” (relevance ≥ 0.5). With more than 90% of the query–result
pairs having a bad relevance and less than 10% having a good relevance, these classes
are rather unbalanced. Thus, we again use the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for
evaluations of model quality, based on the reasons given in Section 8.3.1.
The Storm cluster used for evaluation was set up using Amazon EC29 . It comprised four
computing instances. An additional machine was used for logging purposes and hosting
the database used. All computers in the Storm cluster were instances of type m1.large,
featuring two CPUs and 7.5 GB RAM10 .

Matthews Correlation Coefficient

We observed a very low ratio of booked hotels to search sessions. In addition with a high
query diversity this leads to more than 99% of the query–result pairs having a relevance of
either 0.0 or 1.0. Therefore, in this evaluation, we treat relevance prediction as a binary
classification problem with two classes: “bad” (relevance < 0.5) and “good” (relevance
≥ 0.5). With more than 90% of the query–result pairs having a bad relevance and less
than 10% having a good relevance, these classes are rather unbalanced. Thus, we use the
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for evaluations of model quality, which is particular
suitable for cases with unbalanced classes (Baldi et al., 2000).
9
10
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Tab. 8.6.: Evaluation of two exemplary models highlighting that the MCC is a more suitable
measure for our evaluation.

DS 1SMR
DS 4SMR

TN
13413
2944

SMR

FP
115
39

FN
362
120

TMR

TP
48
28

F-measure
0.959
0.940

MCC
0.171
0.258

BBM

Matthews Correlation Coefficient
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9

data set

Fig. 8.3.: MCC values for SMR, TMR and BBM (threshold = 0.5). Exact values are given in
Appendix E.2

For a binary classification problem, the Matthews Correlation Coefficient is defined as (Baldi
et al., 2000):
MCC = √

TP × TN − FP × FN
(TP + FN )(TP + FP)(TN + FP)(TN + FN )

(8.1)

.

The MCC is based on numbers of TP = true positives, TN = true negatives, FP = false
positives and FN = false negatives and is therefore related to the F-measure, which is given
TP
TP
by F = 2 × precision×recall
precision+recall with precision = TP+FP and recall = TP+FN .

Yet, the MCC is a more balanced measure for highly unbalances classes (Baldi et al., 2000)—
as is the case in this evaluation—, which is demonstrated in Table 8.6 based on Random
Forest models trained for two representative data sets11 of different sizes. Thus, in the
following, we are going to report MCC rather than F-measure values, which are skewed
and unrealistically high since TN ≫ FP + FN + TP for all data sets contained in our
evaluation.
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SMR

SMRclick

TMRclick
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Fig. 8.4.: MCC values for SMR, SMRclick and TMRclick (threshold = 0.5). Exact values are
given in Appendix E.2

SMR vs. TMR

Based on the data sets described above, we trained a total of 20 Updateable Naïve Bayes
classifiers (10 per system), as provided by TMR and SMR through the WEKA API12 . For
this, we modified the available version of TMR that originally did not feature incremental
training. The Updateable Naïve Bayes classifier was chosen because the amount of data
available for evaluation was too small to train reasonably good Hoeffding Tree classifiers
(Domingos and Hulten, 2000). All classifiers learned have been evaluated using 10-fold cross
validation, from which we obtained corresponding MCC values. As can be seen in Figure 8.3,
the difference between SMR and TMR is not significant across the 10 data sets. This result
has been validated using a Wilcoxon rank sum test, with p>0.05 (α=0.05, W =75, 95.67%
conf. int. = [-0.047, 0.004]). It implies that statistically, SMR yields the same prediction
quality as TMR, even though it has less information available; particularly in terms of feature
normalization and missing look-ahead capabilities.
While Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show only MCC values at a threshold of 0.5, our result is
underpinned by the exemplary receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves depicted in
Figure 8.5, where SMR does not dominate TMR or vice versa. The curves given in Figures
8.5 and 8.6 are based on predictions for the class “good”, i.e., actually relevant results, which
has a determining influence on overall prediction quality. This is because #irrelevant results
≫ #relevant results, which means that one can reach a very good prediction quality for the
class “bad” by simply guessing that all results are irrelevant. TMR performs slightly better in
terms of its true positive rate for small false positive rates (> 0.15), while SMR does so for
11
12
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Taken from Section 8.3.1.
Relevance models provided by SMR and TMR are highly sensitive to layout specifics of the corresponding SERPs (Speicher et al., 2013a). Yet, since the two hotel booking portals feature the exact
same layout template, it is valid to use combined data from both portals for training the same
model(s).
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Fig. 8.5.: ROC curves for SMR, TMR and BBM based on DS7 .

false positive rates ? 0.15. Yet, the areas under ROC (AUROC) lie close together (AUROCTMR
= 0.850, AUROCSMR = 0.861), which shows that both systems’ predictions are considerably
better than chance (AUROC = 0.5), but prediction quality is not significantly different. These
results are similar for the remaining nine data sets. True positive / false positive ratios for
all data sets are available via the raw data provided in our online appendix13 .

SMR vs. BBM

Additionally, we have compared SMR’s prediction quality to that of a state-of-the-art generative click model designed for very large amounts of data and incremental learning. For
this, we have used an existing re-implementation of BBM—as described in C. Liu et al.
(2009)—and provided it with the exact same raw interaction logs. Figure 8.3 shows that
BBM yields slightly better predictions for four out of ten data sets (DS0 –DS2 , DS9 ) at a
threshold of 0.5 while SMR has a better prediction quality for the remaining six data sets.
For this, predictions of BBM have been compared to the normalized relevances computed
by SMR based on the available conversions. The difference between the two approaches is
not significant according to a Wilcoxon rank sum test (α=0.05, W =64.5, p>0.05, 95.67%
conf. int. = [-0.177, 0.021]). Still, our result indicates that SMR has the potential to provide
relevance predictions that compare favorably to BBM. Particularly, Figure 8.5 suggests that
predictions of BBM can be partly dominated by SMR’s predictions for certain data sets.
That is, for the exemplary data set DS7 , BBM has a slightly better true positive ratio than
SMR only for a small interval around a false positive rate of ≈ 0.25. Also, with a value of
0.826 the AUROC of BBM is considerably better than chance, but lower compared to both,
SMR (0.861) and TMR (0.850). Since we expect SMR’s prediction quality to increase with
amounts of data larger than used in this evaluation, we hypothesize that our system can
13

https://github.com/maxspeicher/streammyrelevance-resources (Mar. 02, 2016).
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Fig. 8.6.: ROC curves for SMR, SMRclick and TMRclick based on DS7 .

predict relevance at least as good as BBM, whose predictions are being successfully used in
industry.

SMR vs. SMRclick vs. TMRclick

Tab. 8.7.: Wilcoxon rank sum tests for SMR vs. SMRclick and SMR vs. TMRclick .

SMR vs. SMRclick
SMR vs. TMRclick

α
0.05
0.05

W
84.5
90.0

p
<0.05
<0.01

95.67% confidence interval
[-0.075, -0.020]
[-0.101, -0.044]

To investigate the influence of the additional user interactions, we have performed a comparison of SMR to versions of itself and TMR that consider clickthroughs only, named SMRclick
and TMRclick . Results show that SMR outperforms the click-only approaches across all 10
data sets (Figure 8.4) based on 10-fold cross-validation. Moreover, the MCC differences
between SMR and SMRclick /TMRclick are significant, as has been shown by two Wilcoxon
rank sum tests (Table 8.7). Our results are further supported by the ROC curves shown in
Figure 8.6, where SMR (AUROC = 0.861) performs better than both SMRclick (AUROC =
0.834) and TMRclick (AUROC = 0.759). In fact, the ROC curve of TMRclick is dominated by
that of SMR across all thresholds, particularly clearly for false positive rates > 0.3. Moreover,
SMRclick shows a better true positive ratio compared to SMR only for a small interval around
a false positive rate of ≈ 0.2. These findings underpin that adding interaction data other
than clicks yields considerable improvements for discriminative approaches, as has also
been outlined in Huang, White, and Dumais (2011) and Huang (2011). This is true even
if clickthroughs show a correlation with relevance that is notably higher than those of the
additional attributes (e.g., r=0.34 for DS 2TMR ).
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8.3.2 Efficiency, Scalability and Robustness
Efficiency and Scalability

SMR is a feasible approach for processing web-scale interaction data. In contrast, TMR
uses a batch-wise approach and non-incremental classifiers. This means that all training
data (in terms of query–result pairs, i.e., interaction features and relevances) already put
into a model have to be reprocessed for an update. For training an up-to-date model, this
yields a time-complexity of O(c(q + q ′ )) with c = complexity of adding one instance to
the classifier used, q = #query–result pairs in new search sessions since last processing
and q ′ = #previously processed query–result pairs. Assume we receive one log with raw
interaction data per day and want a daily model update. Then the amount of data that
needs to be reprocessed grows linearly. At some point, processing these data would take
longer than 24 hours unless we add more/faster hardware to the system, which is, however,
not a feasible approach in the long-term. Particularly, reprocessing previously processed
query–result pairs involves numerous slow database requests. To give just one concrete
example from our evaluation, TMR needs ∼5 hours for processing a single 1.5 GB log on a
dual-core machine with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 4 GB RAM. Since this corresponds
to one day, processing the logs for two days would already take ∼10 hours etc. This means
that after five days, we exceed a processing time of 24 hours, which makes it impossible to
provide a daily model update unless we use a better machine than the given one (or take
other measures such as scaling out, discarding old data or tuning database access).

In contrast, SMR does not need to reprocess logs from previous days since data is processed
on a per–search session basis and models are learned incrementally. Thus, a model update
considers only one search session at a time and the time-complexity of the update is q
times the complexity of updating the classifier used, with q = #query–result pairs in search
session. For instance, “constant time per example [i.e., a query–result pair in our case]”
(Domingos and Hulten, 2000) if using a Hoeffding Tree, which would be q × O(1) = O(q).
The time-complexity for preprocessing the raw data of a search session is the same for TMR
and SMR. That is, O(e + qu), with e = #events in search session, q = #query–result pairs
in search session and u = complexity of updating a DB entry. SMR needs ∼2 hours for
processing all search sessions in a 1.5 GB log using the cluster described in the “Method”
part above. For this, the search sessions have been put into the system at the highest possible
frequency. The log used corresponds to one day of real-world traffic from two hotel booking
portals. This means that—using simple interpolation—SMR would be able to cope with
approximately 12 times the load based on the relatively simple cluster set-up used.

Finally, BBM has been specifically designed for incremental updates and web-scalability.
As described in C. Liu et al. (2009), 0.25 PB of data were processed using the generative
click model. The authors state that it was possible to compute relevances for 1.15 billion
query–result pairs in three hours on a MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) cluster.
BBM’s time-complexity for updating a relevance model is O(s), with s = #new search
sessions since last processing.
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Due to the differences in the basic system architectures—TMR runs on a single node while
the other two approaches require a cluster—we are aware of the fact that the above is not
an absolute, hardware-independent comparison of performance. Still, it gives an idea of the
relative performances between the three systems. An overall, relative comparison of efficiency
and scalability of the compared approaches is shown in Table 8.8.

Robustness
Being based on Storm, SMR is a highly robust system by design. In particular, it features
guaranteed message passing14 and high fault-tolerance15 if one or more nodes die due to
external reasons—which happened numerous times during our evaluation. In such a case,
SMR continued processing the current interaction data from the step prior to the incident.
In their article on BBM, C. Liu et al. (2009) do not explicitly address the robustness of their
approach. Rather, BBM has been designed for use as a MapReduce job on a Hadoop cluster.
That is, differences in robustness between SMR and BBM originate from corresponding differences between Storm and Hadoop (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). Particularly, Hadoop has
disadvantages when it comes to guaranteed message processing or when supervising/master
nodes are killed.
Finally, TMR is the least robust of the compared approaches. In case the processing of a
batch of data is stopped due to external reasons (e.g., a memory overflow), all data need
to be reprocessed. In particular, this means that already computed values of interaction
features are useless since contributions of already processed data cannot be subtracted out
before starting over an iteration. Therefore, careful evaluation and set-up of the required
hardware are necessary before using TMR to minimize the risk of costly and time-consuming
errors.

8.3.3 Discussion
B Note 8.2 The paragraph marked with an asterisk (∗) is a joint contribution of Nuck (2013)

and the author of this thesis.

Why does SMR show the tendency to perform better than TMR, although its training data are of
lower quality?
As described in Section 7.5.4, the maximum values for feature normalization change during
the processing of a data set due to SMR’s streaming-based nature (i.e., no look-ahead is
possible). This means that SMR has less information available and as a result, the training
data has lower quality. However, the different feature values for query–result pairs that
appear early in a data set can—purely by chance—lead to better predictions of SMR. This is
especially the case because in this evaluation we had to rely on relatively small data sets
14

https://github.com/nathanmarz/storm/wiki/Guaranteeing-message-processing
(Dec. 30, 2013).
15
https://github.com/nathanmarz/storm/wiki/Fault-tolerance (Dec. 30, 2013).
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compared to the long-term scenarios the system is intended for (time span > 1 month).
Hence, we strongly assume that in such a setting, the already non-significant difference
between SMR and TMR would become even smaller. As a part of potential future work,
TMR and SMR should be evaluated with larger data sets that simulate a real-world setting
of a time-span considerably longer than 10 days. This would also provide the chance to
investigate the performance of the Hoeffding Tree classifier, which becomes feasible only for
very massive amounts of data (Domingos and Hulten, 2000).
Why does BBM make better predictions than SMR for DS2 but predicts worse for DS7 ?
(∗) SMR computes almost the same amount of query–result pairs for the two data sets, with
nearly identical means and distributions of the individual interaction features. In contrast,
BBM has approximately 12% less search sessions available in DS7 compared to DS2 , which
is due to the fact that search sessions are treated differently by BBM. Our system treats
every page load event on a SERP as the beginning of a new search session. That is, if a user
clicks a result and then returns to the SERP for clicking another result, SMR interprets this
as two separate sessions. However, BBM handles this as a single search session with two
clickthrough events. Besides containing more of these “combined” search sessions, DS7
also features ∼12% less clickthrough events. All in all, this results in BBM having less data
available for training its relevance model, which is an explanation for the lower-quality
prediction compared to DS2 . The same holds for other data sets showing similar differences,
DS2 and DS7 are only used for representative purposes here.
Why are the MCC values relatively low (< 0.5) in general?
The data collected for evaluation featured a very low CTS ratio, i.e., the amount of interaction
data exceeded the available relevance judgments by far. To give just one example, the CTS
ratios of both DS0 and DS1 lie under 1%, which is similar for the remaining data sets. This
and the fact that the data sets used for evaluation were relatively small (compared to a
realistic long-term scenario) leads to a rather low data quality. Yet, in an evaluation with
larger amounts of data, we would expect increasing MCC values. Particularly, Huang, White,
Buscher, et al. (2012) state that “adding more data can result in an order of magnitude of
greater improvement in the system than making incremental improvements to the processing
algorithms”.
How does SMR deal with click spam?
Click spam is a major problem in systems where clicks are the main indicator for relevance
(Radlinski, 2007). However, in the specific setting we are focusing on in this section, a
high number of conversions indicates high relevance. Since conversions imply a confirmed
payment, we do not have to deal with “traditional” click spam as described in Radlinski
(2007). Yet, in settings where no conversions are available, our discriminative approach has
to rely on other indicators of relevance, such as clicks on social media buttons, for training
its models. In such cases, additional measures have to be taken that prevent fraudulent
behavior aiming at manipulating relevance models. Potential measures could be based on,
e.g., filtering pre-defined behavior profiles, blacklists, personalized search (Radlinski, 2007)
or the ranking framework described by (Bian et al., 2008).
Table 8.8 shows a comparison of all approaches considered in the evaluation. Since the
systems—due to differences in the underlying architectures—are difficult to compare in an
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Tab. 8.8.: Overall relative comparison of the considered approaches.

SMR
BBM
TMR (baseline)
SMRclick
TMRclick

effectiveness
0
−
0
−−
−−

efficiency
++
++
0
++
0

robustness
++
+
0
++
0

scalability
++
++
0
++
0

absolute, hardware-independent manner, we give a comparison of relative performances.
Using TMR as the baseline, “0” indicates similar performance, “+”/“−” indicate a tendency
and “++”/“−−” indicate a major or statistically significant difference.
From this, it becomes clear that Hypothesis 3.3 can be neither accepted nor rejected, but
there is a tendency to acceptance; and that we accept Hypothesis 7.1.

8.4 Minor Contributions
Besides the core results described above, our research conducted in the context of this thesis
has also resulted in some minor contributions that will be briefly introduced in the following
(in no particular order):
— As a side effect of the S.O.S. evaluation (Section 8.2), we could gain insights into
whether users perceive the relevance of results differently based on the usability of the
surrounding interface. As has already been noted, the relevance of results displayed
in a SERP interface is determined by the items informativeness and understandability
contained in I NUIT. Since in our evaluation users were asked to search for a present
costing ¤50 or less (i.e., a semi-open task) using a real search engine, we assume
a stable result quality across queries. We evaluated two interfaces based on the
same back-end, of which one was significantly better usable. Yet, in none of the
registered user contexts, we could detect a significant difference in informativeness or
understandability (e.g., informativeness in context HD/not familiar: mA = -0.17, mB
= -0.02, σA = 0.84, σA = 0.84). Therefore, we conclude that our results indicate no
effect of the usability of the surrounding SERP on the perceived relevance of search
results.
— The models learned by TMR (and SMR) are layout-dependent. That is, if the appearance of search results is changed, the resulting values of interaction features are
affected.16 We assume that even random movements on a SERP can show small correlations with result relevance due to certain features of a layout. Moreover, these small
correlations are also contained in the real-world data since many users have a more or
less random component in their cursor movements (cf. Arroyo et al., 2006). Thus, we
have developed Random Mouse Cursor (RMC) as an extension to TMR for generating
random user interactions on a SERP. That is, we model a user who is performing
completely arbitrary cursor movements all over the SERP without preferring certain
16
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Fig. 8.7.: Summary of the hypotheses from Chapter 3 that have been investigated in this
evaluation.

areas of the page. Based on the simulated data, we can use TMR/SMR to learn a
baseline model that “encodes” the SERP’s layout specifics. Based on such a baseline,
the lift value of a relevance model enables comparison to models based on different
layouts. For more details, please refer to Speicher et al. (2013a).
— During the evaluation of SMR (Section 8.3.1) we hypothesized that the relevance
of a result at position i might also correlate with interaction features of results at
positions i − 1 and i + 1. For instance, we assumed that fewer interactions on a result
could be an indication for higher relevance of the preceding ones (and vice versa). To
investigate this, we applied a modified version of Turtle to two of the data sets used
for evaluating TMR (Section 7.4.5). However, our results showed that interactions
feature values of preceding and succeeding results are not a reliable indicator for the
relevance of the result in between, with a maximum correlation of 0.1 (Pearson’s r)
for the features given in Table 7.1. For more details, please refer to Speicher, Nuck,
Wesemann, et al. (2015).

8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a comprehensive evaluation of all components contained
in the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit.
S.O.S., including the catalog of best practices, and WaPPU, including I NUIT, have been used
to evaluate and optimize a real-world SERP interface belonging to a novel search engine
developed by the R&D department of Unister GmbH. The SERP was redesigned by applying
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rules from the catalog of best practices, which led to the improvement of all usability
factors, with two of them as well as the overall usability score (59.9% → 67.5%) improving
significantly. WaPPU correctly identified the improvements in usability and trained models
for prediction with a maximum F-measure of 0.518 and a maximum area under ROC of
0.632 (item distraction). Moreover, from the obtained correlations and usability models, we
have been able to formulate 16 heuristic rules for determining the usability of a SERP from
user interactions alone in a split testing set-up.
In terms of relevance optimization, we have demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness
of our novel approach, which leverages user interaction data and thus has advantages over
state-of-the-art approaches relying on clicks only. We have shown that SMR does not perform
significantly less effective than TMR, even though it relies on lower-quality information for
training its relevance models. Moreover, SMR is more efficient, robust and scalable compared
to its batch-wise predecessor. The difference of SMR’s predictions to those of the generative
state-of-the-art click model BBM were not significant as well. Yet, our results indicate that
our discriminative approach can be advantageous over BBM for certain data sets and that it
is more robust at similar efficiency and scalability. Finally, we have underpinned the value of
interaction data other than clicks for relevance prediction, with clickthrough-only versions
SMRclick and TMRclick performing significantly worse than SMR.
Overall, three of the four primary hypotheses investigated in the above evaluation could be
accepted (3.1, 3.2, 7.1), with no definite statement possible about the remaining one (3.3),
which shows a tendency towards acceptance, though. Which hypothesis has been addressed
by which component(s) is summarized in Figure 8.7.
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„

The archetype of all humans, their ideal image, is the
computer, once it has liberated itself from its creator,
man. The computer is the essence of the human being.
In the computer, man reaches his completion.
— Friedrich Dürrenmatt
(Achterloo III, act I)

The following chapter wraps up the contributions of this thesis, explains their interconnections and how they form an overall toolkit for Search Interaction Optimization. Furthermore, we verify that the toolkit is indeed an implementation of the more underlying
methodology of the same name (Chapter 3) that itself is connected to the principle of
Evidence-based Computing. Subsequently, we discuss our work and indicate future directions
for research.

9.1 Overview
Starting from a set of well-defined requirements and based on a Human-Centered Design
approach, this thesis has introduced the Search Interaction Optimization toolkit and
methodology. This toolkit gives developers adequate means for providing better, more usable
SERPs, which ultimately leads to satisfied and loyal searchers. Therefore, it comprises
components facilitating (a) automatic usability evaluation and optimization of SERPs (I NUIT,
WaPPU, S.O.S.), (b) relevance prediction of search results (TMR, SMR) and (c) the design
of new SERP interfaces (catalog of best practices). The contributions are summarized in
Figure 9.1.
While at a first glance all of these components might seem to be only loosely coupled and
have been desgined to be alternatively usable as stand-alone tools, they must not be seen
as discrete entities. Referring to the principles of Human-Centered Design at which we
oriented, this is an analogy to Edison’s lightbulb, which has been explained by Brown (2008)
as follows:

“The lightbulb is most often thought of as his signature invention, but Edison
understood that the bulb was little more than a parlor trick without a system
of electric power generation and transmission to make it truly useful. So he
created that, too.
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Fig. 9.1.: The final toolkit for Search Interaction Optimization that has been designed and
implemented in the course of this thesis.

Thus Edison’s genius lay in his ability to conceive of a fully developed marketplace, not simply a discrete device. He was able to envision how people would
want to use what he made, and he engineered toward that insight.”

Similarly, I NUIT might be used as a stand-alone instrument for measuring usability, to give
just one example. However, while it might be more efficient than other instruments due
to its fewer number of items, it has been specifically designed for the concept of Usabilitybased Split Testing. Hence, it should rather be used with WaPPU or S.O.S. to unveil its full
potential, particularly in terms of efficiency. Because of that, it forms the basis for the two
aforementioned components, as is illustrated in Figure 9.1.
As another example, SMR could be used by any search engine as an independent means
for predicting relevance based on streams of user interactions. Yet, Pink (2006) has stated
that “Abundance has satisfied, and even over-satisfied, the material needs of millions –
boosting the significance of beauty and emotion and accelerating individuals’ search for
meaning.” This quote can be transferred into the context of search engines, i.e., Due to the
abundance of search engines, it is not sufficient anymore to only provide relevant results, but
also to ensure a usable search engine that yields a satisfying experience for the searcher. This
underpins the necessity to not only focus on relevant results, but leverage the advantages of
a holistic approach also including matters of usability and design. For achieving this, search
engine owners can make additional use of S.O.S., which within the toolkit is located on the
same level as SMR. Using S.O.S. improves the usability of the SERP interface, which is the
“shell” for displaying relevant results. In this way, the interplay of our components prevents
relevance from being treated as a discrete entity. Particularly, relevance is one of the factors
of SERP usability evaluated by S.O.S., among other things, and optimizations are proposed
accordingly, which can then be realized through the application of SMR.
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Fig. 9.2.: The Search Interaction Optimization toolkit is an implementation of the eponymous methodology. ⃝
1 I NUIT, ⃝
2 S.O.S., ⃝
3 WaPPU, ⃝
4 catalog of best practices,
⃝
5 TMR, ⃝
6 SMR.

The above examples illustrate that the indvidual components have a value in themselves, but
unfold their true potential only when treated as an interconnected compound. This is also
because in accordance with the principle of Human-Centered Design, all components were
designed and developed with a holistic toolkit in mind. That is, from the very beginning
they were intended as parts of such a toolkit, which can be seen as a “marketplace” making
the contained components truly useful (cf. Brown, 2008).

9.2 Our Toolkit as an Implementation of the Search
Interaction Optimization Methodology
As has been explained in Chapter 3, our toolkit is an implementation of the higher-level SIO
methodology, which has been derived from the originally proposed solution. It is a holistic
approach based on the principles of Human-Centered Design and adresses the problems
present in today’s e-commerce industry with respect to usable SERPs. On a high level of
abstraction, the implementation of the SIO methodology requires to provide means for (a)
supporting the creation of new interfaces from scratch, (b) evaluating existing interfaces
and (c) deriving proper optimizations from the evaluations. As is illustrated in Figure 9.2,
our toolkit contains components fulfilling each of these three high-level requirements.

Evaluation Against Core Principles Yet, it is not sufficient to meet only the above
requirements for a valid implementation. Rather, the core principles of the SIO methodology
define a number of more fine-grained criteria that need to be fulfilled. We assess our toolkit
against these principles in detail in the following.
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✔ (SIO1) The SIO toolkit facilitates easy-to-deploy, cheap and time-efficient means for
evaluating the usability of a SERP as a whole. Particularly, this applies to WaPPU,
which aims at retaining most of the advantages of split testing set-ups that are popular
in industry due to the previously mentioned criteria. Yet, a core principle of WaPPU is
to find a trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness, thus providing significantly
better assessments of usability than conversion-based split tests. By making use of
I NUIT—which reasonably well reflects real users’ perceptions of usability—WaPPU
enables the measurement of usability as given in Definition 3.

✔ (SIO2) Our toolkit leverages the advantages of collecting implicit feedback through information users provide anyway during use. This applies to WaPPU, TMR and SMR, all
of which make use of user interaction data in terms of, e.g., mouse cursor movements,
scrolling actions or page dwell times. From these information the components learn
models that can be ultimately used to predict usability and search result relevance,
respectively.

✔ (SIO3) WaPPU, as a component of our toolkit, provides easy-to-understand, objective
usability scores, as is highlighted in Figure 5.6. Besides individual scores for the seven
items contained in I NUIT, we also compute an overall usability score between 0%
and 100%. However, WaPPU takes this one step further by presenting a traffic light
analogy to statistically significant differences in the usability of two interfaces. This
makes it even easier to make and communicate a decision for or against an interface.

✔ (SIO4) Through S.O.S., the SIO toolkit enables automatic propositions for optimization
based on the conducted evaluations. S.O.S. automatically detects suboptimal usability scores and links them to potential causes and corresponding countermeasures
(cf. Figure 6.4), which are then proposed to the developer.

✔ (SIO5) Our toolkit treats search results and their relevance as a specifically important
component of the investigated SERP interface. First, the relevance of search results
is represented by the items informativeness and understandability contained in I NUIT
and therefore captured by WaPPU’s evaluations. Second, through TMR and SMR, we
provide means that specifically aim at reliable predictions of result relevance based on
a data-driven approach. These predictions ultimately lead to more optimal ranking of
search results.

✔ (SIO6) Clearly, the components of our toolkit intended for evaluation support iterative
processes, as any SERP interface can be used as input. This particularly includes
interfaces that have been optimized using the toolkit in an earlier iteration.

✔ (SIO7) Finally, the SIO toolkit provides means to also enter the iterative cycle (cf. Figure 9.2) rather than exclusively facilitating evaluation and optimization of existing
interfaces. This happens by providing the catalog of best practices contained in S.O.S.,
which supports the creation of an according interface from scratch. However, only in
the context of desktop PC settings.
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The seven points above verify that our toolkit is indeed a valid implementation of the
SIO methodology. This means we are able to provide a solution based on current web
technologies that successfully caters for the automatic evaluation and optimization of SERP
usability as well as for the creation of new SERPs (cf. Figure 8.7).
Hence, we accept Hypothesis 3.4.

9.3 Contributions
At this point we are going to summarize the high-level contributions of this thesis in more
detail. This happens w.r.t. the research questions that have been posed in Chapter 1 in order
to assess whether we have managed to provide adequate answers:

Contribution 1 We provide a holistic approach to evaluating and optimizing search interaction through a human-centered view on SERPs. Holism is a core principle of the
SIO methodology and therefore provided by any valid implementation—including
our toolkit (see above). Furthermore, our approach is human-centered since we
intend to replace the common practice of conversion optimization by a more effective
approach mainly considering usability and relevance, which aids both, searchers and
developers. This is achieved by, e.g., our concept of Usability-based Split Testing and
its implementation WaPPU as well as SMR. With this contribution we can positively
answer Research Question 1.
Contribution 2 We provide a feasible approach to effective usability evaluation that is also
efficient from a company’s point of view. By retaining the efficiency of split testing
set-ups—which are preferred by many e-commerce companies—but replacing the
target metric with a score measuring usability instead of mere conversions, we provide
an effective approach that is still attractive to apply in industry. This is particularly
achieved by S.O.S., which is easy to deploy and configure and delivers usability scores
based on user interactions in near real-time. Yet, our approach leaves the option to
combine it with existing methods of conversion measurement and find a reasonable
trade-off. With this contribution we can positively answer Research Question 2.
Contribution 3 Our methodology and toolkit counteract exclusively company-centric design
by facilitating communication with stakeholders when it comes to usability evaluation
and necessary optimizations to an interface. Subjective decisions that are based on
designers’ and developers’ opinions might be difficult to communicate to company
officials, who might prefer concrete figures. Thus, yielding evaluations in terms of
objective scores is a core principle of the SIO methodology. This principle is particularly
implemented by WaPPU, which provides company officials with an easy-to-interpret
usability score between 0% and 100% as well as a clear signal whether an interface
performs significantly better than another. In terms of optimization, S.O.S. yields clear
directives that are scientifically well-founded and based on the aforementioned scores.
With this contribution we can positively answer Research Question 3.
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In summary, the SIO methodology as well as the toolkit of the same name are able to answer
the initial research questions in a profound manner. This, in turn, means that the aims of
research of this thesis have been successfully met.

9.4 Discussion
While specific discussions concerning the individual components of the SIO toolkit have
already been included in the previous chapters, at this point we intend to discuss important
matters with respect to our approach as a whole.
The first—and most important—point to discuss is the fact that our SIO toolkit is not deviceagnostic. Rather, it is clearly aimed at the desktop PC setting. This becomes particularly
evident when having a look at the various user interaction features we are working with,
which are solely based on keyboard and mouse input. Yet, the number of mobile users
exceeded the number of those using desktop PCs by the end of 20141 and the sales numbers
of web-enabled novel devices—such as PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and Nintendo 3DS—total
over 300 million units.2 This means there is a strong shift towards devices beyond the
traditional desktop PC that provide options to browse the web, which includes smart phones,
tablet PCs, video game consoles and smart glasses, to name only a few. Despite this fact,
we have consciously decided to develop a toolkit for desktop PC settings. The main reason
for this has been that for investigating a novel methodology based on a proof of concept, a
familiar context yields more reliable results. Moreover, as has been shown in the various
summaries of the state of the art, already the field of using interactions beyond clicks (such
as cursor movements) in desktop PC settings is not yet fully explored. The field of interaction
tracking and analysis on mobile and novel devices has been even less investigated3 . However,
w.l.o.g. the SIO toolkit could be adapted to, e.g., touch contexts (and is therefore a valid proof
of concept). Since the different models learned by S.O.S., TMR and SMR are not specific
solutions that rely on being provided with keyboard/mouse interactions, the adaptation
would have to take place in terms of modified tracking facilities. That is, replacing the sets
of keyboard, scrolling and mouse cursor interactions with adequate sets of analogous touch
interaction features. For instance, Q. Guo, Jin, et al. (2013) describe mappings between
desktop and mobile interactions, e.g., that zooming on a mobile device might correspond to
text selections and hovers on the desktop PC. Since they state that “As web search on smart
phones and tablets becomes increasingly popular, previously validated desktop interaction
models have to be adapted for the available touch interactions such as pinching and swiping,
and for the different device form factors” (Q. Guo, Jin, et al., 2013), their findings might
be regarded as preparatory work for also adapting our toolkit. However, Huang (2013)
explicitly notes: “Despite the potential of recording touch interaction events, using them in
practice is problematic. The primary reason is that there is no evidence or rationale that the
touched coordinates on the page relate to user interest or attention.” This underpins that the
adaptation of desktop interactions for touch is possible, but has to be thoroughly evaluated
and is not a trivial task. In addition to the adaptation of tracking facilities, also the catalog
1

http://goo.gl/gxLtBE (Jan. 12, 2015).
http://goo.gl/bKshhP (Jan. 12, 2015).
3
“There has been little work on the utility of user interaction data in a touch-centric environment”
(Huang, 2013).
2
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of best practices would have to undergo certain changes. The current version of the catalog
has been created with desktop PCs in mind, but suboptimal usability scores in touch settings
most probably have different causes and require a considerably different set of corresponding
optimizations. Yet, it is theoretically and practically possible to develop a second version of
the catalog for touch contexts based on the very same process (cf. Section 6.4).
A major shortcoming of our approach is the fact that it mainly focuses on split testing, even
though based on usability scores rather than the less effective conversions. For instance, this
leads to the necessity of having available a second interface (and corresponding interactions)
for relative comparison if applying the heuristic rules given in Section 8.2.7 (e.g., better
informativeness is indicated by a higher relative amount of hovers on the search results). While
it is possible to apply I NUIT, WaPPU and S.O.S. to a single SERP interface outside the context
of a split test, relative comparison is still the underlying principle of our overall approach.
However, it would also be desirable to be able to perform absolute evaluations based on a
single SERP and user interactions, such as more than 5 hovers over the list of search results
indicate a value of +1 for informativeness. In this way, the need to show questionnaires (in
our case based on I NUIT) for obtaining training data to at least a fraction of users—which
we intend to minimize with our concept of Usability-based Split Testing—would be obsolete.
Yet, it has to be considered that in Section 5.4 we found that interaction features react
very sensitively to variations of a webpage’s layout. Thus, an absolute interpretation of
interactions would have to be very robust to be applicable to a wide variety of SERPs. This
requires either thorough design through a decent amount of qualitative studies or automatic
approaches4 that find common patterns based on large amounts of interaction data collected
on a variety of SERPs. Both of these are not trivial approaches. Moreover, assume a robust
absolute interpretation of interactions is available. While it would be more efficient than
our approach, due to its robustness it would have to neglect specifics (concerning layout,
structure etc.) of an investigated SERP. Therefore, we assume its predictions would be a
worse approximation of usability than yielded by Usability-based Split Testing, where more
fine-grained models are provided for each split test individually. Still, an absolute rather than
relative approach clearly is a potential direction of future work that deserves investigation.
The current state of our SIO toolkit is rather focused on search engines from a European point
of view. Although we have also reviewed the SERPs of Yandex.ru and Baidu for creating
S.O.S.’s catalog of best practices, these two orient at the visual appearance of Europe’s
most popular search engine Google (Figure 9.3), which is of American origin. However, as
becomes evident from Figure 9.3 and Graham and De Sabbata (2013), Google seems to be
not dominating in the larger part of Asia, e.g., Russia and China. It is particularly important
to consider that based on different cultural backgrounds also visual aesthetics might be
perceived differently. For instance, writing systems that write text from right to left—such
as Arabic—require different SERP layouts as are currently facilitated by our toolkit. Hence,
we must not only consider devices and input/output modalities as relevant contexts, but
also the cultural background of the user. To stick with the above example, a SIO toolkit for
Arabic search engines would most probably feature a considerably different catalog of best
practices. To investigate the impact of different cultural backgrounds on the evaluation and
optimization of SERPs in the context of our novel methodology is therefore an important
direction of future work.
4

Such as process mining (Van Der Aalst, 2011).
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Fig. 9.3.: Most visited website per country (Google given in red), taken from Graham and
De Sabbata (2013).

9.5 Outlook
In this thesis, we have presented a novel methodology called Search Interaction Optimization, which aims at more automatic, more effective creation, evaluation and optimization of
SERP interfaces in today’s e-commerce industry. Also, we have developed and thoroughly
investigated an eponymous toolkit that implements our methodology for the desktop PC
setting. Finally, we want to provide an outlook on potential future directions in the fields
of research our work is concerned with, as well as some potential future work not directly
related to the discussion—i.e., limitations of our current approach—above.
As has been mentioned at various points in this thesis, the field of web engineering is changing
due to an emerging variety of novel devices. This does not only relate to the widely popular
mobile touch devices (which cannot be called “novel” anymore at this point in time), but also
to video game consoles, wearables and augmented/virtual reality devices. This trend calls for
new approaches to displaying search output and accepting input in terms of search queries.
In particular, as a direction of future work, the SIO toolkit must not only be adjusted to touch
interaction (as has been described in the previous section), but also to more sophisticated
input (gestures, voice etc.) and output (3D, augmented reality, cross-device etc.) techniques.
This is theoretically possible, as the core components dependent on certain technologies
and devices are the JavaScript-based tracking facilities of our toolkit while the provided
models (for predicting relevance and usability) are independent of the supported interaction
features. First steps into this directions have been taken by, e.g., Liebling and Morris (2012),
who facilitate a JavaScript-based API accepting gesture input. We expect additional APIs
that leverage other kinds of novel interactions and can be integrated with the existing and
well-established web technologies to emerge in the near future.
While the SIO methodology aims at more usable SERPs, its application must not be restricted
to this specific kind of interfaces. Particularly, as our concept is based on the more abstract
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evidence-based computing methodology (Gaedke, 2013), it can be theoretically adapted
for any type of interface. An especially interesting direction of future work would be the
application in the context of mash-up interfaces, such as facilitated by the WebComposition
approach (Gaedke and Gräf, 2001). That is, our components for evaluation and optimization
might prove particularly useful for determining the optimal placement and appearance
of different parts of widget-based interfaces. In such a hypothetical “Mash-up Interaction
Optimization” scenario, relevance would not play the same important role as in this thesis
(unless search widgets are included). Contrary, a two-level process—first treating widgets
individually, then considering the mash-up as a whole—could be a new core principle of the
adapted methodology.
The abundance of popular, commercially usable tools for user and conversion tracking—in
particular Google Analytics (Google, 2014a)—calls for the integration of our novel approach
with these products. The aim would be to combine the advantages of the available tracking
tools (well-established, scalable, efficient) with those of the SIO methodology (usabilitybased, effective, holistic approach). This is theoretically possible, as both approaches are
based on state-of-the-art web technology, particularly in terms of the tracking facilities
that build on JavaScript/jQuery. Additionally, e.g., Google Analytics enables the definition
of own client-side events and goals (cf. Section 5.2) which supports the integration of
interactions and usability-based goals featured by our toolkit. The Google Tag Manager5
would be of additional help for this integration. Ultimately, the SIO toolkit could be provided
in terms of a plug-in for Google Analytics, which would result in even less installation and
configuration efforts. This could be an important direction of future work in order to increase
the attractiveness of using our approach in real-world industry contexts.
Furthermore, the future of the SIO toolkit is not restricted to adaptation of the contained
components for novel contexts. Rather, also completely new components are easily conceivable,
as long as they comply with the underlying methodology. One potential direction of future
work in this respect could be to provide some kind of “personalized W3Touch” (cf. Nebeling
et al., 2013c). This means, optimizations of an interface are not performed in general,
i.e., derived from interactions of and visible for all users. Rather, adjustments are kept
private and only applied on a per-user basis. For instance, elements of a SERP an individual
user interacts with frequently could be scaled an rearranged proportional to the amount of
interaction. Technically, this approach could be realized using cookies or a dedicated browser
extension. However, this is only one possible example. In general, due to the abstract nature
of the SIO methodology, there are no limits to the creativity of desginers and developers
planning to adapt or extend our toolkit.
Finally, a more concrete direction of future work could be to revisit the assessment and
optimization of search result relevance, as relevance plays a particularly important role
in this thesis. In Section 7.2 we have reported on measures for determining the quality
of a ranking function, such as Precision@K, the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) or the
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). As all of these are well-established and
thoroughly investigated measures, it would be an interesting path of future work to compute
them for search result rankings before and after optimizations based on TMR and SMR.
Additionally, the measures’ correlations with ratings of informativeness and understandability,
5

http://www.google.com/tagmanager/ (Mar. 01, 2015).
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as determined by I NUIT/WaPPU, could be obtained. In this context, informativeness and
understandability are also measures of result ranking quality, however as part of a larger
usability evaluation based on different assumptions. Such a comparison would allow deeper
insights into the relative performance of our approach compared to well-established methods
from a—in the context of this thesis—related but different field of research, i.e., human–
computer interaction (HCI) / usability evaluation vs. “classical” information retrieval.
To ultimately conclude this thesis, we are confident that our research will make its way
into real-world industry settings and thus lead to better usable SERPs and search engines
as well as more satisfied searchers and developers. Moreover, we believe that it is highly
necessary to prepare search engines for the needs of emerging novel contexts through
efficient and effective evaluation and optimization. The SIO toolkit and methodology are
our contributions for taking steps into this direction.
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I NUIT : The Interface Usability
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A.1 Guideline Reviews
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Tab. A.1.: Mapping between adequate rules identified during the guideline reviews and factors of usability.
Chapter A

Rule

Inuit: The Interface Usability Instrument

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Nielsen (1995):
Match between system and the real world
Consistency and Standards
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Fadeyev (2009):
Quality of Design is an Indicator of Credibility
Most Users Do Not Scroll
White Space Improves Comprehension → good use of white space increases
comprehension by almost 20%
Informative Product Pages Help You Stand Out
Most Users are Blind to Advertising → they’ll avoid anything that looks like an
ad, even if it’s not an ad
Mandel (1997):
Reduce Users’ Memory Load → promote visual clarity
Reduce Users’ Memory Load → user real-world metaphors
Make the Interface Consistent → Provide aesthetic appeal and integrity
Tognazzini (2003):
Anticipation → bring to the user all the information and tools needed for each
step of the process
Efficiency of the User → [...] good writing pays off big in comprehension and
efficiency
Fitts’ Law → the time to acquire a target is a function of the distance to and size
of the target
Latency Reduction
Readability

Usability Factor 1

Usability Factor 2

Understandability
Understandability
Aesthetics
Aesthetics
Information Density
Understandability

Reachability

Informativeness
Distraction

Aesthetics
Understandability
Aesthetics
Informativeness
Understandability
Reachability
Information Density
Readability

Reachability

Usability Factor 3

Tab. A.1.: (continued)
Rule
17)
18)

A.1

19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)

Guideline Reviews

32)

Goldstein (2012):
Appearance: The appeal and effectiveness of the site’s look & feel, from major
layout features to small typographical details
Content: The quality & strategic significance of the site’s content
Travis (2009):
The site is free from irrelevant, unnecessary and distracting information
The site requires minimal scrolling and clicking
Typing (e.g., during purchase) is kept to an absolute minimum
Important calls to action, like “Add to basket”, are highly visible
The site avoids advertisements, especially pop-ups
The site has compelling & unique content
Pages are quick to scan, with ample headings & sub-headings & short paragraphs
The screen density is appropriate for the target users & their tasks
The site can be used without scrolling horizontally
Fonts are readable
There is a good balance between information density & use of white space
The site is pleasant to look at
Attention-attracting features (such as animation, bold colors and size differentials) are used sparingly and only where relevant
Search results are clear, useful and ranked by relevance

Usability Factor 1

Usability Factor 2

Aesthetics

Readability

Informativeness

Understandability

Distraction
Information Density
Distraction
Understandability
Distraction
Informativeness
Readability
Understandability
Aesthetics
Readability
Information Density
Aesthetics
Distraction

Informativeness
Reachability

Informativeness

Usability Factor 3

Aesthetics

Information Density
Aesthetics

Readability

Understandability

Understandability
Information Density
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A.2 Expert Interviews

Please rate your skill level in each of the following fields:
Frontend Design
No knowledge
[ ]

Passing knowledge
[ ]

Knowledgeable
[ ]

Expert
[ ]

Passing knowledge
[ ]

Knowledgeable
[ ]

Expert
[ ]

Passing knowledge
[ ]

Knowledgeable
[ ]

Expert
[ ]

Knowledgeable
[ ]

Expert
[ ]

Web Engineering
No knowledge
[ ]
Interaction Design
No knowledge
[ ]

Usability / User Experience
No knowledge
[ ]

Passing knowledge
[ ]

Would you consider youself having rather a research or rather a practitioner
background?
Research
[ ]

Practitioner
[ ]

Can't tell / both
[ ]

And finally, please answer two standard demographic questions:
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Gender:

[ ] male

Year of birth:

__________
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[ ] female
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ALL

Chapter B Usability-based Split Testing

clicks.total / accessibility
cursorMoveTime.total / understandability
cursorMoveTime.total / readability
cursorMoveTime.total / efficiency
cursorMoveTime.total / usability
cursorMoveTime.AOI / efficiency
cursorMoveTime.AOI / usability
cursorMoveTime.text / readability
cursorMoveTime.media / informativeness
cursorMoveTime.media / distraction
cursorMoveTime.media / accessibility
cursorMoveTime.media / effectiveness
cursorMoveTime.media / efficiency
cursorMoveTime.media / usability
cursorRange.Y / informativeness
cursorRange.Y / accessibility
cursorRange.Y / effectiveness
cursorRange.Y / efficiency
cursorStops.total / understandability
cursorStops.AOIText / understandability
cursorStops.text / understandability
hovers.AOIText / informativeness
hovers.AOIText / distraction
hovers.AOIText / infDensity
hovers.AOIText / effectiveness
hovers.media / efficiency
hovers.media / usability
scrolling.directionChanges / informativeness
scrolling.directionChanges / accessibility
scrolling.directionChanges / effectiveness
scrolling.directionChanges / efficiency
scrolling.directionChanges / usability
scrolling.maxY / informativeness
scrolling.maxY / accessibility
scrolling.maxY / effectiveness
scrolling.maxY / efficiency
scrolling.maxY / usability
scrolling.pixelAmount / informativeness
scrolling.pixelAmount / accessibility
scrolling.pixelAmount / effectiveness
scrolling.pixelAmount / usability
pageDwellTime / accessbility
pageDwellTime / efficiency
pageDwellTime / accessbility
screenWidth / accessibility
screenHeight / usability
Σ (interactionFeature / usabilityItem)
| ALL ∩ ANSWERyes |

%RSD

ANSWERyes

%RSD

ANSWERno

%RSD

-0.3577211775 51.23 / 67.54
-0.4235831157 51.23 / 71.64
-0.3092375101 51.23 / 60.61
-0.3132311728 51.23 / 53.55

TEXTlong

%RSD

TEXTshort

%RSD
-0.3728108663 92.56 / 65.13

-0.3361490762 44.09 / 65.79

-0.3264714363 58.45 / 40.72
-0.302209918 58.45 / 35.32
0.4079495899 36.78 / 53.69
-0.3794328612 71.61 / 67.85
-0.3005009115 37.83 / 80.09
-0.3732283264 71.61 / 91.02
-0.3391579146 71.61 / 49.65
0.3512378705 37.83 / 60.61
-0.3418637576 71.61 / 45.53
-0.3133228303 40.27 / 65.13
-0.307307271 40.27 / 65.13
-0.3931306042 40.27 / 42.14
-0.3087653212 51.87 / 65.79
-0.3013007762 58.00 / 67.54
-0.3855266136 91.08 / 71.64
-0.3490654025 78.44 / 71.64
-0.5048869895 98.36 / 71.64
0.3487942713 98.36 / 71.64
-0.3101511551 98.36 / 93.79
-0.4205735771 98.36 / 57.92
0.3560509805 88.26 / 60.61
0.304373014 88.26 / 53.55

-0.3483283787 57.34 / 91.02

-0.3051788535 57.34 / 45.53

-0.3581516159 61.53 / 40.72
-0.334704777 61.53 / 35.32

-0.3015820001 56.66 / 65.79

-0.3356089518 81.54 / 91.02

-0.3375512888 13.76 / 71.64
46
1

-0.4004850724 81.31 / 65.13
-0.4449834138 81.31 / 65.13
-0.369908381 81.31 / 42.14
-0.3639460973 81.31 / 31.24
-0.3934563543 81.31 / 31.76
-0.450834404 58.65 / 65.13
-0.3967289705 58.65 / 65.13
-0.5028784694 58.65 / 42.14
-0.3041773241 58.65 / 31.24
-0.3975245799 58.65 / 31.76
-0.5175557404 84.25 / 65.13
-0.3957030337 84.25 / 65.13
-0.5163013444 84.25 / 42.14
-0.3972432393 84.15 / 31.76
-0.3574260089 68.42 / 65.13
-0.3213319658 68.42 / 31.24
-0.3052370944 68.42 / 31.76
-0.3537279225 25.27 / 65.13

| ALL ∩ ANSWERno |

0

| ALL ∩ TEXTlong |

0

| ALL ∩ TEXTshort |

3

| ANSWERyes ∩ ANSWERno |

0

| ANSWERyes ∩ TEXTlong |

1

| ANSWERyes ∩ TEXTshort |

2

| ANSWERno ∩ TEXTlong |

1

| ANSWERno ∩ TEXTshort |

0

| TEXTlong ∩ TEXTshort |

1
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S.O.S.: The SERP Optimization
Suite

C

C.1 SERP Reviews
Effective date: August 18, 2014.
Google (2 columns)
— tabs for selecting verticals above results
— advertisements above results (N=2)
— advertisements in right column (N=6)
— shopping results in right column
— graph search box / info box in right column
— related search terms below results
— vertical results in between normal web search results (e.g., images at pos. 3)
— format of web search results:
title/link (blue)
URL (green)
content snippet
Yahoo (3 columns)
— tabs for selecting verticals in left column
— advertisements in right column (N=2)
— vertical results in between normal web search results (e.g., Yahoo stories at pos.
2, videos at pos. 4)
— related search terms below results
— promotional results at bottom of results (e.g., Firefox download)
— graph search box / info box in right column
— format of web search results:
title/link (blue/underlined)
URL (green)
content snippet
Baidu (2 columns)
— tabs for selecting verticals above search box
— related search queries in right column
— semantic information in right column
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— advertisements in right column
— vertical results in between normal web search results (e.g., products)
— related search terms below results
— format of web search results:
[icon (optional)] title/link (blue, keywords in red)
content snippet
URL (green) date of crawl (green)
Yandex.ru (3 columns)
— tabs for selecting verticals in left column
— search suggestions above and below results
— vertical results in between normal web search results (e.g., images at pos. 4,
videos at pos. 8)
— advertisements in right column
— format of web search results:
icon title/link (blue/underlined)
URL (green)
content snippet
additional information (links of same domain) (gray)
Bing (2 columns)
— tabs for selecting verticals above search box
— graph search box / info box in right column
— related search terms in right column and in between search results (pos. 6)
— advertisements in right column (N=5)
— advertisement above results (N=1)
— vertical results in between web search results (e.g., news at pos. 4, images at
pos. 3)
— advertisement below results (N=1)
— format of web search results:
title/link (blue/underlined)
URL (green)
content snippet
[links of same domain (optional, blue)]
Qwant.com (5 columns)
— one column per vertical/category
— media results in horizontal bar above results/columns
— web | news | knowledge graph | social | shopping
— infinite scrolling
— possibility to switch to more “traditional” SERP
• tabs for selecting verticals in left column
• 3 columns
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• graph search box / info box in third column
— advertisements in shopping column
— format of web search results:
icon title/link (blue)
content snippet
URL (green)
DuckDuckGo (1 column)
— tabs for selecting verticals below search box
— semantic information in horizontal bar between tabs and results (e.g., products
when searching for “Windows 8” or a Wikipedia entry for “Zettel’s Traum”)
— related topics at right end of horizontal bar
— one advertisement above first result
— infinite scrolling
— no vertical results in between normal web search results
— format of web search results:
[check mark if alrady visited] title/link (dark gray, large,
search term in bold font)
content snippet
icon URL (gray)
Ecosia (3 columns)
— tabs for selecting verticals above results
— advertisements above (N=1) and below (N=4) results and in right column
(N=8)
— vertical results in between normal web search results (e.g., news at pos. 1,
images at pos. 4, videos at pos. 7)
— semantic information in right column (e.g., graph search box / info box) → en-us
version only
— format of web search results:
title/link (blue/underlined, keywords in bold font)
URL (green)
content snippet

C.1 SERP Reviews
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D
From TMR to Turtle: Predicting
Result Relevance from Mouse
Cursor Interactions in Web
Search

D.1 Initial Evaluation of TellMyRelevance!

Tab. D.1.: Confusion matrix for the Bayesian Network trained based on DS2.

actual class ↓
bad
good

predicted class
bad good
16,386
360

2,353
793

Tab. D.2.: Confusion matrix for the Bayesian Network trained based on DS3.

actual class ↓
bad
good

predicted class
bad good
17,801
295

1,756
838
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Fig. D.1.: Precision–Recall (PR) curves for the compared approaches based on DS2.

Fig. D.2.: Precision–Recall (PR) curves for the compared approaches based on DS3.
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Fig. D.3.: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for the compared approaches
based on DS2.

Fig. D.4.: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for the compared approaches
based on DS3.

D.2 StreamMyRelevance! Algorithm
D.2.1 Client-Side Interaction Tracking
module interactionTracking {
metadata ← (searchSessionID, userID, query, listOfResults, timestamp)
add metadata to buffer

D.2 StreamMyRelevance! Algorithm
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for each result r on SERP {
for each event e in (mouseenter, mousepause, mousestart, mouseleave) {
/* add event listener */
when e occurs on r {
data ← (searchSessionID, resultID, eventObject)
add data to buffer
}
}
}
repeat {
if buffer size ≥ threshold {
dataPacket ← compress(buffer)
send dataPacket to preprocessor
empty buffer
}
}
}
module relevanceJudgments {
function registerJudgment(value) {
judgment ← (searchSessionID, userID, resultID, value)
dataPacket ← compress(judgment)
send dataPacket to preprocessor
}
}

D.2.2 Preprocessor
module preprocessor {
receive dataPacket
data ← decompress(dataPacket)
for each object in data {
ID ← object.searchSessionID
switch object {
case search session metadata:
create collectedSearchSession[ID]
add metadata to collectedSearchSession[ID]
save collectedSearchSession[ID]
case mouse event:
fetch collectedSearchSession[ID]
add event to collectedSearchSession[ID]
save collectedSearchSession[ID]
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case judgment:
if (collectedSearchSession[ID] exists) {
queries ← all collectedSearchSession[•].query where
collectedSearchSession[•].userID = judgment.userID
add queries to judgment
save judgment
}
}
}
repeat {
for all collectedSearchSession[ID] {
if collectedSearchSession[ID] not modified for longer than
threshold {
send collectedSearchSession[ID] to
interactionFeaturesProcessor
delete collectedSearchSession[ID]
}
}
}
}

D.2.3 Interaction Features Processor
module interactionFeaturesProcessor {
receive collectedSearchSession[ID]
for each event in collectedSearchSession[ID] {
q ← collectedSearchSession[ID].query
r ← event.resultID
/* e.g., filter out mouseleave events with no corresponding
mouseenter */
check event for validity according to Fig. 7.4
/* calculate interaction features, e.g. */
if event is mouseleave {
featureValues[q,r].hoverTime += (event.timestamp
- lastMouseenter.timestamp)
}
...
}
/* for simplicity, q := query, r := resultID */
for all featureValues[q,r] {

D.2 StreamMyRelevance! Algorithm
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for each f in (clicks, clickthroughs, cursorMovementTime, cursorTrail,
hoverTime, unclickedHovers) {
featureValues[q,r].f /= featureValues[q,r].hovers
}
if persistedFeatures[q,r] exists {
persistedFeatures[q,r] ← (persistedFeatures[q,r]
+ featureValues[q,r]) / ++persistedFeatures[q,r].count)
} else {
persistedFeatures[q,r] ← featureValues[q,r]
persistedFeatures[q,r].count ← 1
save persistedFeatures[q,r]
}
send persistedFeatures[q,r] to classificationProcessor
}
}

D.2.4 Classification Processor
module classificationProcessor {
/* for simplicity, q := query, r := resultID */
receive featureValues[q,r]
if there exists a judgment where q in judgment.queries {
/* normalize featureValues */
for each f in features {
fetch persistedFeatures[q,•] where persistedFeatures[q,•].f is
global maximum
featureValues[q,r].f ← featureValues[q,r].f
/ persistedFeatures[q,•].f
}
compute relevance according to Equation 7.1
wekaInstance ← (featureValues[q,r], relevance)
fetch model
train model on wekaInstance using WEKA API
save model
}
}
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Evaluation

E
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E.1 Front End
E.1.1 Instructions (German)
Deine Aufgabe
Ein guter Freund bzw. eine gute Freundin von dir hat
Geburtstag. Benutze die Web-Suche von BlueKiwi, um ein
angemessenes Geschenk zu finden, das nicht mehr als 50 €
kostet.

Bevor du anfängst: Bitte lies dir die folgenden Anweisungen aufmerksam
durch und versuche, sie so gut wie möglich zu befolgen!

Sobald du eine Suchergebnisseite verlassen willst, d.h. wenn du
einen neuen Suchbegriff eingibst,
einen Suchvorschlag anklickst, oder
den "Zurück"-Button deines Browsers benutzt,
erscheint ein kurzer Fragebogen. Beantworte diesen bitte so intuitiv wie
möglich. Sobald du damit fertig bist, geht deine Suche wie gewohnt weiter.

Wenn du ein passendes Geschenk gefunden hast, klicke bitte den
"Studie beenden"-Button in der rechten unteren Ecke deiner aktuellen
Suchergebnisseite und beantworte den finalen Fragebogen.

Alles klar? Dann kann es jetzt losgehen:
Dein LDAP-Kürzel (optional)
Deine Abteilung
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E.1.2 Demographic Questions (German)

Vielen Dank
Vielen Dank für deine Teilnahme! Um die Studie abzuschließen, beantworte
bitte noch die folgenden, kurzen Fragen.

Wieviel Zeit verbringst du pro Tag privat im Internet?
< 1 Std.
1–2 Std.
2–3 Std.
3–4 Std.
> 4 Std.
Wofür nutzt du diese Zeit am meisten? (mehrfache Antworten möglich)
News
Shopping
Spiele
Soziale Netzwerke
Videos
sonstiges
Welche Suchmaschine benutzt du am meisten?
Google
Yahoo
Bing
Ecosia
eine andere
Wie häufig benutzt du Suchmaschinen?
mehrmals pro Tag
einmal pro Tag
mehrmals pro Woche
einmal pro Woche
weniger als einmal pro Woche
Wonach suchst du im Allgemeinen mit Suchmaschinen? (mehrfache
Antworten möglich)
News
Produkte
Orte
Fakten / Wissen
sonstiges
Dein Geburtsjahr:
Dein Geschlecht:

weiblich

männlich

anderes

Trage hier bitte sonstiges Feedback ein (optional):
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E.1.3 Results of Feature Selection Process
Tab. E.1.: Results of the feature selection process for the context HD/not familiar. Features marked with an asterisk (*) have been selected as heuristic rules (cf. Section 8.2.7).
feature
informativeness
cursorSpeed
cursorSpeed*
cursorTrailY
hovers*
pageDwellTime
F-measure
area under ROC
understandability
cursorSpeed*
cursorSpeedX
cursorSpeedX
cursorTrailY
hovers*
hoverTime
hoverTime
hoverTime
maxHoverTime
scrollDirChanges
F-measure
area under ROC
confusion
charsDeleted
cursorSpeedX
cursorSpeedX*
cursorSpeedY
pageDwellTime
scrollMaxY*
scrollPixelAmount*
scrollSpeed
F-measure
area under ROC
distraction
cursorSpeed
cursorSpeed
cursorSpeed
cursorSpeedX
cursorSpeedX
cursorSpeedY
cursorSpeedY
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component
total
#searchForm
#searchForm
#serpResults

absolute/relative

abs.
abs.
rel.

Pearson’s r

#folds

0.19
-0.21
-0.04
0.40
0.09

3
2
1
2
3

-0.46
-0.46
-0.47
-0.11
0.24
-0.13
-0.15
-0.11
-0.16
-0.05

1
6
6
6
2
1
4
1
2
1

0.40
0.15
-0.49
-0.38
-0.14
-0.44
-0.33
-0.01

8
1
2
1
1
2
2
1

-0.10
0.01
0.03
-0.08
-0.10
-0.08
0.10

1
1
2
3
7
2
1

= 0.373
= 0.601
#searchForm
#searchForm
#searchForm
#serpResults
#serpResults
total
#serpResults
#serpResults
total

abs.
abs.
rel.
rel.
rel.
abs.
rel.

= 0.452
= 0.588
#searchForm
total
#searchForm
#searchForm

rel.
rel.
rel.

= 0.414
= 0.502
#searchForm
#serpResults
#serpResults
#searchForm
#searchForm
#searchForm
#serpResults

rel.
abs.
rel.
abs.
rel.
rel.
abs.

Tab. E.1.: (continued)
feature

component

absolute/relative

cursorSpeedY
cursorStops*
cursorStops
cursorStops
cursorTrail*
cursorTrailY
cursorTrailY
maxHoverTime
pageDwellTime
scrollPixelAmount
F-measure
area under ROC

#serpResults
total
#serpResults
#serpResults
total
total
#searchForm
#serpResults

rel.

readability
cursorTrailX
pageDwellTime*
scrollMaxY
textSelections*
textSelectionLength*
F-measure
area under ROC
information density
cursorTrailX
pageDwellTime*
scrollMaxY*
scrollPixelAmount
F-measure
area under ROC
reachability
charsDeleted
charsDeleted
charsTyped
charsTyped*
cursorTrail
cursorTrail
cursorTrailX
cursorTrailX
cursorTrailY
hoverTime
maxHoverTime
scrollDirChanges*
scrollPixelAmount
F-measure
area under ROC

Pearson’s r

#folds

0.10
-0.26
-0.16
-0.12
-0.25
-0.17
-0.04
-0.21
-0.18
-0.19

1
7
6
1
10
2
1
3
1
1

rel.

0.15
-0.21
-0.06
-0.27
-0.39

2
6
1
1
1

rel.

0.05
-0.11
-0.27
-0.18

1
9
1
1

-0.07
-0.13
-0.31
-0.27
-0.08
0.02
-0.03
0.09
0.00
-0.17
-0.17
-0.31
-0.22

1
2
4
1
1
1
4
6
1
1
1
10
1

abs.
rel.

abs.
abs.

= 0.518
= 0.632
#searchForm

total
total
= 0.296
= 0.391
#searchForm

= 0.325
= 0.577
total
#searchForm
total
#searchForm
#searchForm
#searchForm
#searchForm
#searchForm
#searchForm
total
#serpResults

rel.
abs.
abs.
rel.
abs.
rel.
rel.
abs.

= 0.334
= 0.494
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E.2 Back End
MCC Values
Tab. E.2.: MCC values for all data sets (rows) and investigated approaches (columns). The
values given are based on Updateable Naïve Bayes classifiers (except BBM).
data set
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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SMR
0.312
0.277
0.339
0.335
0.374
0.333
0.299
0.345
0.326
0.343

TMR
0.316
0.296
0.308
0.322
0.378
0.266
0.287
0.311
0.291
0.300

BBM
0.335
0.320
0.372
0.169
0.360
0.142
0.144
0.156
0.166
0.352

SMRclick
0.279
0.214
0.287
0.286
0.356
0.292
0.232
0.299
0.276
0.288

TMRclick
0.273
0.250
0.268
0.251
0.352
0.234
0.204
0.253
0.227
0.287
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